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The Kethuvim (MybUtk) - The Writings 

PSALM 1 - THE TWO WAYS  

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 1 is the Psalm of the two ways: the way of the righteous, and the way of the 
wicked. The righteous person meditates on the Torah day and night and is like a 
tree transplanted by streams of water with leaves that do not wither and ever 
bearing fruit. The wicked are as the chaff which the wind drives away. The Lord 
thus embraces the way of the righteous, but the way of the ungodly perishes.  
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 1:1 

1.1 Text 

  Myfiw Ar4 tcaf3Ba j`lahA x| rw,x3 wyxihA-yr2w ;xa 

 :bwA%y! x| Mycile bwaOmb;U dmA5fA x| MyxiF>AHa j`r@d^@b;U 

1.2 Vocabulary 

 rw,xe^    Noun     “happiness” 

 j`lh    Verb     “to walk” 

 hcAfe    Noun     “counsel” 

 fwAr!    Adjective    “wicked” 

 xF;He    Noun     “sinner” 

 dmf   Verb     “to stand” 

 bwaOm   Noun     “seat” 

 Cyl    Verb      “to mock” 

 bwy    Verb     “to sit” 

1.3 Grammar 

 wyxihA-yr2w ;xa 

“Happinesses belong to the man,” or “Happinesses of the man.” yr2w ;xa is a 

noun in construct with wyxihA. Notice the sere-yod, which shows that the 

noun is in construct in the plural. The word is rw,xe^,  meaning “happiness,” 

and in the construct masculine plural it becomes yr2w;xa. So it is 
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“happinesses,” “a multitude of happinesses.” This is like a fixed plural form 
whenever you find it in the Hebrew scripture in construct like 

this.“Happinesses belong to the man.” Notice the word wyxihA. wyxi is the 

Hebrew noun for “man,” and notice the definite article hA. hA has the long 

qames, because the x cannot take a daghesh, so you have compensatory 
lengthening in the article. Normally the article has a pathah followed by a 
daghesh forte, having come from a previous historical prototype of 

wyxil;ha, where the l dropped out, so we have compensatory lengthening 

under the h. 

 rw,x3  

is a relative pronoun meaning, “Blessed is the man who . . .”  Notice the 

alliteration in rw,x3 wyxihA-yr2w ;xa. One of the beautiful things about 
poetry is assonance or alliteration, something you cannot find in a 

translation: the w, the r, the x, the repetition of these consonants. 

 j`lahA x|  

x| is a negative particle. j̀lahA is a verb, a Qal perfect, third masculine 

singular, from the root j̀lh, meaning “to walk.” So, “blessed is the man 

who does not walk . . .” Some would translate this as past, “who has not 
walked.” I think the perfect here is simply looking at one’s overall life, in 

sort of a collective idea. “Blessed is the man who does not walk . . .” j̀lahA, 
an interesting word, has to do with conduct. So, “Happinesses comes to the 
man who does not conduct his life or walk . . .” 

 Myfiw Ar4 tcaf3Ba  

“. . . in the counsel of the wicked . . .” Ba is a preposition. Notice the noun 

hcAfe, meaning “counsel”, becomes tcaf3 in construct with MyfiwAr4. The 

hurried-pathah or hateph-pathah under the f shifts its half-vowel over 
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under the c, and the final h becomes t a in construct with MyfiwAr4, hcAfe 
becoming tcaf3. So, “Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel 

of the wicked . . .” fwAr! is the Hebrew word for “wicked”, and this is the 

masculine plural form here with the My i. Historically this would have been 

Myfiw Ar!, and since we are rushing to get to the end, the accent occurring at 

the end of the word here, Myfiw Ar! becomes MyfiwAr4. The point of this 
phrase is that one does not conduct one’s life and walk and live according to 
the advice of wicked people. 

 MyxiF>AHa j`r@d^@b;U 

In this next phrase, notice U is a conjunction. It is a shureq instead of a waw, 

because when you have this conjunction with a labial (v4 with b;), it is too 

much alike, so there was a dissimilation, moving from v4 to U here, in this 

position before the labial b.  b; is a preposition meaning “in.” “And in the 

way of sinners.” j̀r@d,^ is a noun; it is in construct with MyxiF>AHa. Notice 

when you have two nouns in construct, you treat it like a genitive in Greek: 

the book of John, the way of sinners. And MyxiF >AHa is a noun that means a 

professional covenant breaker. Notice the daghesh in the F shows 
something that is continuous. It is emphasizing this as an emphatic kind of 

noun, one who is a practicing covenant breaker, as it were. The noun xF;He 
actually means to break a covenant. When in the ancient world a king 
addresses another king, he might say, “You have sinned against me,” 
meaning “you have broken the covenant agreement that we have had.” Also, 

a secondary meaning of xF;He is to ‘miss the mark.’ We see this, for 

example, in the arrow that missed the mark, as it were, in the account of 
David and Jonathan, where the arrow did not go as far as the mark that they 

had set. Basically, xF;He in its secondary meaning means to miss the mark. 

Notice My i is a masculine plural. “Happinesses come to this man also who 

does not walk in the counsel of the wicked, nor . . .” 
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 dmA5fA x|  

“. . . stand in the way of sinners,” or “in the path where habitual covenant 

breakers stand.” x| is a negative particle, dmA5fA is a Qal perfect, again, 

third masculine singular, from the verb dmf, “to stand.” This is a more 

entrenched position that is being taken here, from walking to standing on the 
road where habitual covenant breakers stand. 

 Mycile bwaOmb;U  

“Nor, . . .”  and here we have this U again, in the position before the labial b, 

“. . . in . . .”  Mycile bwaOm. Notice bwaOm is a noun meaning “seat,”  and 

Mycile comes from the root Cyli. This is a Qal participle, masculine plural, 

from the root Cyli. “In the seat of those who mock,”  or “of the mockers.” 

The My ishows it is masculine plural. 

 :bwA%y! x| 

“. . . he does not sit.” Notice again the negative particle x|, and the verb 

bwA%y!. The verb again is a Qal perfect, third masculine singular, from the 

root bwy. Notice the double qames here, with the final qames because we 
are at the end of a verse, and we lengthen in pause here from a pathah to a 
qames. 

1.4 Translation 

“Happinesses belong to the man who does not walk in the counsel of the 
wicked, and in the way of sinners he does not stand, and in the seat of the 
mockers he does not sit.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

Notice the devolution in the text here. Happinesses, a multitude of 
happinesses, belong to the man who does not do three things: (1) he does not 
walk in the advice of the wicked, nor (2) stand on the road where habitual 
covenant breakers stand (this is a more fixed position), and finally (3) does 
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not sit in the seat of the mockers. This one becomes a teacher, sitting in the 
seat of a teacher, and making light of the great truths of God. This is a 
progressive devolution, if we could use that word, and it also shows a more 
fixed position, moving from following advice to taking a fixed position of 
standing on the road of covenant breakers to finally assuming the role of 
teacher in a seated position. The happy man does not do these things. But, in 
verse two, the happy man is contrasted with what the ungodly man does. 
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 1:2 

2.1 Text 

 hG,h;y@ Otr!Otb;U Ocp;H,^ hv!hy4 tr1O tB; Mxi yKi 

       :hlAy4lA%v! MmAOy 

2.2 Vocabulary 

 hr!OT   Noun     “law” 

 Cp,H,^    Noun     “delight” 

 hgh    Verb     “to meditate” 

2.3 Grammar 

 Mxi yKi 
 These two words together show sharp contrast. We translate it as  

“But . . .”  with a sharp contrast. 

 hv!hy4 tr1OtB;  

Notice the B is a preposition, “. . . in the Torah of Yahweh . . .”  Actually 

the word hr!Ot becomes tr1Ot in construct again, that final h of the noun 

changing to a t in construct with hv!hy4.  

 Ocp;H,^ 

“. . . is His delight . . .” We must supply “is.” Notice the noun Cp,H,^, 
meaning “delight.” Cp,Ĥ, becomes Ocp;H,^ or Cp;H, in construct with O, a 

pronominal suffix, third masculine singular. In sharp contrast to verse one, 
the godly person has his delight in the Torah or the instruction of the Lord. 
That’s where his delight is; that’s where he wants to be. 
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 :hlAy4lA%v! MmAOy hG,h;y@ Otr!Otb;U  

“. . . and in His Torah he constantly meditates by day and night.” Notice in 

the next phrase U the conjunction again, followed by the preposition b;. 
Notice there is no daghesh lene in the b;, because it is preceded by the 

shureq, by the vowel, which softens the b here. hr!Ot again means 

“instruction” or “law.” Notice it is in construct with O, but in an open 

syllable because of the final O. The O is another pronominal suffix, third 

masculine singular. “And in His Torah he constantly muses (or mumbles 

under the breath)” God’s Torah “day and night.” hG,h;y@ comes from the 

word hgAhA, which means “to speak or mumble under the breath.” It is a Qal 

imperfect, third masculine singular from the root hgh. Notice the seghol 

under the g. The reason for this is probably because this verb had a final 

yod at one time. Most of these lamed he verbs, that is, where the h is in the 

final position, were historically lamed yods and preferred the I-class vowel 
or the seghol here. So, “in His Torah he constantly muses or mumbles under 
the breath.” There is this constant speaking the Torah under one’s breath, as 

it were, day and night. “…by day and night.” Notice MOy is the noun that 

means “day” followed by the adverbial suffix M A, meaning “…by day and 

night”. v! is a conjunction, and hlAy4lA% is a noun that simply means “night”.  

2.4 Translation 

“But in the law of the LORD is his delight, and in His law he constantly 
meditates by day and night.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

This is a beautiful summary of where the delight of the godly and happy 
person is. His delight is in the instruction of the Lord, and in His Torah, he 
constantly mutters God’s Word under the breath, as it were, by day and by 
night. It is his ongoing occupation that drives this godly person because of 
his delight and where it is.   
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One of the rabbis tells the story of coming from the place of the wr!d4mi-
tyBe, or “the house of study” when he is met by a man on the road. The 
man says to him, “I can give to you all kinds of money, Rabbi.” The rabbi 
says, “Why do I need your money? I have just come from the most wealthy 
house I could come from, for I have come from the house of the Torah.”  

Certainly being in God’s word is the greatest joy that one could have and as 
we look at the New Testament, Jesus says to “Search the Scriptures,” for 
they testify of Him. And as a Christian, the greatest joy of meditating in the 
Torah is to grow in our knowledge of Jesus Christ, to see Him in the 
Scriptures, and to develop a deeper love with Him from the study of the 
Torah. 
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 1:3 

3.1 Text 

 NTey9 Oyr4Pi rw,x3 My9mA^ ygel;Pa-lfa lUtwA CfeK; hy!hAv4 

 :H1yli% c;y1 hW,f3y1 rw,x3 lkov4 lOB7y9- x| Uhl26fAv4 OTfiB; 
3.2 Vocabulary 

 ltw    Verb     “to transplant” 

 gl,P,^    Noun     “stream” 

 tfe    Noun     “season” 

 hlefA    Noun     “leaf” 

 lbn    Verb     “to wither” 

 Hlc    Verb     “to prosper” 

3.3 Grammar 

 hy!hAv4 
 The results now of meditation in the Torah follow. “And he shall  

be . . .” Notice the conjunction v4. hyAhA is a Qal perfect, third masculine 

singular with a waw conversive. Notice this v here is converting. It is 

turning this perfect over and making it a future, and whenever you have this 
waw reversive or waw conversive in the perfect, it occurs with a shewa 

underneath the waw or v4. “And he shall be . . .” As a result of his constant 

ongoing meditation, he shall be 
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 lUtwA CfeK; 

“. . . he shall be as a tree transplanted . . .” K; is a preposition meaning “as”, 

and  Cfe a noun meaning “tree”. lUtwA is a Qal passive participle. Notice 

the A-U pattern in this form. “He shall be as a tree having been 
transplanted . . .” The Torah takes one from an arid region and transplants 
this one into a well-watered region. 

 My9mA^ ygel;Pa-lfa  

lfa is a preposition. ygel;Pa comes from gl,P,^ meaning “a dividing” or a 

“division.” Notice the earth was divided during the time of gl,P,^ in Genesis 

10. In the plural, we move from MyGil;Pa to ygel;Pa in the construct form. 

ygel;Pa, with the sere-yod, just like we saw in yr2w;xa, is a masculine noun 

in a plural construct. This word means something that cuts or divides, and it 
could look at irrigated ditches, or more probably at streams that cut their 
way through the mountainside or cut their way through the land: they  are 
sharp, cutting streams. So, “he shall be as this tree having been transplanted 

by these cutting streams, as it were, of waters . . .”  My9mA^ is a dual noun, and 

notice the My9 A ending, the qames here because we are in a pause position 
instead of the simple pathah. The great truth of this passage is that as one is 
in the Torah, it is as though he is then being transported or transplanted from 
a dry region of this world in its aridity into that well-watered area of God’s 
Word, and it is like being then placed by these sharp, cutting streams of 
waters. 

 OTfiB ; NTey9 Oyr4Pi rw,x3  

The result of that then is fruitfulness. “. . . whose fruit it customarily gives in 

its season . . .” rw,x3 is a relative pronoun, “whose,” with Oyr4Pi, “its fruit.” 

yr9P; is a noun that means “fruit,” and in construct yr9P; becomes Oyr4Pi 
with the pronominal suffix, third masculine singular, O. “Whose fruit of it . . 

.”,  literally, or “whose its fruit it customarily gives in its season.”  N Tey9 is a 
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pe nun verb from the verb N tan!. What has happened here is that it is a Qal 

imperfect, third masculine singular, historically from N Ten4y9. In NTen4y9 that n 

of the pe nun verb has assimilated into the t, causing a doubling. So NTen4y9 
became NTey9, and the y shows that it is a Qal imperfect. “Whose its fruit it 

customarily keeps on giving in its season.” B;  is a preposition, tfi is in 

construct from tfe, meaning “season,” and O the pronominal suffix, third 
masculine singular. In other words, as one is transplanted by these streams 
of water, the root of that soul is constantly bearing fruit, in season, always in 
season, and its leaf never ever withers. 

 lOB7y9-x| Uhl26fAv4 

v4 is the conjunction, followed by the noun hlefA, which means “leaf.” 

Notice the Uh here is a pronominal suffix, third masculine singular. What 

has happened here historically is that hlefA had Uh added to it, and one of 

the hs dropped out. So we have Uhh;lefA with one h dropping out, 

becoming Uhl26fA. “And its leaf . . .” This is another alternative way of 

writing the third masculine singular pronominal suffix. “. . . does not  

wither . . .” x| is a negative particle, followed by lOB7y9, which is another 

pe nun verb, from lOB7n4y9 becoming lOB7y9, the n having assimilated into 

the b. It is a simple Qal imperfect, third masculine singular, from lben!, 
meaning “to wither or fade.” “. . . its leaf does not wither or does not fade.” 
Actually it “does not ever wither.” Notice these imperfects, which describe 
ongoing fruit-bearing, a never-withering leaf. 

 :H1yli% c;y1 hW,f3y1 rw,x3 lkov4  

“. . . and all which he does, it is caused to prosper.”  Notice the v4, the 

conjunction “and,” followed by lko, the adjective “all,” then rw,x3, another 

relative pronoun “which,” followed by hW,f3y1, “he does.” hW,f3y1 is a verb 
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from the root hWf. It is a Qal imperfect, third masculine singular. Notice 

this is a lamed he verb, again preferring the seghol, because hWAfA was 

probably historically yWafA, with a final y changing to a h in the progression 

of time. Notice under the f you have a hurried-pathah. In this hurried-

pathah, the pathah part under the f shifts over under the y, and we end up 

with hW,f3y1. So in this hateph-pathah, the pathah is shifting under the y, 

and that is the reason for the pathah under the y. But this is a Qal imperfect, 

third masculine singular from the root hWf. “. . . all that he does is caused 

to prosper.” Notice in H1yli% c;y1 the root Hlc and the A-I pattern in this 

verb. When you have an A-vowel under the prefix y followed by a hireq-

yod, it indicates the Hiphil stem. This is a Hiphil imperfect, the y showing 

third person masculine singular, from the root Hlc. Notice also the furtive 

pathah under the H, to make sure that the reader pronounces the H. The 

Masoretes put that pathah there to make sure that it was not ignored in 
pronunciation. “…all which he does is caused to prosper.” It is a causative 
stem.  

3.4 Translation 

“And he shall be as a tree having been transplanted by streams of waters, 
whose fruit it customarily gives in its season, and its leaf does not ever 
wither, and all which he does is caused to prosper.”  

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

Notice the elongation of this verse from a literary point of view. The person 
who meditates in the Torah you can’t say enough about. He is like a tree 
having been transplanted by streams of water whose fruit it customarily 
gives in its season and its leaf never ever withers and all that he does results 
in prospering. On the other hand, what do you say about the wicked? They 
are simply as chaff which the wind drives away. 
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The other point that needs to be made in verse three is that fruitfulness 
comes from being in the Torah, because as one is studying the Word of God, 
it is as if the Word takes one and places one before these life-giving streams 
that are found in the Word, in the Torah. Then one becomes fruit-bearing, 
always in season, whether young or old. One’s leaf never ever withers, and 
all that he does results in spiritual prosperity. Let us spend our days and 
nights meditating in the Torah to worship our Lord Jesus to have the 
spiritual prosperity that is promised by so doing. 
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Lesson 4:  Psalm 1:4 

4.1 Text 

 :H1Ur& Un>p,^D 4Ti-rw,x3 Cm>oKa Mxi yKi Myfi5wAr4hA Nke-x| 

4.2 Vocabulary 

 Cmo    Noun     “chaff” 

 Jdn    Verb     “to drive away” 

4.3 Grammar 

 Myfi5w Ar4hA Nke-x| 

Notice the contrast in this verse. “Not so are the wicked . . .” x| is a 

negative particle. Nke is an adverb meaning “so.” “Not thus are the wicked 

ones . . .” The adjective fwAr! in the plural, masculine plural, with the 

definite article hA here, again because the r cannot take a daghesh. The l of 

the original article has fallen out, causing compensatory lengthening. 

 Cm>oKa Mxi yKi  

There’s that sharp contrast again, in Mxi yKi. “. . . but are as the chaff . . .” 

K; means “as”, and notice the pathah underneath makes it a definite article. 

Historically this was Cm>ohaK; becoming Cm>oKa.  

 :H1Ur& Un>p,^D 4Ti-rw,x3  

rw,x3 is the relative pronoun “which.” “. . . which the wind drives it away.” 

Notice the root here is Jdan!. It is another pe nun verb. Historically what has 

happened is Uhn4p,^D4n4Ti became Un>p,^D4Ti. First of all, you have several types 

of assimilation. The n historically in D4n4Ti has assimilated into the d, 
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making it a daghesh forte, and then in Uhn4p,, the n is a hinge taking us to 

the final pronominal suffix Uh. The h in Uh, by reverse assimilation, has 

been lost in the n or has gone back into the n. So we have two types of 

assimilation historically occurring here. First, progressive assimilation, in 

the first part of this verb, in which the n has assimilated into the d, with the 

daghesh forte in the D. Then the n is a hinge taking us to the final 

pronominal suffix Uh where the h by reverse assimilation has gone back 

into the n. The root is Jdn, “to drive away.” It is Qal imperfect, third 

feminine singular, from the root Jdn, with a final pronominal suffix Uh, in 

this form, third masculine singular. “. . . but are as the chaff which the wind 

drives it away.” Notice that the final Uh is a resumptive pronoun here, 

“drives it  away.” Notice that H1Ur is a noun, feminine singular, simply 

meaning “wind,” with the final furtive pathah under the H to make sure 

that we pronounce the H. 

4.4 Translation 

 “Not so are the wicked, but are as the chaff which the wind drives away.” 

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

This is a very interesting verse. The farmer, in the evening, would often take 
his grain and with a shovel throw it into the air, as it were, and the heavier 
grain would fall at the feet of the farmer and the lighter chaff would blow 
away. He would then gather it and burn the chaff. So the wicked, in contrast 
to those that meditate in Torah, are very sharply contrasted. Notice the 
fruitfulness of the one versus the lack of fruit in chaff. Notice the fixity of 
one in Torah: one is like a tree transplanted by streams of water, whose fruit 
it customarily gives, versus that which is fleeting and fruitless. There are all 
of these contrasts that are being presented here. And what do you say about 
the wicked? They are just like chaff which the wind blows away. He does 
not go on and on, elongating statements about the wicked. He just simply 
says they are as chaff. This elongation in verse three is a literary device that 
the Psalmist is using to highlight the fruit of one in Torah and to contrast that 
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one with a person not in the Word and who is not living a godly life, but a 
wicked life. 
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Lesson 5:  Psalm 1:5 

5.1 Text 

 MyxiF>AHav4 F PA5w ;m>iBa MyfiwAr4 Umq_^y! x| NKe-lfa 

       :Myqi& yD9ca tdaf3Ba 
5.2 Vocabulary 

 MUq    Verb     “to arise” 

 FPAw;m   Noun     “judgment” 

 hdAfA    Noun     “assembly” 

5.3 Grammar 

 NKe-lfa 
 These two words go together to mean “Wherefore.”   

 Myfiw Ar4 Umq_^y! x|  

“. . . the wicked will not arise . . .” x| is a negative particle, following 

NKe-lfa, the conjunction “wherefore.” Umq_^y! comes from MUq, the verb 
that means to stand or arise or to be established. It is a middle weak verb, 

and the y shows it is third person with the U third plural, so it is a Qal 

imperfect, third masculine plural, from the root MUq. Myfiw Ar4 is from 

fwAr!, and means “the wicked ones.” Notice again the My i showing it is 

masculine plural.  
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 FPA5w;m>iBa  

Ba is a preposition, and notice the pathah underneath it makes it a definite 

article, FPA5w;m>ihaB; becoming FPA5w;m>iBa, “in the judgment.” The  

judgment here is a noun, and no doubt this is looking at the final judgment. 
“Wherefore the wicked will not arise in the judgment.”  In the ancient world, 
often one would rise up in court to declare one’s innocency. In the final 
judgment, the wicked will not be able to arise. They will have to stay seated, 
because they cannot arise to declare their innocency; only the righteous can. 

 MyxiF>AHav4  

This phrase is in parallelism, and we find this in Hebrew poetry. Line two is 
now in parallelism with line one. “. . . nor covenant breakers . . .” Notice 

the noun xF>AHa with the daghesh in the F showing the intensity here of 

covenant-breaking, the repetitiousness of it. v4 is the conjunction which here 

is translated “nor,” and the My iending shows the noun is masculine plural. 

MyxiF>AHa is “sinners” or professional covenant-breakers.  

 :Myqi& yD9ca tdaf3Ba 

“. . . in the congregation of the righteous.” tdaf3Ba comes from hdAfe, 
meaning “assembly.” hdAfe becomes tdaf3 in construct; notice that final h 

changes to a t. We have this pathah because of the shift of the hurried-

pathah, the pathah part of that under the f here. qyD9ca is a righteous 

person, so we could translate this “of the righteous ones.” tdaf3Ba is a noun 

in construct with the plural noun Myqi&yD9ca. My i is a masculine plural. 

5.4 Translation 

“Wherefore the wicked will not rise up in the judgment, nor sinners in the 
assembly of the righteous ones.” 
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5.5 Application/Interpretation  

The text is saying that the wicked will not be able to arise in the final 
judgment to declare innocency nor covenant-breakers in the assembly of the 
righteous ones, in parallelism with the previous clause. Simply, the righteous 
only will be able to arise in the judgment, not the wicked. 
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Lesson 6:  Psalm 1:6 

6.1 Text 

 :db2%xTo Myfiw Ar4 j̀r@d@^v4 Myq97yD9ca j`r@D @^ hv!hy4 f1d2^Oy-yKi 
6.2 Vocabulary 

 fdy    Verb     “to know” 

 dbx    Verb     “to perish” 

6.3 Grammar 

 hv!hy4 f1d2^Oy-yKi 

“For the LORD knows (or embraces) . . .” Notice yKi is a conjunction, and 

now we have the participle f1d2^Oy from the root fdy. Notice the O-sere 

pattern, with the furtive pathah under the f. That’s a long O (holem-
waw), but it is a Qal participle, masculine singular. “For the LORD knows . . 
.”  He knows experientially or He embraces. This is a very strong word 
showing experiential kind of knowledge. He is a part of the way of the 
righteous. The Lord embraces or knows intimately the way of the righteous. 

 Myq97yD9ca j`r@D @^  

Again, these are two nouns in construct. j̀r@D,^ is a noun, feminine singular, 

from j`r@D@^, and Myq97yD9ca would be an adjective meaning “the righteous 

ones.” “For the LORD knows the way of the righteous ones . . .”  

 Myfiw Ar4 j`r@d@^v4  

“. . . but the way of the wicked . . .” Again, v4 is a conjunction, with two 
nouns in construct. 
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 :db2%xTo  

“. . . shall perish.” Notice this final word db2%xTo  is like rmaxA; it is a pe 
aleph verb that historically must have gone through a stage of having two I-

vowels, possibly dbexTi, and by a process of dissimilation we end up with 

dbexTo, because that x always prefers the O-vowel instead of the I-vowel, 

as in a normal verb like rmow;y9, for example. Possibly through the process 
of historical Hebrew development, two I-vowels may have been there at one 

time, dbexTi changing through dissimilation to dbexTo, just like in 

rm15xyo, “he said.”  

6.4 Translation 

“For the LORD knows the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked 
shall perish.”  

6.5 Application/Interpretation  

As we come to the conclusion, the Lord knows intimately the path of the 
righteous. Therefore, that is why the righteous will be able to arise in the 
judgment; they have followed that path through life that the Lord embraces. 
But the way of the wicked will perish; it will come to nought. I think the 
imagery here is like a path that you are following and all of a sudden, with 
the overgrowth of weeds, it perishes. So the way of the wicked will not 
endure; it will come to nought; it will perish. 

We must live our lives by the Word of God. It is the instrument that leads us 
to the path that the Lord would have His people to walk in. And as we look 
at this great text, in the New Testament, Jesus again calls us to come to the 
Torah to find Him, to come to the Hebrew scripture to see Jesus. In Luke 24, 
on the road to Emmaus, the Lord took the Torah of Moses, the Prophets, and 
the Psalms, and He found Himself. And so as we meditate on the Word of 
God, we grow into a deeper knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 
Paul in Second Timothy chapter three told Timothy to spend time in the 
Holy Scriptures, “which will make you wise in salvation, which is in Jesus 
Christ.”  
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May we spend our days and nights meditating on the instruction of the Lord, 

the hv!hy4 tr1Ot. May that be our delight, and as we do, the Scriptures 

promise us that we shall be as a tree transplanted by streams of water, with 
fruit being borne in proper season, our leaves never withering, and all that 
we do resulting in spiritual prosperity. 
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PSALM 2  - THE CORONATION OF THE MESSIAH  

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 2 is the coronation of an Israeli king. The king becomes a type of Christ in 
His death, the coronation at His resurrection, and His second coming to judge the 
world. Happy are all those who kiss Christ, the Son and who take refuge in Him. 
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 2:1 

1.1 Text 

:qyr9%-UGh;y@ M ym>ixul;U My97Og Uw g;r! hm>AlA% 
1.2 Vocabulary 

 wgr    Verb    “to be in uproar” 

 yOG    Noun    “nation” 

 Mxul;   Noun    “people” 

 hgh    Verb    “to meditate” 

 qyr9    Adjective   “vain” 

1.3 Grammar 

 My97Og Uwg;r! hm>AlA% 

Notice hm>AlA%, “Why?”, an interrogative question. “Why are the nations in 

uproar?” Uwg;r! comes from the word wgar!, “to be in uproar.” It is a Qal 

perfect, third masculine plural from the root wgr. It is often used of the 

idea of a sea roaring. Notice then My97Og, from the noun yOG and the plural 

ending My i. “Why are the nations in an uproar? . . .” 

 Mym>ixul;U  

Here we have in Hebrew poetry the second stanza going with the first. “. . . 

and the peoples meditate a vain thing.” Notice U is a conjunction and is a 

shureq in the environment with the following shewa in l; because it is 

easier to pronounce it as a shureq. Mxul; means “people”, and Mym>ixul; 
the plural masculine “peoples.”   
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 :qyr9%-UGh;y@  

Notice we saw in Psalm 1 hG,h;y@. Now we have the same verb UGh;y@. Many 

have seen that Psalm 1 and Psalm 2 are to be placed together. Now we have 

the nations qyr9%-UGh;y@, that is, meditating a vain thing. The meditation 

here, the mumbling under the breath, is not a positive thing as in Psalm 1. 
They are meditating something that will come to nought. We parse this as a 

Qal imperfect, third masculine plural, from the root hGh. Notice that y 

again shows that it is a third person, and the U that it is a plural. “. . . a vain 

thing . . .” The adjective qyr9 is showing something that will not come to 
pass. The nations are in uproar, meditating on that which will come to 
nought. The next verse shows what they are doing. 

1.4 Translation 

 “Why are the nations in an uproar, and the peoples meditate a vain thing?” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

Psalm 1 is related to Psalm 2, dealing with right and wrong meditation. Also 
Psalm 2 is a great Psalm concerning the Coronation Day of a king in Israel. 
And I think it becomes a typical Psalm pointing in the New Testament to our 
Lord Jesus Christ. In the first three verses, it begins with the nations 
gathered together against God’s King. 
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 2:2 

2.1 Text 

 dHay!7-Uds;On Myn9z4Orv4 Cr@x,^-ykel;ma UbcZ;y1t;y9 

     :OH&ywim;-lfav4 hv!hy4-lfa 
2.2 Vocabulary 

 bcy    Verb    “to stand up against” 

 Nz@Or    Participle   “ruler” 

 dsy    Verb    “to take counsel” 

 dHAy!    Adverb   “together” 

 HaywimA   Noun    “Messiah” 

2.3 Grammar 

 Cr@x,^-ykel;ma UbcZ;y1t;y9 

“The kings of the earth station themselves . . .” Notice UbcZ;y1t;y9 is a 

Hithpael imperfect, third masculine plural, from the root bcy, meaning “to 

take one’s stand against.” Notice the t;y9 gives it away as a Hithpael 

imperfect, and the bcay! means “to stand up against,” so they are taking a 
very offensive stand, as it were, against the Lord and against His Christ. 
They stand up against, that is, the kings of the earth oppose the Lord and His 

Christ. Notice ykel;ma from j`l,m,^. MykilAm; would be the plural, but when 

that noun in plural is in construct, it becomes ykel;ma. This is a noun, plural, 

in construct, having the sere-yod, followed by the noun for “earth,” reading 
“the kings of the earth.” 
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 dHay!7-Uds;On Myn9z4Orv4 

“. . . and the rulers take counsel together . . .” Notice Myn9z4Orv4. v4 is a 

conjunction, and Myn9z4Or from N z@Or is a Qal participle, masculine plural, 

with that O-vowel. The word “counsel” comes from dsay!, “to take 
counsel.” “The rulers are taking counsel.” Historically we had a pe waw 

verb here, with the v in the pe position. Underneath the n, which is 

identifying this as a Niphal, it would have been Uds;v4n!, and that v A became 

O, Uds;v4n! becoming Uds;On. This is a Niphal perfect, third person plural, 

from the root dsy, which was historically a one waw form, dsv. “. . . the 

rulers are taking counsel together . . .”, showing a reciprocal action with the 

Niphal stem: “. . . together with one another . . .” Notice dHay!7 is an adverb, 
“together.” 

 hv!hy4-lfa  

“. . . against the LORD . . .” lfa here meaning “against,” “. . . against 

Yahweh . . .” 

 :OH&ywim;-lfav4  

“. . . and against His Messiah.” Notice OH&ywim; from the root HaywimA. This 

is where we get “Messiah.” Hywim; is in construct with O, third masculine 

singular pronominal suffix. They are taking counsel together against the 
LORD and against His Christ, against His Anointed One. In the Hebrew 
Bible, whenever a king or a prophet or a priest were installed, oil was poured 

on their head. This is where we get the concept of Messiah or HaywimA, one 

who has had oil poured on their head, from the Hebrew word HwamA, “to 

pour oil upon.” In the Greek Septuagint, the word xri<stoj appears here, 
“against the Lord and against His xri<stoj,”  the word which means 
“Christ.” In the New Testament, of course, we know our Lord Jesus is God’s 
ultimate anointed king and God’s ultimate anointed priest and prophet.  
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2.4 Translation 

“The kings of the earth station themselves, and the rulers take counsel 
together with one another against the LORD and against His Messiah.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

The revolt here is against the Lord and against His Anointed One. What they 
are saying follows in the next verse. 
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 2:3 

3.1 Text 

:Omyt2%bof3 Un>m>,^mi hkAyliw;n1v4 Omyt25O rs;Om -tx, hq!T;n1n4 
3.2 Vocabulary 

 qtn    Verb    “to tear” 

 hr!s;Om   Noun    “cord” 

 j`lw    Verb    “to cast away” 

 hbAfA    Noun    “rope” 

3.3 Grammar 

 hq!T;n1n4 

“Let us tear away . . .” Notice qtan! is the verb, and this is a Piel imperfect, 

first person plural, from the verb qtan!. Notice the shewa-pathah gives it 

away as a Piel imperfect, the n shows it is first person plural, and the h A is 
making this emphatic. Actually, this is a cohortative idea, that is, “Let us 
tear (or cut)…” 

 Omyt25Ors;Om-tx,  

“. . . their cords . . .” tx, is the sign of the direct object. hr!s;Om means 

“cord.” The tO shows it is a feminine plural noun, and it is in construct with 

Omy e, a pronominal suffix, third masculine plural. “Let us cut the cords of 

them (or their cords) from us . . .” They do not want to be under the rule of 
Yahweh or His Anointed.  
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 :Omyt2%bof3 Un>m>,^mi hkAyliw;n1v4   

“. . . and let us cast from us their ropes.” Notice the Hebrew root here is a 

Hiphil with the A-I pattern from the verb j`lawA, “to cast away.” The n shows 
that it is a first person plural, so it is a Hiphil imperfect, first person plural, 

from the root j̀lw, again with that emphatic h A ending, and having  a 

cohortative meaning here in the first person. “. . . let us cast (or cause to 

cast) away . . .” Uhn4m,n4mi is the original form for Un>m>,^mi, the n has 

assimilated into the second m, causing the daghesh forte. The N m, is a hinge 

followed by the daghesh forte in the n, because in the final Uh, the h has 

assimilated back into the n. So Uhn4m ,n4mi becomes Un>m>,^mi. “. . . and let us 

cast off from us . . .”, with the first person pronominal suffix. Notice the 

tbof3 from hbAfA, meaning “rope,” and the tO shows that it is feminine 

plural, in construct with Om e. All the way through here this Om e is another 

way of indicating a pronominal suffix, third masculine plural. We saw that 

in Om and yteOrs;Om. We have it here in Omytebof3. Omy e is showing 

pronominal suffix, third masculine plural. 

3.4 Translation 

 “Let us cut off their cords and let us cast off their ropes from us. 

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

The kings are saying, and they are whispering this: “Let us cut off their 
cords and let us cast their ropes from off of us. We do not want to be under 
their authority.” This basically would represent the kinglets in rebellion 
against Yahweh’s king that He is coronating to reign, to be the king. It is no 
doubt His coronation day, and these other kings are in revolt against what 
the Lord is doing. While this had to do with an Israeli king, its New 
Testament application is applied to Jesus. In Acts chapter four, the early 
believers, in praying for boldness, quote this Psalm. They say in verse 
twenty-five that David, your servant, our Father, through the mouth of the 
Holy Spirit, said, “Why have the nations raged, and the peoples meditated a 
vain thing? The kings of the earth station themselves, and the rulers take 
counsel together against the Lord and against His Christ.”  And then Luke 
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goes on to say, “For they were gathered together of a truth in that city 
against Your holy child Jesus whom You anointed, Herod and Pontius Pilate 
with the Gentiles, and the people of Israel, to do whatsoever Your hand and 
Your will had pre-determined to happen.” Notice the first movement of this 
Psalm is applied to the cross of Jesus Christ. When all the nations and all 
peoples are raging against Christ, in the New Testament, we see Jesus as the 
ultimate Anointed of God, and we see the cross fulfilling the first movement 
of this great Psalm. 

We then move to God’s determination that this king is going to reign, in the 
next verse. Actually, in verses four through six we see the second movement 
of this Psalm. 
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Lesson 4:  Psalm 2:4 

4.1 Text 

:Om lA%-gfal;y9 yn!d*x3 qHA5W;y9 My9ma^w>ABa bweOy 

4.2 Vocabulary 

 qHW    Verb    “to laugh” 

 gfl    Verb    “to mock” 

4.3 Grammar 

 qHA5W;y9 My9ma^w>AB a bweOy 

“The one who sits in the heavens will laugh . . .” Notice while the kings are 

standing, He is sitting. God is sitting. bweOy is a Qal participle, masculine 

singular, from the root bwy. Probably historically this was a one waw or pe 
waw form. But here we just have the “O” vowel written fully with the 
holem-waw. “The one who sits . . .” Notice the position of Yahweh. He is 
sitting; they are standing. He has it all under control. “. . . in the heavens . . ” 

Notice Ba is a preposition, and it is followed by the definite article, with the 

pathah underneath: My9m a^w>AhaB; becomes My9ma^w>ABa. Notice the noun 

My9ma^wA is a dual noun, with a dual ending. “. . . will laugh . . .” Notice that 

qHaWA means “to laugh,” and the y prefix shows it is third masculine 

singular, Qal imperfect, from the root qHW. Here the H is preferring the 
qames instead of the O-vowel. So, “The one who sits in the heavens will 
laugh . . .” and then in the synonymous parallelism of the next phrase,  
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 :Om lA%-gfal;y9 yn!d*x3  

yn!d*x3, this is a noun simply meaning “the Lord.” “. . . the Lord will mock at 

them.” Notice the gfal;y9 comes from the root gfl, “to mock.” It is a Qal 

imperfect, third masculine singular, with that y again, from the root gfl. 
Notice it prefers an A-vowel under the second consonant instead of an O. 

Instead of gfol;y9 it is gfal;y9. In Hebrew you have the I-A pattern occurring 

in a number of verbs, and the f here prefers the pathah instead of the O-

vowel.  “. . . the Lord will mock toward them or at them.”  Notice the l; 
showing the preposition, followed by Om again, pronominal suffix, third 
masculine plural. 

4.4 Translation 

 “The one who sits in the heavens will laugh, the LORD will mock at them.” 

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

We have a bold anthropomorphism here, that God has everything under 
control, and while they are speaking rebellion, that is, the kings on earth, He 
is simply laughing in heaven, as He is sitting on His throne. Applying this in 
the New Testament, the writer Luke tells us in Acts 4 that what happened on 
Calvary was already under God’s control, predetermined by the Lord, that 
Jesus would die for the sins of all human beings on the cross. 
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Lesson 5:  Psalm 2:5 

5.1 Text 

:Om l2%h3bay4 OnOrH3baU  OP7xab; Omyl26xe rBeday4 zxA 
5.2 Vocabulary 

 zxA    Adverb   “then” 

 JxA    Noun    “anger” 

 NOrH3    Noun    “fury” 

 lhB    Verb    “to terrify” 

5.3 Grammar 

 rBeday4 zxA 

“Then, . . .” an adverb, zxA. Notice rBeday4 is a Piel imperfect, third 

masculine singular, from the root rbD. You have that shewa-pathah with 

the doubling of the middle radical. “. . . he will speak . . .”   

 Omyl26xe  

“. . . unto them . . .” Notice lxe meaning “unto”, and then Omy e, 
pronominal suffix, third masculine plural. 

 OP7xab;  

“. . . in his anger . . .” b; is a preposition with the shewa, followed by the 

word “anger.” Jxa is the word for “nose;” when the nose becomes red, it is a 

picture of anger. It is literally “in his nose,” which actually means “in His 

anger.” The final O is a pronominal suffix, third masculine singular.  
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 OnOrH3baU  

 Now we have the parallelism to this first phrase. “. . . and in his 

fury . . .” U is a conjunction; notice it is U instead of v4 because of the labial 

b, and the shureq then is preferred before the b. N OrH3 means “fury” or 

“anger.” O is a pronominal suffix, third masculine singular. “. . . in the anger 

of him . . .” 

 :Om l2%h3bay4  

“. . . He will terrify them.” Notice lhb is the root here, and it means “to 
terrify.” The shewa-pathah makes this a Piel imperfect, third masculine 

singular from the root lhb, and Om e, pronominal suffix, third masculine 
plural.  

5.4 Translation 

 “Then he will speak to them in His anger; in His fury He will terrify them.”  

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

Again, we are seeing God’s basic control over this whole situation. They are 
speaking and whispering under their breath; He speaks and thunders from 
heaven. He speaks, and His anger will terrify these rebellious kings in the 
historical context. This also can be applied to the future, and the fact that 
Christ is the means of having God’s judgment swayed or taken away when 
one is in Jesus and has faith in Him as one’s Savior and Lord. 
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Lesson 6:  Psalm 2:6 

6.1 Text 

:ywi%d4q!-rha NOy>ci-lfa  yK5il;ma yTik;sa^n! yn9x3v1 
6.2 Vocabulary 

 j`sn    Verb    “to install” 

 NOy>ci    Noun    “Zion” 

6.3 Grammar 

 yn9x3v1 
 “But I . . .”  Notice the “I” here is emphatic. “But I  . . .” 

 yTik;sa^n!  

“. . . I have installed . . .” from j`san!. It is a Qal perfect, first person singular, 

from the root j̀sn, “to install.” 

 yK5il;m a  

“. . . my king . . .” yK5il;ma is from j`l,m,^. It is a noun in construct, j̀l,m,^ 
becoming j̀l;ma, and the y iis a pronominal suffix, first person singular.  

 NOy>ci-lfa  

lfa is a preposition, N Oy>ci is a noun. “. . . upon Zion . . . (a place name 

here)”  
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 :ywi%d4q!-rha  

“. . . the mountain of My holiness.” The actual word wd,q* meaning 

“holiness” becoming ywid4q!, “the mountain of My holiness” or “My holy 

mountain.” w d,q* is a noun, becoming ywid4q! with the hireq-yod showing 

it is a noun in construct with the pronominal suffix y i. “. . . upon Zion, my 

holy mountain.”  

6.4 Translation 

 “But I have installed my king upon Zion, My holy mountain.” 

6.5 Application/Interpretation  

The destiny of this king is to reign upon mount Zion. And not only then at 
the first level, is one looking at a historical king established on mount Zion, 
but it is pointing ultimately to Christ, whom God has destined to be the final 
king, reigning eternally over God’s people. 

This leads us then to the next section, in verses seven through nine. The 
King is now going to speak, and declare what the Father (Yahweh) has said 
about Him. The Anointed of God will speak now. 
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Lesson 7:  Psalm 2:7 

7.1 Text 

 yn9x3 hTAxa5 yn9B; ylaxe rmaxA hv!hy4 qHo lx, hr!P;sax3 

       :j~yTi%d4liy4 MO y>ha 
7.2 Vocabulary 

 rps    Verb    “to declare” 

 qHo    Noun    “decree” 

 dly    Verb    “to beget” 

7.3 Grammar  

 hr!P;sax3 

“I will declare . . .”  Notice hr!P;sax3 is a Piel imperfect, first person 

singular, from the root rPs, meaning “to declare.” You have a composite 

shewa with a hateph-pathah, followed by a pathah.  That shewa-pathah 
pattern shows us that we are looking at a Piel imperfect, followed by the 

daghesh in the second consonant, the P. It is a Piel imperfect, first person 

singular, from the root rPs, and it is intensive again or emphatic with the 

h A added to this. “I will declare . . .” or “Let me declare . . .” It is 

cohortative.  As the kings have declared, He will declare now as the 
Anointed of God. 

 qHo lx,   

“. . . concerning the decree . . .” lx, is a preposition, followed by qHo, 
meaning “decree.” It is something that is permanent, something that has 
been carved into the rock, as it were. “I will declare concerning the  

decree . . . (this permanent decree)”  
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 ylaxe rmaxA hv!hy4  

“The Lord has said to me . . .” “The Lord” is the proper name for the eternal 

covenant God, Yahweh, the Eternal One. By the way, this “hvhy” is 
unpronounced; we might substitute “Adonai” or “Hashem” (“the name”). 

The y shows that it historically was imperfect; hvh means “to be.” It could 

be translated, “He is” or some want to render, “He causes to be.” Probably, 
“He is” goes best with Exodus, where we find for the name of the Lord, 

hy@h;x, rw,x3 hy@h;x, (“I am that which I am”). So, “He is” or “He will 
be,” showing the eternality of the Lord in His covenant relationship with His 

people. rmaxA is a Qal perfect, third masculine singular, “the Lord said . . .” 

ylaxe is “. . . unto me . . .”, a preposition followed by the pronominal suffix 

y a, first person singular. 

 hTAxa5 yn9B;  

“. . . my son . . .” Notice the emphatic “you” are. This is very emphatic: “My 

son you are.” yn9B; is from NB,, meaning “son.” NB, is in construct, yn9B;, 
with the pronominal suffix, y i, first person pronoun.  

“. . . my son You are . . .” hTAxa5 is a personal pronoun, second masculine 

singular.  

 :j~yTi%d4liy4 MO y>ha yn9x3 

Now we have the emphatic yn9x3, “I”,  a pronoun, first person singular. We 

would not need the pronoun with the verb j~yTi%d4liy4, “. . . I have given birth 

to you.” But it makes it emphatic: “ I  . . .” MOy>ha is “today.”  It is the 

definite article ha followed by the noun MOy. “. . . I, this very day . . .” This 

is the Coronation Day of this king. j~yTi%d4liy4 is from dly, “to beget.”  
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“. . . I have begotten you.” Actually this is a Qal perfect, first person 

singular, from the root dly, with a pronominal suffix, second masculine 

singular. 

7.4 Translation 

“I will declare concerning the decree, the Lord has said to me, You are My 
son; today I have begotten you.” 

7.5 Application/Interpretation  

In the ancient Near East, when a king was coronated, his coronation day was 
viewed as the day when he was being “begotten,” as it were, by the god who 
was putting him on the throne. We find this, for example, in Ugaritic 
literature. I believe that here we are looking historically at an Israeli king 
and the day of his coronation. “I today have begotten you.” As we look into 
the New Testament, the New Testament then applies the ultimate fulfillment 
of this to the day of resurrection.  

The cross, as we saw in Acts four, is the first movement of this great Psalm, 
in the first three verses. God is determined that His Son is going to reign, in 
verses four to six. The cross happens under the preordained will of God, 
Luke tells us. But the next movement is the resurrection. “I today have 
begotten you.” And as we go into the New Testament, especially into the 
book of Acts, and in Acts chapter thirteen, Paul is preaching in a synagogue, 
and he makes this statement, as he is talking about our Lord Jesus. He says 
that God has fulfilled a promise, a promise that He had given to the fathers.  
Then he quotes Psalm two, stating that God has fulfilled to our children this 
great promise of a coming Messiah, by raising Jesus, the coming Anointed 
One, our Lord, as it is written in the second Psalm, “You are my son; I today 
have begotten you.” Paul goes on then to describe the resurrection of Jesus 
Christ when he says, verse thirty-four, “And because He raised Him from 
the dead, He is no longer about to see corruption, thus He has said, ‘I will 
give to you the sure mercies of David’ (quoting from Isaiah fifty-five), since 
in another Psalm He says, ‘You will not give Your Holy One to see 
corruption.’”  Then as Paul applies this, he says, “For David, in his own 
generation, after ministering in the will of God, fell asleep and was placed 
to his fathers, and he saw corruption. But He whom God raised (verse 
thirty-four) did not see corruption.” Then Paul goes on to say, “Therefore 
let it be known unto you, men brethren, that on account of this, to you 
forgiveness of sins is being declared.” 
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So basically in the resurrection of Jesus Christ, according to the application 
in Acts by the apostle Paul, that when the statement was made, “You are my 
son, this day have I begotten you”, we are looking at the Coronation Day of 
our Lord Jesus Christ in His glorious resurrection.  

Allusion is made to this again by the apostle Paul in the book of Romans 
when, in writing concerning the Lord Jesus, in verse three he says that, “He 
was the Messiah, the Son, who came according to the seed of David after the 
flesh,” and then, “Who was designated the Son of God mightily by the spirit 
of holiness out of the resurrection from the dead, Jesus Christ our Lord.” 
The reference to the Messiah here being designated the Son of God or being 
seen and declared to be the Son of God mightily according to the spirit of 
holiness is a reference back to this great resurrection moment of our Lord, 
when He was seen and declared to be God’s final Anointed Son and King-
Messiah in the resurrection. 

Psalm 2 is a great Psalm that has its ultimate application here in the New 
Testament to the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
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Lesson 8:  Psalm 2:8 

8.1 Text 

 j~t;{!Hux3v1 j~t,5lAH3n1 My9Og hn!T;x,v4 yn>9m>,^mi lxaw; 

        :Cr@xA%-ysep;xa  

8.2 Vocabulary 

 lxw    Verb    “to ask” 

 hlAH3n1    Noun    “inheritance” 

 h{!Hux3    Noun    “possession” 

 sp,x,^    Noun    “end” 

8.3 Grammar 

 yn>9m>,^m i lxaw; 

“Ask from me . . .” lxaw; is a Qal imperative, second masculine singular, 

from the root lxw. In yn>9m>,^mi, concerning the Nmi, the n has assimilated 

into the m here, causing the daghesh forte. n is a hinge and y iis a 

pronominal suffix, first person singular.  

 My9Og hn!T;x,v4  

“. . . and I will give . . .” hn!T;x,, from hn!t;n4x,, of the root Ntn, a pe nun 

verb here. We have a Qal imperfect, first person singular, from the root Ntn, 

hn!t;n4x, becoming hn!T;x,. The v4 is just a regular waw connective, not a 

waw conversive, so we continue with the future tense here: “. . . and I will 

give . . .” Notice the h Ais emphatic. My9Og is “nations,” a noun plural with 

the M iending. 
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 j~t,5lAH3n1  

“. . . your inheritance . . .” hlAH3n1 means “inheritance.” The j~ is a 

pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. 

 j~t;{!Hux3v1  

h{!Hux3 means “possession,” and it is in construct. h{!Hux3, the feminine 

noun, becomes t{1Hux3. When we add the pronominal suffix j~, we have a 

long A under the z in an open syllable. “. . . and your possession . . .” 

 :Cr@xA%-ysep;xa  

“. . . the ends of the earth.” Notice that sp,x,^ is the noun meaning “end,” 

and when that is in construct plural, it becomes ysep;xa, “(the) ends of the 

earth.” Hence it can read, “. . . and for your possession, the ends of the 
earth.”  

8.4 Translation 

“Ask from Me, and I will give the nations for your inheritance, and your 
possession the ends of the earth.” 

8.5 Application/Interpretation  

All the Son has to do is ask the Father, and He will give the entire world, the 
nations and the uttermost parts of the earth, as His possession. This is an 
idealization, I believe, of an Israeli king that has its ultimate reality in the 
New Testament in our Lord Jesus Christ who literally reigns over the whole 
world as King of Kings and Lord of Lords, according to Revelation chapter 
nineteen, for example. 

Also, I think in the book of Hebrews there is an allusion made to this, as we 
saw the resurrection of our Lord spoken of in Acts chapter thirteen. In the 
book of Hebrews, the writer begins in verse one, “In many parts and in 
many ways God of old having spoken to the fathers in the prophets, in the 
last days has spoken to us in the Son…” Then we have the statement, 
“whom he placed heir of all things.”

  
I believe that statement “whom he 
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placed heir of all things” is a reflection back to this great text here. He is the 
Son, and He is the Son who has become heir of all things. The good news is 
that in Romans chapter eight, Paul says that Jesus Christ is heir of all things 
and we have been made joint-heirs with him when we have our faith in the 
Lord Jesus Christ as our Savior and Lord. 
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Lesson 9:  Psalm 2:9 

9.1 Text 

:Mc2%P;n1T; rceOy ylik;Ki lz@7r4Ba F b,we^B ; Mfer*T;  

9.2 Vocabulary 

 hfr    Verb    “to shepherd” 

 Fb,we^   Noun    “scepter” 

 lz@7r4Ba   Noun    “iron” 

 ylik;    Noun    “vessel” 

 rceO y    Noun    “potter” 

 Cpn     Verb    “to shatter” 

9.3 Grammar 

 Mfer*T;  

Notice Mfer*T;. Actually the root here is probably from either ffr 

(double ayin) or hfr (final he). ffr means “to crush;” hfr means “to 
shepherd.” So we would parse this as a Qal imperfect, second masculine 

singular, from the root ffr, with a pronominal suffix, third masculine 

plural, in the M e. Mfer*T; is a very interesting word. The Septuagint 

understood this as poima<neij, as “you shall shepherd them with an iron 

scepter,” from the root hfr (final he) instead of the double ayin root 

ffr, “to crush.” And certainly in the ancient near east a king was often 
seen as a shepherd who would shepherd his people, rule over not only his 
subjects but those who would be opponents of his subjects. This word can 
carry with it the idea of judgment, even with the word meaning “shepherd.” 
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And since the f or the h, either one, could be here, we could translate this 

as “shepherd.” Most want to translate it as “crush” from double ayin. This is 
the warning that the Son or the king is giving in light of what the Lord, that 
is, Yahweh, has said about his authority. “You shall shepherd (or crush)  
them...” 

 lz@7r4Ba Fb,we^B;  

“. . . with a scepter of iron . . .” Notice the B; preposition, and then Fb,w e^, 
meaning “scepter,” a noun in construct with lz@7r4Ba, meaning “iron.” “. . . 

with a scepter of iron . . .”, meaning “. . . with strong authority  you shall 
shepherd them.”   

 :Mc2%P;n1T; rceOy ylik;Ki  

“. . . as vessels of a potter you shall dash them to pieces.” This is looking at 
a potter who would take his vessels and throw them on the ground and they 

would break, again showing the authority of this king. Notice the K is a 

preposition, followed by ylik;, which is a noun in construct, “vessel,” with 

rceO y, which is simply a noun meaning “potter.” “. . . the vessels of a potter 

. . . you shall dash them to pieces.” Actually, “you shall shatter them” 

would be another way of translating this. Cpan! means “to shatter.” This is a 

Piel imperfect, second masculine singular, from the root Cpn, with that 

shewa-pathah pattern, the shewa in the prefix, followed by a pathah and 

doubling of the middle radical or middle consonant in the P here gives it 

away as a Piel. “. . . you shall shatter them.” M eis a pronominal suffix, third 

masculine plural. 

9.4 Translation 

“You shall crush them with an iron scepter; as vessels of a potter you will 
dash them to pieces.” 
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9.5 Application/Interpretation  

Notice the statement here of the authority of the king. It is interesting as we 
go to the New Testament that this particular passage looks at the Second 
Coming of Jesus Christ through the eyes of the book of Revelation, and John 
alludes to this in the writing of the second advent of Christ, when he speaks 
of Jesus Christ coming back “on a white horse” in Revelation 19, a symbol 
of a king, “and out of his mouth goes a sharp sword, in order that with it he 
might smite the nations, and he shall shepherd them with an iron scepter.” 
There we have an allusion back to this psalm, looking at the Second Coming 
of Christ, in which He will judge the world by His word.   

This text seems to have two applications: (1) the earthly king, who is being 
set up, is being given authority by Yahweh, and the son or the king is 
speaking of that, and then finally (2) in the application in Revelation 19 to 
the Second Coming of Jesus, in which His word becomes the instrument of 
judgment. All the way through here, we see a tremendous New Testament 
application to the Lord Jesus Christ. The first movement is the cross, and 
then His resurrection, “this day have I begotten you,” and now finally here 
pointing to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ in Revelation chapter 
nineteen, as an allusion is made to this text. 

Finally, we come now to the end of this psalm, in which the Psalmist warns 
the kings to be wise, and to stop the rebellion of the Son or against God’s 
Anointed. 
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Lesson 10:  Psalm 2:10 

10.1 Text 

:Cr@xA% yFep;wo Urs;U!hi  UlyKi5W;ha MykilAm; hTAfav4  

10.2 Vocabulary 

 hTAfa    Adverb   “now” 

 lkW    Verb    “to be wise” 

 rsy    Verb    “to instruct” 

 yFep;w o   Noun, plural   “judges” 

10.3 Grammar 

 MykilAm; hTAfav4  

“And now . . .” Notice the v4 is a conjunction, and hTAfa means “now,” an 

adverb. MykilAm; is from the root j̀l,m,^, meaning “king,” the My i shows a 

masculine plural. “And now kings . . .” 

 UlyKi5W;ha  

“. . . be wise . . .” UlyKi5W;ha is from lkW, a root that means to “be wise” 

or “be instructed.” Notice this is an imperative with the h. The A-I pattern 

shows that it is a Hiphil imperative, second masculine plural, from lkW, 

“cause to be wise.” “And now . . . be wise . . .” He is talking to the kings, 
and then he repeats the statement. 
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 :Cr@xA% yFep;wo Urs;U!hi  

“. . . be instructed (or “be disciplined by this”), judges of the earth.” Notice 

the root rsy means “to be instructed,” and with the h here, historically this 

would have been a one waw or pe waw verb, rsav!, “to be instructed,” and it 

was historically Urs;v!n4hi becoming Urs;U!hi. Therefore it is an I-A pattern 

with the h, giving it away as a Niphal, a Niphal imperative, second 

masculine plural, from the root rsy, “so be instructed.” Here is a case 

where we have back-to-back a Hiphil imperative and a Niphal imperative. 

Notice the vowel patterns differ. Both have the h (UlyKi5W;ha and Urs;U!hi), 
but one has an A-I pattern while the other has the I-A pattern: UlyKi5W;ha the 

A-I pattern, Urs;U!hi the I-A pattern with the doubling in the v. The doubling 

in the v in this second imperative is because of the n in the Niphal that has 

assimilated, Urs;v!n4hi becoming Urs;U!hi. One point that might be said here 

about these two imperatives is that in the Hiphil and in the Niphal, both have 

the h in the imperative, and probably the Niphal was influenced by the 

Hiphil stem here, because “be caused to be wise” would be the Hiphil, and 
the Niphal is also passive. But in the imperative the Hiphil has a causative 
passive sense, like for example here, “be caused to be wise,” and hence “be 
instructed,” both then having passive ideas, the one being causative, the 

other being more just simple passive. Possibly the h of the Hiphil 

historically was then attracted to the Niphal in these imperative forms, the 
difference being the A-I pattern for the Hiphil imperative, and the I-A 
pattern with the doubling of the first radical in the Niphal imperative. “Be 

wise, judges of the earth.” Notice yFep;wo, the noun plural in construct with 

Cr@xA%.  
10.4 Translation 

 “And now kings, be wise; be instructed, judges of the earth.” 
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10.5 Application/Interpretation 

In this verse we have the first phrase “and now kings, be caused to be wise,” 
and then the repetition and the synonymous parallelism in Hebrew poetry 
here, “be wise, or be instructed, judges of the earth.” Simply listen to what 
has been said. 
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Lesson 11:  Psalm 2:11 

11.1 Text 

:hdA%fAr4Bi Ulygiv4 hxA5r4y9B ; hv!hy4-tx, Udb;fi  

11.2 Vocabulary 

 dbf   Verb    “to serve” 

 hxAr4y9   Noun    “reverence” 

 lyGi    Verb    “to rejoice” 

 hdA%fAr4   Noun    “trembling” 

11.3 Grammar 

 hxA5r4y9B ; hv!hy4-tx, Udb;fi  

“Serve the Lord with fear . . .” Udb;fi is a Qal imperative, second 

masculine plural, from the root dbf. tx, is the sign of the direct object, 

hv!hy4 is the One you serve, B; is a preposition, hxA5r4y9 a noun, feminine 
singular, “in reverence.” “Serve the Lord in reverence . . .” 

 :hdA%fAr4Bi Ulygiv4 

“. . . and rejoice with trembling.” Notice v4 is the conjunction and lyg 
means “to rejoice.” It is a Qal imperative, second masculine plural from 

lyg, a middle weak verb. hdA%fAr4B i has the preposition B;, and hdA%fAr4 
meaning “trembling.”  

11.4 Translation 

 “Serve the Lord in reverence, and rejoice with trembling.”  
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11.5 Application/Interpretation 

In other words, rejoice with the proper awe of Yahweh and His Anointed 
One. 
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Lesson 12:  Psalm 2:12 

12.1 Text 

Ffam;Ki rfab;y9 yKi  j`r@d@^ Udb;xtov4 Jn1x<y@-NP, rba-Uqw>;n1 

:Ob% yseOH-lKA yr2w;xa OP7xa  
12.2 Vocabulary 

 qwn     Verb    “to kiss” 

 rba    Noun    “son” 

 NP,     Conjunction   “lest” 

 Jnx    Verb    “to be angry” 

 dbx   Verb    “to perish” 

 Ffam;Ki    Adverb   “suddenly” 

 rfB    Verb    “to kindle” 

 sUH    Verb    “to take refuge” 

12.3 Grammar 

 rba-Uqw>;n1 

Notice qwn means “to kiss.” This is a Piel imperative, second person plural, 

from qwn. Notice the A with the doubling of the middle radical. With the 

word rba here, some want to translate this as “kiss with purity,” that is, bow 

down and worship the Son in purity. However, the word rba can be an 

Aramaic word here for “son” as well as a rare word for son in Hebrew. 
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 Jn1x<y@-N P, 

The next word NP,, which occurs next to rba, means “lest.” If we had had 

NB, here, the usual Hebrew word for son, it would have been NP, Nb, 
Uqw>;n1. It is very similar; it actually sounds very much alike. So possibly 
there might have been a dissimilation done purposely by the author to 

highlight the word rba. With this possible rba can be seen as an Aramaic 

word, and it is as though the Psalmist is italicizing rba. “Kiss the Son, lest 

He be angry . . .” Notice N P,, the adverb, followed by Jn1x<y@. Jn1x<y@ is a Qal 

imperfect, third masculine singular, from the root Jnx. “. . . lest He be 

angry . . .” 

 j`r@d@^ Udb;xtov4  

“. . . and you perish in the way . . .” In Udb;xtov4, the v4 is a simple 

conjunction. Udb;xto is “you will perish.” Notice we saw that verb in 

Psalm 1. This is a Qal imperfect, second person plural, from the root dbx, 

“to perish.” “The way” here is a noun, and a B; is probably understood:  

“. . . lest you perish in the way . . .” It is interesting that this is connected 

again with Psalm 1: dbexTo Myfiw Ar4 j`r@d,^v4, “but the way of the wicked 

shall perish.” This is why these two Psalms are seen as related. The wicked 
perish in their sinful ways. Here we have the kings being warned to kiss the 
Son, lest they would perish in the way. To “kiss the Son” means to reverence 
the Son, to bow down before Him and kiss His feet, as it were. “. . . lest He 
be angry, and you perish in the way . . .” 

 OP7xa F fam;Ki rfab;y9 yKi  

“. . . when His wrath is kindled . . .” yKi is a conjunction, followed by 

rfab;y9, “. . . when His wrath is inflamed suddenly . . .” Ffam;Ki can mean 

“in a moment” or “suddenly” or “quickly.” It is another adverb, going with 
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rfab;y9, a Qal imperfect verb, third masculine singular, from the root rfB, 

“to kindle.” “. . . when His wrath is kindled suddenly . . .” OP7xa is the noun 

hpAxa, followed by the O here, the pronominal suffix. “. . . when His wrath 

is suddenly inflamed or ablaze . . .” And then the conclusion: 

 :Ob% yseOH-lKA yr2w;xa  

We are back to where we started with the same yr2w;xa that we saw in Psalm 

1. “. . . happinesses . . .” or “. . . happy are all those who take refuge in 

Him.”  yr2w;xa again is a noun plural in construct with the sere-yod. lKA is 

an adjective. yseOH is from sUH, “to take refuge.” Notice this is a Qal 

active participle, masculine plural, in construct with Ob. “. . . happy are all 

those who take refuge in Him ,”  that is, in the Son. Ob is the preposition 

with the pronominal suffix O.  

12.4 Translation 

“Kiss the Son, lest he be angry and you perish in the way when His wrath is 
kindled suddenly; happy are all those who take refuge in Him.” 

12.5 Application/Interpretation 

As we apply this Psalm, while historically it spoke of an Israeli king who 
was being coronated, focusing upon his coronation day, and encouraging the 
rebellious king to take refuge in this one whom Yahweh has set up, as we 
look at this Psalm through the eyes of the New Testament, we have seen the 
coronation of Jesus Christ, the final Anointed Son of God and King.  

We saw the cross in the first three verses. Acts chapter four stated, “Why do 
the nations rage and the peoples mutter a vain thing?”  We saw these verses 
being fulfilled upon the cross as there was the raging against Christ who was 
dying for the sins of the world.  

We then saw Yahweh’s determination that His son would reign. “And so this 
day have I begotten you,” is applied in Acts thirteen, as we saw, to the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ by the apostle Paul. That is the coronation day of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, His resurrection.  
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In the book of Hebrews we saw that the writer of Hebrews sees Christ as 
heir now of all things. God has spoken in the Son, whom He made heir of all 
things. This is the ultimate fulfilment of the words, “Ask of me, and I will 
give you the nations for your inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the 
earth for your possession.”  

The final conclusion of the New Testament application of this great psalm to 
our Lord Jesus is in the book of Revelation, where we have Jesus returning 
as “King of Kings and Lord of Lords, as He will shepherd the nations with 
an iron scepter by the word of His mouth.” This speaks of the Second 
Coming of Jesus Christ, when He rules and judges the world by His word.  

So this great psalm then concludes with the exhortation to kiss the Son. 
Many Puritans at times would end their sermons with the exhortation to their 
hearers to kiss the Son, that is, to kiss Jesus, to bow down before Him, and 
adore Him as Savior, King and Lord of all areas of our life. Happy are all 
those who then take refuge in Jesus as Lord. 
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PSALM 8  - THE DIGNITY OF MAN  

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 8 views the dignity of man at creation who has authority over the animal 
world. The Psalm points to the incarnation of Christ who in His incarnation was 
made a little lower than the angels to taste death for us as the second Adam, and 
now He is exalted above the angels in resurrection glory. 
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 8:1 

1.1 Text 

    :dv9&dAl; rOmz4mi tyTiGiha-lfa H1cZ26n1m;la 
1.2 Vocabulary 

 H1cZ26n1m;   Participle  “leader” 

 tyTiGi   Noun   “gittith” 

 rOmz4mi   Noun   “psalm” 

1.3 Grammar 

One of the great texts of the Hebrew tehilim or the Psalms is Psalm 8. It is a 
great Messianic Psalm that takes us in its meaning to the Lord Jesus Christ 
and is ultimately fulfilled in Him. It is a psalm about the paradox of God’s 
concern and love for mankind or humankind in light of the vast vista of His 
creation. It begins in verse one: “For the leader upon the gittith, a psalm 
belonging to David.”   

 H1cZ26n1m;la 

In H1cZ26n1m ;la, it begins, ‘for the leader,’ with a l;, and the l has a pathah 

under it, showing that it is a definite article, so it is “for the leader.”  H1cZ26n1m; 
is a Piel participle, masculine singular, from the root Hcn. If you will 

notice, it has the daghesh forte in the c, showing that it the intensive stem 

or the Piel stem. Also, it has a shewa-pathah vowel pattern, which is the 
same vowel pattern that we find in the imperfect, but here in the participle. 

Under the H we have a pathah, which is a furtive pathah, which causes us 

to pronounce the H in a way that you hear it and do not overlook it. 
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 tyTiGiha-lfa 

lfa is a preposition, “upon”, and then the word tyTiGiha, “. . . upon the 

gittith . . .” ha is the definite article; remember lha formed the article 

historically. The l of the lha has assimilated into the g, causing a daghesh 
forte. Hence we have a closed consonant-vowel-consonant pattern in the 

Gha, and a doubling of the g. We are not sure exactly what tyTiGi means. It 
might be related to a winepress. Some have suggested that it might have 
been some type of melody that might have been sung around the vintage 
time or the harvesting of the grapes. We just don’t know. Some have even 
related it to Gath, a folk melody from Gath, but that doesn’t seem to be 
exactly what it might mean; we are just not sure. 

 :dv9&dAl; rOmz4mi  

The next word is rOmz4mi.  It is a noun that means “a song” or “psalm” from 

rmaz!, “to sing.” “. . . a psalm or song belonging to David,” or “. . . of 

David.”  l; here probably indicates authorship. Some have felt that l; could 
mean “concerning David” or “about David,” and also “belonging to the 

Davidic collection.” However, it could also simply look at authorship, a l 

of authorship, meaning “belonging to David.”  dv9dA is simply the king, the 

great king David, who was the author of many tehilim  or biblical songs of 
praise.  

1.4 Translation 

 “For the leader upon the gittith, a psalm belonging to David.”   

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

This great praise psalm begins in the next verse with a praise of the Lord’s 
marvelous name. 
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 8:2 

2.1 Text 

 hn!T; rw,x3 Cr@xA5hA-lkAB ; j~m;wi ryD9xa-hmA Unyn28d*x3 hv!hy4 

        :My9mA%w>Aha-lfa j~d4Oh  

2.2 Vocabulary 

 Nd*x3    Noun   “lord” 

 ryD9xa   Adjective  “marvelous, glorious” 

 dOh    Noun   “glory” 

2.3 Grammar 

 Unyn28d*x3 hv!hy4 

The first word is “Adonai.” It is hvhy, the tetragrammaton of the name 

“Yahweh.” However, the shewa and the pathah with the holem-waw, 
indicates that the Masoretes, who put the vowels in, would like for us to 
pronounce this as “Adonai,” by taking the word “master” and its vowels and 

putting it here, to suggest that pronunciation. yn1d*x3 means “Lord.” yn1d*x3 
has a sere-yod in the plural form here in construct with Un, which is a 

pronominal suffix, first common plural. It is “O Lord, our Lord . . .”   

 j~m;wi ryD9xa-hmA  

“. . . how majestic (or how glorious) is your name in all the earth . . .” 
Notice we begin with praise. How majestic, how glorious! The adjective 

ryD9xa, “glorious,” is followed by the verb “to be” understood. The word 

j~m;wi is from Mwe, meaning “name.” When it is in construct, it becomes 

Mwi with the hireq, and the j~ is a pronominal suffix, second masculine 

singular.  
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 Cr@xA5hA-lkAB;  

“. . . in all the earth . . .” B; is a preposition. lkA is a noun meaning 

“totality” or “all.” “. . . how glorious is Your name in the totality of the  

earth . . .” showing the unity and totality of the whole earth, where God’s 

name is magnified. lkA is in construct with Cr@xA5hA, “in the totality of the 

earth.” Notice the definite article hA. The x could not take the l, so it 

dropped out or elided, and we then have compensatory lengthening under 

the ha. Cr@x5A is from Cr@x,6. We have this long A, going from a seghol to a 

qames, because we are in a pause at the end of a major movement in this 
verse. Notice the athnach, indicating a major pause, that little wishbone at 

the bottom of the x. “. . . how marvelous is Your name in all the earth . . .” 

looks at the Lord’s glorious name that permeates the world. 

 :My9mA%w>Aha-lfa j~d4Oh hn!T; rw,x3 

rw,x3 is a relative pronoun. hn!T; is a difficult word. We are not exactly sure 

what hn!T; means. It could be an imperative from the verb N tan!, “to give.” If 

that is the case, it could be a simple Qal imperative with the emphatic h A, 
“whose glory give above the heavens.” j~d4Oh is a noun followed by a 

pronominal suffix, second masculine singular, j~. “. . . whose Your glory 

(speaking now of God), give . . .” and we could translate this “ upon the 
heavens (or above the heavens).” Let Your glory shine, in all of its splendor, 
in the heavenly, celestial, stars and moon. It is the psalmist inviting God’s 
glory to shine forth, so that the Lord would show His glory even more from 
the heavens. The other possibility is “. . . whose Your glory (literally), give 
above the heavens.” In other words, it is asking God to magnify His glory 
among his angelic beings above the heavens. It is a difficult phrase. We are 
not sure how to understand it, but those are at least two possibilities, if we 

take it from Ntan!, a pe nun verb, where the n has dropped out. In My9mA%w>Aha, 
notice ha is the definite article. The l has assimilated historically into the w, 
causing the daghesh forte, hence the doubling. The noun has the dual form 
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My9 a, and the lengthening of the pathah to a qames before the soph passuq, 
or the end of the verse. This is a major accent with that little mark beside the 
qames called a silluq. It is a major accent of the verse. The last word in the 
verse causes us to pause, and hence we have a lengthening from a pathah to 
a qames.  

2.4 Translation 

“O Lord, our Lord, how glorious is Your name in all the earth, whose Your 
glory give upon the heavens.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

When we look at verse two, we see that God is to be praised. There is an 
exhortation for His name to be magnified above the heavens. In the New 
Testament the Lord Jesus Christ is the Creator of all things. Hence, His 
name in the blessed Trinity is to be magnified along with God the Father, 
God the Son and God the Holy Spirit above the heavens. 
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 8:3 

3.1 Text 

 j~yr@7r4Oc Nfama6l; zfo TAd4s>a6y9 Myq9n4y*v4 Mylil;Of yPimi 

     :Mq>2&n1t;miU by2Ox tyBiw;hal; 
3.2 Vocabulary 

 hP,    Noun   “mouth” 

 lUf    Verb   “to give suck” 

 qny    Verb   “to give suck” 

 dsy    Verb   “to establish, found” 

 zfo     Noun   “strength” 

 Nfama6l;    Preposition  “for the sake of” 

 rrc    Verb   “to show hostility” 

 tbw    Verb   “to silence” 

 byx    Verb   “to be an enemy” 

 Mqn    Verb   “to avenge” 

3.3 Grammar 

 Myq9n4y*v4 M ylil;Of yPimi 

Notice yPimi. The m is a preposition, and the n has gone into the p here, 

causing it to double, yPin4mi becoming yPimi. The word means “mouth,” so 
“from the mouth.” Plus, here we have two words in construct, so we would 
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put “of” between the two nouns. “From the mouth of babes . . .” 
Mylil;Of is a Qal active participle from lUf, “to give suck.” It looks at 

infants. We could even translate this “babes.” There is another participial 

form in Myq9n4y*v4, from qn1y!, another Qal active participle, “those who give 

suck.” “From the mouths of babes and sucklings . . .” 

 zfo TAd4s>a6y9  

“. . . you have established strength . . .” dsay! means “to cause something to 

be founded.” It is a Piel perfect second masculine singular from the root 

dsy, “to found” or “to establish.” zfo is simply a noun meaning “strength.” 
God’s strength is established in the mouths of babes and sucklings. One 
interpretation of this could be a more literal interpretation, that from infants, 
who begin to think and speak and utter, God’s praise is established. His 
praise is magnified in the creation of human beings who are able to 
rationalize and speak. The other interpretation, having a more spiritual 
meaning, is that “babes and sucklings” would look at simple people. Jesus, 
for example, quotes this text in Matthew 21 and says that from the mouths of 
babes and sucklings God has established strength. Simple folk were praising 
Him in the midst of all of the religious leaders on His day of triumphal entry, 
and the religious leaders told Jesus to silence them. He said, “Have you 
never heard that from the mouth of babes and sucklings the Lord has 
established His strength?” So at the great triumphal entry it seems that Jesus 
saw this great text, and saw in those simple people who were praising Him 
the fulfilment of this great text.  

 j~yr@7r4Oc Nfama6l;  

“. . . because of your adversaries . . .” N fama6l; is a preposition, and 

j~yr@7r4Oc is another participle. It is followed by the j~, pronominal suffix, 

second masculine singular. It is a plural form in construct with j~. “. . . for 

the sake of your adversaries . . .” 
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 :Mq>2&n1t;miU by2Ox tyBiw;hal; 

“. . . to bring to silence the enemy and the avenger.”  Notice tbw is the 

root, and we have a l, indicating an infinitive, along with a h with an A-I 

verbal pattern. This indicates a Hiphil infinitive construct from the root 

tbw, so we would translate it “to bring or to cause to come to silence.” 

“The enemy” is by2Ox, another participle, a Qal active participle (notice the 

O with the sere) from byx meaning “enemy.” In Mq>2&n1t;miU, the shureq 

here appears before the m, a labial. Since Mq>2&n1t;miv4 is more difficult to 

pronounce, historically the U was preferred for the conjunction here.  

Mq>2&n1t;mi is a Hithpael participle, masculine singular, from Mqn, “to 

avenge,” so we would translate this “from the one who avenges himself” or 
the “avenger.”  

3.4 Translation 

“From the mouths of babes and sucklings you have established strength 
because of your adversaries, to silence the enemy and the avenger.”  

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

The Lord shows His power in simple babies and sucklings, in order that He 
can silence, for the sake of His adversaries, the enemy and the avenger. His 
greatness is seen in such creative wonder that it brings to silence any that 
would oppose Him or that would seek avengement. The other interpretation 
would simply say that when simple people love the Lord and praise Him, it 
acts as a bulwark to bring to silence God’s enemies and the avengers. It is a 
great text, showing us God’s great creative work, even in simple things and 
in simple people that act as a bulwark in praising His glorious name.  

I am reminded that Paul in talking to the church at Corinth said to them, 
“Not many wise, not many noble are among you. For God takes the simple 
things of the world to confound the wise.” Certainly in the Church of Jesus 
Christ at Corinth, Paul wanted his readers to understand that it wasn’t the 
great intellects or those of great power, but it was the very simple people that 
the Lord had called and was using in His church. Even when you think of 
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the disciples, many of them were common people that were called and 
transformed miraculously by the power of the living Lord. 

 The next movement brings us to man’s insignificance. 
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Lesson 4:  Psalm 8:4 

4.1 Text 

    j~yt,5foB ;c;x, yWef3ma j~ym,6w A hx,r4x,-yKi 

     :hTAn4n!&OK rw,x3 MybikAOkv4 H1r28y! 
4.2 Vocabulary 

 hW,f3ma    Noun   “work” 

 hfAB;c;x,    Noun   “finger” 

 H1r28y!    Noun   “moon” 

 bkAOK    Noun   “star” 

 NUK     Verb   “to make” 

4.3 Grammar 

 j~ym,6wA hx,r4x,-yKi 

“When I see your heavens . . .”  yKi is a conjunction that is introducing a 

temporal clause here, “whenever” or “when.” Notice hx,r4x, is from the 

root hxr, a lamed he or final h form, a Qal imperfect, first person singular 

from hxr. j~ym,6wA is from My9ma6wA, “heavens,” which is used much of the 

time. j~ym,6wA is the form in construct, “heavens of you” or “your heavens.” 

The noun is in construct with j~, a pronominal suffix. “Whenever I see your 

heavens . . .” 
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 j~yt,5foB ;c;x, yWef3ma  

“. . . the works of your fingers . . .” yWef3ma is a noun, and it is in construct 

with j~yt,5foB;c;x,. Notice hfAB ;c;x, means “finger,” and t *is an ending 

that indicates the feminine plural, and the y ,puts it in construct with j~, the 
pronominal suffix.  

 MybikAOkv4 H1r28y! 

H1r28y! means “the moon,” a masculine singular noun. MybikAOkv4 means “and 

the stars.” Notice bkAOK is the word for “star.” It is a plural noun. My 9 
indicates the plural masculine ending, and the v4 here is just your simple 

conjunction.  

 :hTAn4n!&OK rw,x3  

rw,x3 is the relative pronoun. hTAn4n!&OK is an interesting verb. It comes from 

NUK, which means “to establish.” This is a middle weak verb. These middle 

weak verbs, where your middle consonant was a v, lost its consonantal 
power and became simply a vowel. In such verbs you will often have a 
gemination of the last radical or the last consonant, forming what is called a 
Polel form. This is a Polel perfect, second masculine singular, from the root 

NUK. It is followed by the h here, to make sure historically that it was read 

with the “A” vowel showing the second person.  “. . . the moon and the 
stars, which you have established (or, you have made).”  

4.4 Translation 

“When I see your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the stars 
that you have established,” 
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4.5 Application/Interpretation  

It is interesting to me that the heavens are simply the fingerwork of God. It 
is His decorative work. They tell us that the nearest galaxy would be many, 
many light years away. We are told that if we travel at the speed of light, 
186,000 miles a second, we could go to the nearest galaxy 30,000,000 light 
years away. In two seconds we zip past the moon, but we still have thirty 
million years of travel time to get to the nearest galaxy at that speed, and 
then I am understanding that there are millions of galaxies further and 
further away. This is God’s finger work. However, when He saves His 
people, He has to get His arm involved. In Isaiah chapter 53 we are told the 
arm of the Lord is involved in saving His people. It took the arm of the Lord 
through Jesus Christ to save us while here the heavens are simply His finger 
work.  

So the Psalmist is amazed at the greatness of God’s creation, and the logical 
question is, “What is mere man?” 
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Lesson 5:  Psalm 8:5 

5.1 Text 

 :Un>d,%q4p;ti yKi MdAxA-Nb,U Un>r@7K;z4ti-yKi w Onx<-hmA 
5.2 Vocabulary 

 wOnx<   Noun   “(frail) man” 

 rkz    Verb   “to remember” 

 dqP    Verb   “to visit” 

5.3 Grammar 

 wOnx<-hmA 
This is beautiful in the Hebrew Bible. We have what we call “synonymous 
parallelism.” Parallelism is what basically defines poetry in the ancient near 

east. Along with that, we also have beautiful literary assonance. :Un>d,%q4p;ti 
yKi MdAxA-Nb,U Un>r@7K;z4ti-yKi wOnx<-hmA.  

hmA is “what?”, an interrogative. “What is frail man . . .” wOnx< looks at 

man in his frailty.  

 Un>r@7K;z4ti-yKi  

“. . . that you remember him?” Notice Un>r@7K;z4ti is from the root rkz, “to 

remember.” It is a Qal imperfect with the prefix t, showing it here to be a 

second person, so it is a Qal imperfect, second masculine singular, from the 

root rkz, with a hinge, n @, followed by a daghesh in the n. Historically the 

word was Uhn4r@K;z4ti, “that you remember him.” The h of the Uh by 

reverse assimilation went back into the n, causing a doubling, hence the 

daghesh forte in the n. We would parse it simply as a Qal imperfect, second 
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masculine singular, from the root rKz, with a pronominal suffix, third 

masculine singular.  

 MdAxA-Nb,U 

“. . . and the son of man . . .” U is another conjunction. Before the labial it is 

a U instead of a v4, hence it softens the v4, so we do not have a daghesh lene, 

but just the soft “v” sound. Nb, means “son,” and it is in construct with 

MdAxA, two nouns in construct here. MdAxA is the earthbound man. hmAdAxA 
is the ground, the red ground and MdAxA was taken from the red ground. We 

are looking at simply an earthling, earthbound man, taken from the ground at 
creation.  

 :Un>d,%q4p;ti yKi  

Un>d,%q4p;ti is from the root dqP, meaning “to visit” or “to pay attention 

to,” “to spend time with.” It is also a Qal imperfect, second masculine 

singular from the root dqP, with your hinge, n @, followed by the 

pronominal suffix Uh, that has assimilated, where the h has gone back into 

the n again, causing a doubling by the reverse assimilation that we see here 
as well. “What is mere earthling that you pay attention to him?”  It is a Qal 

imperfect, second masculine singular, from the root dqP, with a third 
masculine singular pronominal suffix. 

5.4 Translation 

“What is frail man that you remember him, or the son of man, that you 
should pay attention to him?” 

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

And yet, after asking this question, God has thought about man, and we are 
reminded in the book of Genesis how that after God created the world, the 
heavens and the earth, man was not an afterthought. Humankind was the 
epitome of His creation. This is further defined in verse six. 
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Lesson 6:  Psalm 8:6 

6.1 Text 

 :Uhr2&F>;faT; rdAhAv4 dObkAv4 M yhi5|x<me Ffam>; Uhr28s>;HaT;v1 
6.2 Vocabulary 

 rsH    Verb   “to make low” 

 Ffam>;   Adverb  “a little” 

 dObKA   Noun   “glory” 

 rdAhA    Noun   “honor” 

 rFf    Verb   “to crown” 

6.3 Grammar 

 Myhi5|x<me F fam>; Uhr28s>;HaT;v1 
We can read this: “Yet you have made him a little lower than the angels . . .” 
or “. . . a little lower than God . . .” depending on how we translate 

Myhi|x< here. Notice the verb Uhr28s>;HaT;v1. It is from the root rsH, “to 

make low.” Notice that you have first of all the shewa under the T, followed 

by a pathah, and a daghesh forte in the s. This shows us that we are 
looking at a Piel, a shewa-pathah pattern in the imperfect, followed by a 
daghesh in the middle radical, gives it away as a Piel imperfect, second 

masculine singular from the root rsH, followed by Uh, which is your 

pronominal suffix, third masculine singular. The v turns it over and takes the 

imperfect and puts it into the past; it is a waw conversive here - “yet you 

have made him.” Ffam>; means “a little bit” or “a little.” We could translate 

this, “. . . you have made him a little lower than God . . .”  Then we have the 

preposition me. Notice Nmi is the word “from”, and the N could not go into 
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the x and assimilate, since the x cannot take a daghesh forte. The N then 

drops out, and we have compensatory lengthening under the m. This is what 

we call a comparative use of Nmi. “. . . you have made him a little lower 

than . . .” either “angels” or “God.” Myhi|x< normally means “God”, and 

some translations render it thus: “you have made him just a little less than 

Myhi|x< or God.” Others render it as “angels.” Sometimes Myhi|x< can 
carry the meaning of “angels” as well as “God,” and the LXX clearly 
renders this as “angels” (as also in 138:1). Notice the major pause with 

Myhi5|x<me, with the athnach under the h.  

 :Uhr2&F>;faT; rdAhAv4 dObkAv4 
“. . . and with glory and honor you have crowned him.” This is the second 

part of this beautiful poetic parallelism. v4 is a conjunction, dObkA is a noun, 

masculine singular, and it is the same with the other noun, rdAhA. Then we 

have another Piel from rFf. Uhr2&F>;faT; is the same kind of form that we 

had above, a Piel imperfect, second masculine singular, from rFf, “to 

crown,” with a pronominal suffix, third masculine singular. Notice the 

shewa-pathah and the doubling of the middle radical in the F. “. . . with 

glory and honor you have crowned him.” The v in the first phrase is acting 

as an adversative with both of these verbs here in this parallel poetic 
construction.  

6.4 Translation 

“Yet you have made him a little lower than the angels, and with glory and 
honor you have crowned him.”  

6.5 Application/Interpretation  

So the meaning of this text, looking at Genesis, is that humankind is not an 
afterthought. In Enuma Elish, the Babylonian account of creation, for 
example, the gods decided that man should be created to do the work that 
they did not want to do: to wash the dishes, to put out the garbage, so to 
speak. So savage man was created as an afterthought to do the work that the 
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gods wanted to be free from doing, whereas in the biblical teaching, we are 
not such an afterthought. We are the epitome of God’s creation. The world is 
prepared for humankind. We are God’s viceroy, as it were. We serve under 
Him. We are still made from the clay, but we have a very high status in this 
world. Is it not tragic how humans have treated each other many times worse 
than their treatment of animals? We need to see the dignity of every human 
being that is taught from this text. Great human dignity is the first meaning 
of the text. 

Then we are told that everything has been placed under man’s feet. Notice 
verse seven.   
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Lesson 7:  Psalm 8:7 

7.1 Text 

 :vylA%g;r1- tHata6 hTAw6a lKo  j~yd,5y! yWef3maB; Uhl26ywim ;Ta 
7.2 Vocabulary 

 hWef3ma   Noun   “work” 

 tyw    Verb   “to place” 

 lg,r@^    Noun   “foot” 

7.3 Grammar 

 j~yd,5y! yWef3m aB; Uhl26ywim;Ta 
“You have caused him to rule over the works of your hands . . .” Notice 

Uhl26ywim;Ta is from the root lwm, meaning “to rule.” You have a prefix, 

the T, and an A-I pattern, which gives it away as a Hiphil. This is a Hiphil 

imperfect, second masculine singular, from the root lw m, followed by a 

pronominal suffix in the Uh with the hinge, the sere, to take us to that 

pronominal suffix. “You have caused him to rule (or to have dominion) . . .”  
Hiphil, remember, is the causative stem in Hebrew. “. . . over the works of 

your hands . . .” lwm will often appear with the B, meaning “to rule over” 

or “to have dominion over.” B; is a preposition, and hW,f3ma is the word for 

“work.” yWef3m a is the plural form in construct with j~yd,5y!, the final h 

dropping out when it is in construct. j~yd,5y! is from dy!, which means 

“hand.” The y ,shows it is a plural noun in construct with j~, a pronominal 

suffix, second masculine singular. This speaks of the dignity of the human 
creation, who has been caused to have this dominion under the Lord.  
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 :vylA%g;r1- tHata6 hTAw6a lKo 

“. . . all things you have placed under his feet.” lKo is “all things”, “the 

totality”, “everything.” hTAw6a is from the root tyw. It is a middle weak root. 

It is a Qal perfect, second masculine singular, with the h here, to make sure 
that historically we pronounce the A vowel. It is a ‘mater’ or ‘mother’ of 

reading. “. . . everything you have placed under his feet.” tHata6 is a 

preposition, “under”, and vylAg;r1 is from lg,r@8, which means “foot”. ylag;r1 
changes to ylAg;r1 because it is in pause here, and it is a plural noun in 

construct with v, which is a pronominal suffix, third masculine singular.  

7.4 Translation 

“You have caused him to rule over the works of your hands; all things you 
have placed under his feet.”   

7.5 Application/Interpretation  

This shows dominion, and the dominion that is shown here will be the rule 
over the animal world. I would like at this point to look at how the New 
Testament applies these verses to our Lord Jesus Christ. In the book of 
Hebrews, chapter two, we are in the context of the writer of Hebrews 
speaking of the superiority of Jesus Christ to the angels. And as we are 
looking at this great book of Hebrews, he has argued in chapter one that 
Jesus is greater than angels because He is the Son. He is the Son who is 
King. They are going to worship Him some day when He comes back into 
the world. He is also the Divine Son who is Creator, and angels are simply 
part of God’s creation. Angels are simply like the wind or like lightning. 
Thirdly, He is seated at the right hand of the Father; they are ministering 
spirits. The writer of Hebrews, after describing this greatness of Christ in 
chapter one, and after giving a warning to give heed to the Lord, as to what 
He has taught and what He has done in 2:1-4, comes to talk about how Jesus 
has become the pioneer of our salvation in Hebrews 2:5 and following. It is 
at this point that this very Psalm is quoted. The writer of Hebrews writes, 
“For not to the angels did he subject the earth about to be inhabited, 
concerning which we speak. But a certain one testified somewhere saying, 
‘What is man, that you remember him, or the son of man, that you visit him? 
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You have made him a little lower than the angels. You have crowned him 
with glory and honor. You have placed all things under his feet’.” The 
writer of Hebrews is quoting from the LXX these very verses that we have 
been studying. He makes the ultimate application of this Psalm to our Lord 
Jesus Christ.  

In Jewish exegesis, the rabbis talked about four different levels of 
interpretation. There was the peshat, which was the literal level. This word 
actually means “a blow”. This was the literal interpretation of the text, the 
normative, we might say. This Psalm, in its literal normative interpretation, 
is looking at human dignity, at creation and God’s high purpose for 
mankind.  

The second rabbinic interpretation of a text is what was called remes, which 
means “a hint.” The text may hint at an idea. We see this, I believe, in 
Matthew 22, where Jesus said to the Sadduccees, who did not believe in the 
resurrection, “You err in not knowing the Scriptures, for the Scriptures say, 
‘I am the God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Jacob.’” Now the literal peshat 
would be, “I am the same God that ministered to Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob.” These would be the words that He would be speaking to Moses in 
the context of Exodus. However, there is a hint of a deeper thought with the 
use of the imperfect in Hebrew, and that is that “I am still  the God of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. And since I am still their God, Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob must still exist, and hence, there is an anticipation of resurrection 
for them.” Jesus, I believe, alludes to this, using what I am understanding as 
remes as He is speaking to the Sadduccees.  

Then there is what is called darash. Darash is commentary. It is when the 
rabbis would take a text, and they would make a commentary out of a given 
text, and they would then apply it from point A to point B. I believe that is 
what we see here. An example of such a commentary could be seen in 
Romans chapter 10, where Paul quotes Deuteronomy 30 and he applies it to 
the Lord Jesus Christ. You remember in Deuteronomy 30 after Moses had 
given the Torah, he said, “You don’t have to go to heaven to bring it down; I 
just brought it to you. You don’t have to go into the underworld to bring it 
up; it’s close to you. It’s in your mouth and in your heart. It’s on the tip of 
your tongue and in your mind. All you need to do is do it.” I believe the 
same truth is taught by Paul except applied now Christologically to Jesus 
through darash, through commentary. “You don’t have to go to heaven,” he 
says in Romans 10, “to bring Christ down.” He has already come. He is the 
end of the Law. He fulfills Torah. He has already come in the Incarnation. 
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You don’t have to go down into the underworld to bring Christ up from the 
dead. He is already resurrected. He is alive. But what does the Word say? 
The Word is “the Gospel which we preach.” There is the commentary on 
Word. Further, note now the commentary on heart and mouth. To be saved 
one must believe in the heart that God has raised Jesus from the dead, and 
confess with the mouth Jesus as Lord, for with the heart one believes in 
righteousness and with the mouth confession to salvation is made. That is 
darash. The peshat was simply, “You have heard the Torah, and it’s now in 
your mind and heart.” The darash is that Christ fulfills these words as the 
final Torah, having come from heaven. And in light of that, in the 
Incarnation, you don’t have to seek for Him, you just believe that He is 
Lord, and you believe that God has raised Him from the dead and you will 
be saved. The words “heart” and “mouth” are commented upon to show how 
one is to believe and what one is to confess in Romans 10.  

The last aspect of rabbinic interpretation is sod, which is mystery. We see 
this, for example, I believe, when Paul says in 1 Corinthians 10 the rock 
which followed the children of Israel was Christ that gave them water. We 
know that Moses smote the rock and gave them water when the children of 
Israel were traveling in the desert. But who was it that was actually behind it 
all, causing it to happen? It was Jesus, Paul says, that was following them in 
the desert, because He is the source of life. He is the source of creation.  

We have the same kind of interpretation of sod, for example, in Ephesians 
five, where Paul, speaking of the creation of Adam and Eve, says that there 
is a great mystery in marriage. When God joined Adam and Eve together, 
they become a type of Christ and the church. Paul says, quoting Genesis, 
“Let man leave father and mother and cleave to his wife, and they shall be 
one flesh. This is a great mystery (a great sod),”  Paul says, “but I speak 
concerning Christ and the church.” So there are two levels: the literal level 
of male and female becoming one flesh in marriage, and the spiritual level of 
Christ and the church wedded together and relating to each other in their 
oneness. 

Now, having said this, when you put all of this together, peshat, remes, 
darash, sod, you end up with an acronym, “PaRaDiSe”. Many rabbis had 
said that if you have this, you have a garden, and you interpret the Bible then 
around this beautiful garden, this beautiful paradise. 
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I would like to say in Psalm eight, I believe, the writer of Hebrews sees part 
of this paradise having its ultimate application of darash in Jesus Christ. 
That first Adam, while he could subjugate the animals after the fall, was not 
able to subjugate death. He was not able to subjugate the results of sin and 
everything that resulted from that horrendous fall in the garden of Eden.  

So as we come to Hebrews, the writer of Hebrews tells us that Jesus Christ is 
greater than angels because He has become the pioneer of our salvation, to 
cut the way through the thicket of sin and death and bring us into that 
glorious relationship of eternality and eternal life with His Father. Notice he 
quotes this text, and after quoting it in verse eight of Hebrews two, he says, 
“For in subjecting all things, he left nothing subjected that was not 
subjected to him, but now we do not see all things subjected, but we do see 
Jesus having been made a little lower than the angels on account of the 
suffering of death, crowned with glory and honor, that by the grace of God 
he might taste death on behalf of all.” Now notice the darash, the 
commentary: “We see Jesus, having been made a little lower than the 
angels.” This refers to the Incarnation. Why was He made a little lower than 
the angels? That is the commentary. It is on account of the suffering of 
death, because He could suffer and pay in His death the penalty for sin. In so 
doing, in the resurrection, He could conquer death.  

Secondly, “we see him now crowned with glory and honor, far above the 
angels.” The commentary on “glory and honor”  is that He is now crowned 
with glory and honor in the exaltation, “that,”  the writer of Hebrews says, 
“by the grace of God he might taste death on behalf of all.”  Jesus Christ 
tasted death so that He could bear the penalty of death that all humans are 
under as a result of the fall in Adam. Having done that, we now have a 
perfect pathfinder, who is in the process of bringing us into glory. In verse 
ten, “it was fitting for him, on account of whom are all things, and through 
whom are all things, in bringing many sons into glory, to perfect the 
pathfinder (the a@rxhgon) of their salvation through suffering.” The writer 
goes on to say that we who are being set apart are being set apart with Christ 
as one, and it is in the resurrection that we have been set apart for glory. He 
goes on to quote Psalm 22 and Isaiah 8, describing the oneness that we have 
in Jesus Christ. He says, “Since the children partook of flesh and blood, he 
likewise partook of the same, so that through death, he might render 
inoperative the one who is having the power of death, that is, the devil.” So, 
as a result, He has reconciled us to Him, who were under the fear of death, 
under the bondage of death, He says, under the result of that fall in Adam. 
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Now we have that glorious hope of being brought to glory through what 
Christ has done. 

This great text points beyond first Adam to second Adam, and shows Him as 
the great a@rxhgon, as the great pioneer, who was made a little lower than 
the angels, so that He could pay the penalty of death for our sins upon the 
cross, so then He could come back from the grave in glorious resurrection, 
and be glorified. Then we who put our faith in Him have that glorious 
anticipation of sharing that glory with Him as His children. He is the 
pathfinder who has cut the way, as it were, through the thicket of death as a 
result of sin and opened the way to God’s glorious presence. 

So when the writer of Hebrews says he has “subjected all things under his 
feet,” that includes more than the animal world. That includes death itself. 
That is why Paul, in 1 Corinthians 15, could say, “O death, where is your 
sting? O grave, where is your victory?” because of that victory that Jesus 
Christ brings us in His glorious resurrection.  

Come, let us adore Him and praise Him as our blessed Lord and Savior, who 
tasted death for all of us, so that we, through our faith in Him, could triumph 
eternally and be glorified with Him throughout the ceaseless ages of eternity, 
as He become our perfect pioneer, cutting a way through the thicket of the 
forest of death and bringing us into His glorious presence to share that glory 
with Him. 
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Lesson 8:  Psalm 8:8 

8.1 Text 

 :ydA%WA tOmh3Ba Mgav4 Ml.A5Ku M ypilAx3v1 hn@co 
8.2 Vocabulary 

 hn@co    Noun   “sheep” 

 JlAxA    Noun   “ox” 

 hmAheB;   Noun   “beast” 

 ydaWA    Noun   “field” 
8.3 Grammar 

 Ml.A5Ku MypilAx3v1 hn@co% 
“Sheep and oxen, all of them . . .” Now he is defining what humans at 
creation, Adam and Eve, had subjugated under them. “Sheep” is a noun, 

followed by MypilAx3, the plural noun (notice My 9, the sign of the plural). 

Ml.A5Ku is the “totality” of them. lKu is a noun meaning “totality” in construct 

with M A, pronominal suffix, third masculine plural.  

 :ydA%WA tOmh3Ba Mgav4@  

Mgav4@ means “. . . and also . . .”, and tOmh3Ba is the plural of hmAheB ; 
(notice the feminine ending tO here, the sign of the plural). “. . . the 

domesticated beasts of the field.” ydA%WA is a noun meaning “field”. 

8.4 Translation 

 “Sheep and oxen, all of them, and also the domesticated beasts of the field.” 
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8.5 Application/Interpretation  

This verse is about man’s subjugation of the animals on the earth. The writer 
will go on to talk about the fowl, the animals which are above the earth and 
the fish in the sea.   
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Lesson 9:  Psalm 8:9 

9.1 Text 

 :Mym>i%y1 tOHr4xA rbefo My>!7ha yged4U My9ma6wA rOPci 
9.2 Vocabulary 

 rOPci   Noun    “birds” 

 gda    Noun    “fish” 

 rbf    Verb    “to pass” 

 Hraxo    Noun    “path” 

9.3 Grammar 

 My>!7ha yged4U My9ma6wA rOPci 

rOPci is a collective singular noun meaning “birds.” It is in construct with 

My9ma6wA, “The birds of the heavens . . .” Note the dual My9 a ending under 

My9ma6wA. yged4v4 becomes yged4U. The conjunction is U instead of v, as you 

could not have two shewas standing together. gda is a noun that simply 

means “fish,” and the sere-yod in yged4 shows it is plural construct with 

My>!7ha, “the sea.” ha is the definite article, and My1 is the noun meaning “sea.” 

“. . . and the fish of the sea . . .” 

 :Mym>i%y1 tOHr4xA rbefo 

“. . . whatever passes . . .” rbefo is a Qal active participle, masculine 

singular from rbf, “to pass.” tOHr4xA is from Hraxo, meaning “paths.” 

tOHr4xA is the feminine plural form of the noun. “. . . whatever passes (or  

all which passes) the paths of the seas.” Mym>i%y1 is the plural form of My1, the 
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My 9is the sign of the masculine plural. “. . . all which passes the pathways 

of the seas.” 

9.4 Translation 

“The birds of the heavens and the fish of the sea, all which passes the paths 
of the seas.”  

9.5 Application/Interpretation  

 Then we go to the final refrain in the last verse.   
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Lesson 10:  Psalm 8:10 

10.1 Text 

  :Cr@xA%hA-lkAB; j~m;w i ryD9xa-hmA Unyn27d*x3 hv!hy4 
10.2 Vocabulary 

H1cZ26n1m;   Participle  “leader” 

 tyTiGi   Noun   “gittith” 

 rOmz4mi   Noun   “psalm” 

10.3 Grammar 

 Unyn27d*x3 hv!hy4 
 We saw this refrain at the beginning of the Psalm. “O Lord, our  

Lord . . .” 

 :Cr@xA%hA-lkAB; j~m;w i ryD9xa-hmA  

 “. . . how marvelous is your name in all the earth.”  

10.4 Translation 

 “O Lord, our Lord, how marvelous is your name in all the earth.”  

10.5 Application/Interpretation 

Notice he enumerates the wonder of the Lord in all that He has done, and 
especially His concern for humankind. 

One of the interesting points, I believe, that we can make from verses eight 
to nine, is that certainly there is a statement against any idolatry, any 
worship of animals or birds or any kind of fish. This is simply a part of 
God’s creation that we as humans are to subjugate. We are to subjugate the 
animal world rather than worshipping it. This would certainly address any 
kind of polytheism, such as in Egyptian religion, where animals, birds, etc. 
were worshipped, or in other ancient religions, where animals were 
considered part of worship, as well as the stars and the heavenly elements, 
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because God is the One who creates it all and places humankind over the 
animal world. 

At one level, this text is a text that teaches that humans should never be 
involved in any kind of idolatry of God’s creation. Part of the Ten 
Commandments is being illustrated in this great Psalm - that the Lord is the 
One who is the Creator - He is the one that we should serve, not His 
creation. Furthermore, we are under Him, but we are over His animal 
creation. This Psalm teaches against all idolatry. 

The other great truth is that it points beyond Adam and Eve and humankind 
and this dignity over the animal world to the ultimate climactic elevation of 
Jesus Christ. He came in the Incarnation according to Hebrews  two, and 
tasted death for us, having been made a little lower than the angels, and is 
now crowned with glory and honor as the exalted King, Pioneer over death 
and has become our great and empathetic High Priest, the One that we can 
now go to, and know that He has identified with us and become that great 
victor over all that brings fear to us as a result of the fall. We can sing with 
the apostle Paul, “O death, where is your victory? O death, where is your 
sting? Thanks be to God, who gives to us the victory through our Lord Jesus 
Christ.”  

May we adore our Lord Jesus as our great resurrected priest, and praise the 
glorious Trinity of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit for 
what they have done on our behalf! 
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PSALM 16: 10 - MESSIAH NOT ABANDONED TO THE GRAVE  

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 16: 10 points to the resurrection of Jesus Christ who was not left in the 
grave but rose again victorious from the grave and He is now at the Father’s right 
reigning in glory. 
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 16:10 

1:1 Text    
 j~d4ysiH3 NTeti-x|   lOx7w;li ywip;n1 bz*f3ta x| yKi 

        :tHawa% tOxr4li  

1.2 Vocabulary 

 bz1fA    Verb    “to leave” or “to forsake” 

 lOx7w ;   Noun    “the grave” or “Sheol” 

 dysiHA   Noun    “holy one” 

 tHaw a6    Noun    “destruction” 

1.3 Grammar 

 lOx7w ;li ywip;n1 bz*f3ta x| yKi 

yKi is a conjunction, “and”, x| is a negative particle. bz*f3ta is a Qal 

imperfect second person singular from bzf. “You will not abandon or 

leave . . .” The noun for ywip;n1 is wp,n@8. Here it is in construct, becoming 

w;p;n1, and the y iis a pronominal suffix, first person singular. “You will not 

abandon my soul to Sheol . . .” Sheol is the underworld or the grave and the 

l; here is a preposition.  

 :tHawa% tOxr4li j~d4ysiH3 N Teti-x|   

Now we have a repetition of this last clause that we just looked at. There is a 

negative particle x|, and N Teti is a Qal imperfect second person singular 

from N tn. N Ten4ti became N Teti, with the n assimilating into the second T, 

causing a daghesh forte.  “. . . you will not give your holy  
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one . . .” dysiHA is a noun meaning “holy one”, and j~ is a pronominal 

suffix, second masculine singular. “. . . you will not allow your holy one (or 

your devout one) to see destruction.” tOxr4li is a Qal infinitive construct 

from hxr. The h A became tO with the l; in the Qal infinitive construct 

form here. It is a “final he” form. tHawa% is a noun meaning “destruction”.  
1.4 Translation 

“For you will not leave my soul to Sheol, neither will you give your holy one 
to see destruction.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

Another great text that looks at the resurrection of the Lord Jesus as it was 
applied in the New Testament is Psalm 16. This is a psalm in which the 
Psalmist is praising the Lord and talking about how the Lord has allotted 
him a portion in pleasant places, a beautiful inheritance. Hence he is going to 
bless the Lord; he is going to always set the Lord before him, rather than 
idols of any sort. He will be able to rejoice and his soul will be elated, for he 
will rest in confidence. He says in verse nine, “Therefore my heart will 
rejoice, and my glory will be glad. Indeed my flesh will dwell securely.” 
Then comes this verse ten.  

Peter, in Acts chapter two, quotes this very text when he is preaching at 
Pentecost concerning the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ. He says, 
after quoting this great text from Psalm 16, that the patriarch’s tomb is yet 
with us, even to this day. Hence being a prophet (Acts 2:30), David knew 
that God had sworn with an oath that out of the fruit of his loins that One 
would sit upon his throne. Seeing in advance, he spoke concerning the 
resurrection of Christ when he said that He was not abandoned in Hades, 
nor did His flesh see corruption.   

 He goes on then to say that,  

God has raised up Jesus, of whom we are all witnesses (Acts 2:32). 
Therefore being exalted to the right hand of God and having received 
the promise of the Holy Spirit from the father, He has poured out this 
which you see and hear, for David did not ascend into heaven, but he 
said, ‘The Lord said to my lord, Sit here at my right hand until I make 
your enemies the footstool of your feet.’ Therefore let all the house of 
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Israel know assuredly that God has made this Jesus whom you have 
crucified both Lord and Christ.  
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PSALM 19 - THE TWO WITNESSES/NATURE AND TORAH  

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 19 is a great Psalm that looks at natural revelation and the special revelation. 
Natural revelation of the Lord’s greatness is seen in the heavens as His handywork, 
whereas special revelation is found in the Torah, the Scriptures that illuminate our 
spiritual eyes taking into truths that natural revelation cannot do. 
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Lesson 1: Psalm 19: 1 

1.1 Text  

`dvidAl; rOmz4m9 HacoeZn1m4la     
1.2 Vocabulary 

 hcanA         verb     “to be pre-eminent” 

    rOmz4m9       Noun             “a psalm or song” 

    dvid.A     Proper Noun   “David” 

1.3 Grammar 

HacoeZn1m4la  

HacoeZn1m4la is a customary title that we see quite a bit in the Psalter. The l is 

the inseparable preposition “to” which is followed by the participle, HacoeZn1m4. 
This is a piel participle from hcanA to be pre-eminent. We are probably 

looking at the choir director who would be leading.  

rOmz4m9  
This is a noun that means a psalm or a song.  

dvidA.l; 

The final word begins with the l; which is the preposition in this case, and 

dvid.A is the proper noun, David.   
1.4 Translation         

“For the leader a psalm of David.” 
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1.5 Application/Interpretation  

In this introduction, the choir director would be leading the song. I believe 
the author of the psalm is David with the lamed representing his authorship.  
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Lesson 2: Psalm 19: 2 

2.1 Text 

 dyg.ima vydAyA hW2f3maU4 lx25 -dOb&kA. Myrip0.4sam4 My9maw.Aha 

                                             ̀ ̀ ̀ ̀fayqrAhA 
2.2 Vocabulary 

 My9maw.A          Plural Noun                “heavens” 

    rpasA           Verb                        “to relate” 

    dObk.A    dObk.A    dObk.A    dObk.A                Noun                      “glory, honor” 

    h    h    h    hW,f3ma              Noun                    “deed or work” 

    dyA                   dyA                   dyA                   dyA                   Dual Noun                    “hand”    

    dganA                 Verb                       “to declare”    

                fayq9rAA                             Noun                      “expanse” 

2.3 Grammar 

 My9maw.Aha 
Is a noun with the definite article h notice the ending is dual in My and it               

means “heavens.” 

lx25 -dOb&kA. Myrip04sam4 

Myrip04sam4 
This is a Piel participle masculine plural from rpasA “to relate or to 

declare.” Notice the piel is identified by the shewa followed by pathah and 
the doubling of the middle radical which is the p.. here. And the m gives it 
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away as a participle.  So it is a masculine plural participle. So we are looking 

at a piel participle nominative masculine plural from rpasA 
 

lx25 -dOb&kA. 

 -dOb&kA.  
This is a noun meaning “glory” and so the heavens are rehearsing the glory 

and notice that this noun is in construct with lx25.  When you have two 

nouns with the first and the second together like this, we call them two 
nouns “in construct” and we translate them much like the Greek genitive 
“of” before the second noun. So the heavens declare the glory of God. 

 

         ̀ ̀ ̀ ̀fayqrAhA dyg.ima vydAyA hW2f3maU 

 

hW2f3maU 

Notice the U is a conjunction and hW2f3m a is a noun feminine singular 

meaning “work.”  
 

vydAyA 
The work of his hands vydAyA is from the Hebrew word  dy AA AA     meaning 

hands. Notice that the  vy A ending    is showing that we are looking at    a 

pronominal suffix third masculine singular that goes with a plural noun. And 

so the noun MydayA     a dual form is in construct with the preposition, we have 

d2yA becoming  vydAyA.  So we render it “and the firmament of his hands.” 

 

 ̀ ̀ ̀ ̀fayqrAhA dyg.ima 

dyg.ima 
“The expanse is declaring.”   

Notice again we are looking at another participle with the ma and we have an 

a-i vowel pattern so we are looking at a hiphil participle masculine singular 
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from dganA.  This is a pe-nun verb. Notice the doubling of the g shows 

assimilation. The form became dyg.ima with the dagesh forte indicating a 

doubling of the gimmel showing that the n has assimilated. 

fayqrAhA 
A noun that means “expanse.” And notice hA is the definite article and we 

have a qames because the r could not take a dagesh being and functioning 

as a guttural. Historically the l of the article dropped out. This caused the 

necessity for compensatory lengthening.  
 

2.4 Translation 

“The heavens declare the glory of God and the expanse shows the work of 
his hands.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

This is a beautiful verse declaring what we would call “synonymous 
parallelism.”  “The heavens declare the glory of God” would be line one and 
“The expanse shows the work of his hands” would be line two. The word 

fayq9rAA occurs in Genesis chapter 1 when God as it were, slid the fayq9rAA  
between the waters and it became the expanse of the heavens. It becomes 
actually another way of simply speaking of the heavens. This great verse 
shows us the wonderful sovereignty and power of God to create the 
universe. It is his finger work. We are reminded of Psalm 8, “When I see 
your heavens, the work of your fingers.” Here he has the “work of His 
hands.” So He made all of the great galaxies and we are told that the nearest 
is 30 million light years away, traveling at the speed of light, 186,000 miles 
per second. In two seconds we zip past the moon and we still have 30 
million years of travel time to get to the nearest galaxy. That is the 
handiwork of God. I believe that this is a wonderful verse when we think of 

Jesus Christ because in John chapter one verse three, pa<nta  di ]  
au]tou?  e]ge<nto,  kai>  xwri>j  au]tou?  e]ge<neto  ou]de>  e!n  
o{   ge<gonen “All things were made by him and without him was not 
anything that has been made.” So Jesus Christ is the great Creator as well 
and we see his glory revealed in the creation as well as God the Father. 
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Lesson 3: Psalm 19: 3 

3.1 Text 

          ̀tfadA.-hU,Hay; hlAy;loal4 hlAy;lav; rm,xo7 faybi.ya MO yl45 MOy 
3.2 Vocabulary 

 MOy   Noun    “day” 

 fbanA           Verb        “to pour forth” 

 rm,xo7                Noun                       “speech” 

 hlAy;lahlAy;lahlAy;lahlAy;la                                                             Noun                        “night” 

 hvAhA                 Verb                       “to reveal” 

 tfad.a                Noun                       “knowledge” 

3.3 Grammar 

 MOyl45    MOy 
 MOy 

a noun that simply means “day.” We see it repeated again after the 

preposition l “to” before the second enunciation of the word “day” and so 

day unto day, in other words every day, day after day, God is speaking in his 
creation. 

 rm,xo7 faybi.ya 
 faybi.ya  

This is a hiphil imperfect third masculine singular from the root fbanA 
meaning “to pour forth” or we could actually understand this as “pouring 

forth.” Notice the a-i vowel pattern gives it away as hiphil. The n of the pe-
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nun verb has assimilated here in the b. and we have a furtive patach under 

the f to make sure that we include the f in our pronunciation.  

rm,xo7 
So day unto day pours forth rm,xo 7 “speech.” This is a noun that simply 

means “speech.” So everyday God is speaking by his creation and he is 
going to further define that especially by the sun in the following verses. 

hlAloal4 hlAy;lav; 

hlAy;lav;  
The vis the simple conjunction “and” followed by the feminine noun  hlAy;la     
“night.”      

hlAy;loal4  
Here we have the inseparable preposition in the l followed by the noun 

hlAy;la   So it is night after night.  

tfad.A-hU,Hay; 

-hU,Hay; 
This is from the root hvAhA meaning “to reveal.” Notice that we have a y 
prefix showing that we are looking at an imperfect. Then we have a shewa-
pathah vowel pattern with the doubling of the middle radical in the dagesh 
forte in the vshowing that we are looking at a piel imperfect third masculine 

singular from the root hv!hA.  So it is “night after night reveals.” 

 tfadA. 
This is a noun which is the object of .-hU@Hay; showing what is actually being 

revealed and it is knowledge about God, tfadA.. If we are looking at the verb 

it is from fdayA “to know” but here it is just simply the noun “knowledge.”  
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3.4 Translation 

“Day to day pours forth speech and night to night reveals knowledge.” 

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

As we look at each day from the rising until the setting of the sun and each 
night as we look at the stars and the moon, we see a constant revelation of 
knowledge. The knowledge that is being revealed is none other than 
knowledge about the power, that is, the omnipotence of God the Father and 
God the Son. We continually, day after day are reminded of that great Lord 
that we love and that we serve. 
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Lesson 4: Psalm 19: 4 

4.1 Text  

                          :MlAOq fmAw4n9 yl9ob.4 Myr9bAd.4 N yx2v4 rm,xo ----N yx2 
4.2 Vocabulary 

 Ny9xa              Negative Particle         “no” or “naught” 

 rm,xo     Noun   “speech” 

 rbAdA     Noun                            “word” 

 yl9ob.4     Particle Adverb           “neither or nor” 

 fmawA    Verb    “to hear” 

 lOq      Noun         “sound or voice” 

4.3 Grammar 

 ----Nyx2 
Notice ----Nyx2 is simply a negative particle “there is no.” 

rm,xo 
And rm,xo is the noun again meaning “speech.” So there is no speech. 

Myr9bAd.4 N yx2v4 

Nyx2v4 
The conjunction  v is followed by Nyx2 the negative particle. 

Myr9bAd.4 
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Notice the word Myr9bAd.4is in the masculine plural with the My suffix from 

the root word rbAdA meaning “words.” So there is no speech and there are 

no words. 
 

fmAw4n9 ylib.4 

ylib.4 
We translate here “neither or nor.” 

fmAw4n9 
This is the niphal perfect third masculine singular from fmawA Notice the n 

prefix here and the “a” vowel under the m and it’s a long “a” because the f 
is inaudible. It functions because of its quiescence in causing the previous 
pathah to lengthen to a qames in the niphal stem here. So “neither is 
heard…” 
 

:MlAOq 
It is translated “their voice.” lOq is the word meaning “voice” and M is 

the pronominal suffix third masculine plural, and so “we do not hear their 
voice.” 
 

4.4 Translation 

 “There is no speech and there are no words; neither is their voice heard.” 

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

As the writer is looking at creation, there is no speech and there are no 
words and their sound is not at all heard. They have no speaking voice and 
yet they continue to give knowledge by what they declare without speaking. 
So again the creation of God is God’s way of communicating to all without 
any audible voice or sound, his glory and his greatness. 
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Lesson 5: Psalm 19: 5 

5.1 Text 

wm,w.,la Mh5,yl.emi lbete Hc2q4b9U MUAqa xcAyA Cr@xAhA- lkAb.4 

:Mh,b.A lh,xo-MWA  
 

5.2 Vocabulary 

 xcAyA       Verb   “to go out” 

 vqa       Noun          “a measuring line” 

 Hc,qA                         Noun                    “the end” 

 Lbete        Noun   “world” 

 hlA.mi                         Noun   “word or speech” 

 wm,w,       Noun   “sun” 

 MyW       Verb   “to place or set” 

 lh,xo       Noun   “tent” 

5.3 Grammar 

 Cr@xAhA-lkAb.4 

lkAb.; 
Notice the b. here is the preposition “in.” lk is an adjective for “all.” 

 Cr@xAhA 
The  h is the definite article “the” followed with the noun Cr@xA, “earth.” 

The qames under the “he” is here because historically it was lh but it lost 
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the lamed and to compensate for that we have the qames. This is a 
compensatory lengthening from a pathah to a qames. The lamed could not 
assimilate into the aleph because the aleph is a guttural. The word “the 

earth” can be understood as being in construct with lkAb.; so this would 

refer to the entirety of the earth.  
 

MUAqa xcAyA 
xcAyA 
This is a simple Qal perfect verb third masculine singular from the root 

xcAyA. It is a pe-yod and lamed-aleph verb meaning “to go out.” 
 

 MUAqa 
Is a noun meaning “line” from vqa followed by the pronominal suffix third 

masculine plural in the M A. This word looks at the measuring line and so the 

measuring line that determines how far the heavenly bodies can go is 
worldwide.  
 

Mh5,yl.emi lbete Hceq4biU 

Hc2q4b9U 
Notice the U is just a conjunction “and” The bi is an inseparable preposition   

“in” or “unto.” So it reads “and unto” Hc,qA, the noun for “the end…”  It is 
in construct with the following noun. “and unto the end of the world, their 
words.” 
 

Lbete 
The second noun is in construct with the previous. It means “world” and so 
“unto the end of the world.” 
 

Mh5,yl.emi is from hlA.mi     a noun for “word.” Mh5,yl.emi is the word in its 

plural form. Notice the sere-yod. It is a masculine plural noun in construct 

with M Awhich is the pronominal suffix third masculine plural. So “unto the 
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ends of the world, their words.” The sun and the moon extend their words 
throughout the whole world. 
 

Mh,b.A lh,xo-MWA w m,w.,la 
wm,w.,la 
Note again that the lamed is the inseparable preposition “for.” The pathah 
below the lamed indicates the definite article “the” and the dagesh forte in 

the w. Historically, this would have been ll. The l has assimilated into 
the next letter which doubles it. “For the sun he has placed a tent in them.” 
 

lh,xo-MWA 
MW A is the Qal perfect third person singular from MyW. It is a middle-weak 

verb, a bi-consonantal verb here and so “for the sun he has placed a tent.” 

lh,xo is the noun meaning tent. It is followed by the personal pronoun. 
 

:Mh,b is a third person plural personal pronoun “in them” with the 

preposition b.  
 

5.4 Translation 

“In all the earth has gone forth their line and unto the end of the world their 
words for the sun he has placed a tent in them.” 

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

The sun as it were is provided for by a tent. The heavens therefore become 
like a tent that the sun dwells. Here is a personification of the sun and this 
would have great meaning in the ancient near east because the sun was an 
object of worship. This is especially true in Akkadian where we find that the 
sun or “Shamshu” is often sung in many of the Akkadian hymns in worship 
of the sun. Also there is the god, “Re” in Egypt. The name, “Re” refers to 
the sun god who was often a key element of Egyptian worship. But here 
what the Lord is teaching is that the sun is simply part of his creation 
personified here as one which he provides for by having a house as it were 
that the sun can live in which is simply the heavens which he has created. So 
the Psalmist is teaching us to keep our eyes on the Lord and worship him, 
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not the physical sun that was worshipped in ancient Babylon or Egyptian 
culture. 
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Lesson 6: Psalm 19: 6 

6.1 Text 

         :Hraxo CUrlA rOb.g9k.4 WyWiyA Otp.AHume xceyo NtAHAk.4 xV.hv4 
 
6.2 Vocabulary 

 NtAhA     Noun   “bridegroom” 

 hpAHu     Noun   “chamber or pavilion” 

 WUW     Verb   “to exalt or rejoice” 

 ROb.gi       Adjective     “strong or mighty” 

 CUr     Verb   “to run” 

 Hraxo     Noun           “course or race” 

6.3 Grammar 

 NtAHAk.4 xV.hv4 
 xV.hv4 

Notice that we have the conjunction “and” followed by the personal pronoun 

xV.h “he.” This is emphatic as the psalm is personifying the sun in a 
personal way even though the sun is not personal. The sun is simply an 
object of God’s creation. 
 

NtAHAk.4  
Note the preposition k.; “as” is linked with the noun N tAHA.  It is masculine 
singular and means “bridegroom” and so, “he as a bridegroom.” 

 Xceyo 
This is a qal active participle masculine singular from xcAyA.  Notice the 

vowel pointing. The holem and the sere is indicative of a qal active 
participle. It is a pe-yod verb. So “he as a bridegroom comes forth.” 
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Otp.AHume 
The meeee is a preposition from Nm  but the nun has elided so we have 

compensatory lengthening from a hireq to a sere. And hpAHu is a noun 

meaning “chamber” and notice we add the t here. The t is added because 

it is in construct with the final O which is the pronominal suffix third 
masculine singular “his.” So, “he comes forth from his pavilion or his 
chamber as a bridegroom.” We are looking at a bridegroom on his wedding 
day coming forth with happiness and strength. That is the way the sun comes 
out every day. It is like a bridegroom coming forth from its chamber, the 
hymn writer is saying.  
 

rOb.g9k.4 WyWiyA 
WyWiyA 
It is a Qal imperfect third masculine singular from WUW.  Notice it is a 
middle weak verb, a middle yod and with the prefix yod, we are looking at a 
qal imperfect third masculine singular. So, “he rejoices.” 
 

rOb.g9k.4 
Now we have the comparative use of the preposition “as” with ROb.gi a 

noun that means “strong man.”  And so “he rejoices as a strong man.” 
 

:Hraxo cUrlA 
cUrlA 
Here we have an infinitive from the root cUr a middle weak verb meaning 

“to run.” This infinitive is defining what the strong man is about to do. He 
rejoices as a strong man to run. 
 

Hraxo 
A noun that simply means “path or course,” translated here as “race.” 
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6.4 Translation 

“And he as a bridegroom comes forth from his chamber. He rejoices as a 
strong man to run a race.”  

6.5 Application/Interpretation  

There is a double imagery of a bridegroom in all of his strength and beauty, 
and happiness, and a strong man that is going to complete the course that is 
before him. These two images are used to describe the sun as it daily comes 
out to do its task. What a beautiful imagery picturing the power of God and 
the power of Christ who created the sun and who placed it in the heavens 
and both of whom are the Creators of the sun in all of its virility and 
strength. It should lead us to adore the blessed Trinity in Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit as the great omnipotent God of Creation. 
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Lesson 7: Psalm 19: 7 

7.1 Text 

Nyxev4 MtAOcq4-l fa OtpAUpt4U OxcAOm9 Mymaw.Aha hceq4m i 

:Otm.AHame  rt0As4ni  
7.2 Vocabulary 

 Hc00,qA    Noun   “end or extremity” 

 XZZZZcAOm       Noun   “going forth” 

 hpAUqt40   Noun   “turning or circuit” 

 Ny9xa    Neg. particle “nothing or not” 

 rtasA    Verb   “to hide” 

 hmAHa    Noun   “ heat of sun” 

7.3 Grammar 

 hceq4mi  
Has the Nm prepositional prefix meaning “from” and so from the “end of 

the   heavens” HcZ,qA means “end or extremity.” It is in construct with the 

following noun. 

Mymaw.Aha  
Is the noun for heavens. It has the definite article and the pathah and the 
dagesh forte in the shin. Here the lamed was able to double showing a 
dagesh forte in the original. So, “from the end of the heavens.” 

OxcAOm9 
“is his going forth.” OxcAOm9 is a noun meaning “a going forth” and the O 
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is the pronominal suffix third masculine singular “his.” 

OtpAUqt4U 
The U is the conjunction “and” hpAUqt40 is a noun meaning “turning” Here 

it is in construct with O and so the h changes to a t rendered “and its 

turning.” 
 

MtAOcq4-lfa 
“unto their ends.” Lfa is the preposition meaning “on or unto.” hc00,qA 
means “end or extremity.” This has a pronominal suffix, third masculine 
plural.  
And so their turning or circuit goes unto the ends of the heavens.” The noun 
here is in construct with the following noun. 
 

Nyxev 
The conjunction with the negative particle means “and nothing or not.” 
 

Otm.AHame rt0As4ni 
 

rt0As4ni 
The verb here is the niphal perfect third masculine singular from rtasA 
which means “to hide.” So “there is nothing that is hidden” Otm.AHam e or 

“from its heat.”   me is the preposition “from.” It has lost the nun and there is 

compensatory lengthening which is shown by the sere under the m.  

hmAHa means “heat” but in construct the final h becomes t. So, there is 

“nothing that was hidden from its heat.” Notice the O is the pronominal 

suffix third masculine singular. 
 

7.4 Translation 

“From the end of heaven is its going forth and his circuit is unto their ends 
and there is nothing hidden from its heat.” 
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7.5 Application/Interpretation  

It is interesting that the writer here focuses upon how the sun is worldwide 
and how that it goes from one end of heaven to the other. There is no place 
that is left without a witness of its glory. Again this is pointing to the Lord, 
the Creator behind the sun who provides heat and life through the sun for all 
who are willing to see it and accept it.  

As we look at these chapters, Paul could say in Romans chapter one that “the 
heavens declare the glory of God” when he makes the statement that “the 
things that are unseen are being clearly perceived by the things that are 
made.” That is, the unseen things of God’s divinity and of the Lord’s 
omnipotence and sovereignty are seen in human creation, especially in 
nature. Notice in Romans 1:19, Paul says that God’s wrath is about to be 
revealed from heaven because that which is known of God is manifest in 
them. For God has manifested it to them. Again, his unseen things from the 
creation of the world are being clearly perceived or understood by the things 
that are made. Even his eternal power and divinity is evident so that they are 
without excuse. Paul in Romans sees creation as God’s witness and to reject 
that is to reject him as its creator. 

At this point, we now have seen natural revelation. It was John Calvin who 
said that we need to put on the spectacles or glasses through special 
revelation and by so doing in order to see more clearly what we could not 
see without the clarity of the glasses. This would include such things as the 
Trinity and eternal salvation though Christ alone and many other themes that 
can only be seen through the revelation of God’s written Torah which will 
lead us now to the next section of this great Psalm beginning in verse eight 
through verse fifteen which will talk about the Torah and its witness to 
God’s glory. 
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Lesson 8: Psalm 19: 8 

8.1 Text 

hnAm Ax><n, hvAhy4 tUdf2 wp,nA tbayw9m4 hmAym9t04 hvAhy4 tr1O t0 

:yt9p., tmayk.9H4ma   
8.2 Vocabulary 

 hrAOt0            Noun   “instruction or law” 

 MymitA         Adjective  “complete or perfect” 

 bUw       Verb   “to turn or return” 

 wp.,n@          Noun   “soul or living being” 

 tUdfe      Noun   “testimony” 

 Nmx       Verb   “to confirm or be sure” 

 MkaHA       Verb   “to be made wise” 

 Yt9p,.       Noun   “simple” 

8.3 Grammar 

tr1O t0 is a noun from hrAOt0 that is feminine singular and in construct 

with hvAhy4. Notice that in the construct relationship, the final h changes to 

a t. So, “the Torah of the Lord...” 
 

 hmAym9t04 is an adjective meaning “perfect or whole” in the sense of the  

instruction that the Lord brings us from his word. The result of the Word of  
God being whole or perfect is that it converts the soul. 
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 wp,nA  tbayw9m4 
 tbayw9m4 is a Hiphil participle feminine singular from bUw “to turn.” It is  

in construct with w p,n! and it is translated “causing the soul to be  

converted.” The Torah of the Lord changes us and turns around our soul to 
do the will of God. This is the power of his instruction in our lives. 
 

wp,nA is a noun meaning “soul.” 
 

 hvAhy4  tUdf2 
          tUdf2  is a feminine singular noun that means “testimony.” It may also be a    

          regulation that God gives that will help us to understand his will. It is in    

          construct with hvAhy4, “the testimony of the Lord.” 

 

 yt9p., tmayk.9H4ma  hnAm Ax><n 
hnAm Ax><n is averb from N mx “to be sure.” It is Niphal perfect third feminine 

singular. Notice the nun prefix is indicative of the Niphal stem. 
 

tmayk.9H4m a 
Is from MkaHA “to be wise.” There is an m prefix with an “a” class vowel 

followed by the hireq-yod, an “I” class vowel followed by the final t. This 

is a hiphil participle feminine singular. It is translated “causing to be wise or 
making wise.” 
  

yt9p.,is a noun that means “simple.” It refers here to a person that is open to 

the influence that the regulation of the Lord will bring. This person is willing 
to be molded by the Torah of God. 
  

8.4 Translation 

“The Torah of the Lord is perfect converting the soul. The testimony of the 
Lord is sure making wise the simple.” 
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8.5 Application/Interpretation  

Beginning in verse eight, we now come to see the “spectacles of God” as 
John Calvin called it. This is that which the Word of God brings us in clear 
focus. This is in more detail, dealing with the commandments, precepts, etc.  

The importance of the Torah of the Lord is that it leads to spiritual 
conversion when people read the Scriptures. The testimony of God’s Word 
is sure. It is something we can trust in to make us wise and to cause us to 
have spiritual wisdom that only the Lord can give. 
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Lesson 9: Psalm 19: 9 

9.1 Text 

 hrAb.A   hvAhy4 tvac4m9 bl2-Yh2m.4Wam4 Myr9wAy4 hvAhy yd2V.q.p....9 

                          :My9nAyf2 trayx9m4  

 
9.2 Vocabulary 

 MydV.q.p.                   Noun    “precept”       

 rwAyA     Adjective   “straight or right” 

 HmW     Verb       “to gladden” 

 bl2     Noun            “inner man or  

          heart” 

 hvAf4m9    Noun          “commandment” 

 rba.     Adjective   “pure” 

 rUx     Verb            “to become light” 

 Ny9fa        Dual noun   “eyes” 

9.3 Grammar 

 yd2Uq0p...i 
This is a plural noun from dUq0p. it’s in construct with Adonai. Notice the 

sere-yod shows the plurality of this noun in construct. It means “precepts.” 
So it means “the precepts of the Lord.” or “rules” which the Lord has given 
to us to respond to. 
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bl2-Yh2m04Wam4 Myr9w Ay4 
Myr9wAy4 
They are straight or right. This is an adjective meaning “straight” The rules 
of the Lord are not crooked but straight, unlike that which would be 
winding. 
 

bl2-Yh2m04Wam4 
Yh2m 04Wam4 
This is a verb from the root HmW.  It is a piel participle masculine plural. It 

is in construct with bl Notice the shewa-pathah and doubling of the middle 

radical. This identifies it as piel. And so “the statutes or precepts of the Lord 
are straight, rejoicing the heart.”  
 

hvAhy4 tvac4m9 
tvac4m9 
This is the noun that means “the commandment.” It is from hvAc4m 9 Notice 

it is a feminine noun in construct with Adonai. The t ending is the 

feminine ending in construct. 
 

My9nAyf2 trayx9m4 hrAb.A 
hrAb.A 
This is a Qal perfect third feminine singular from hrAbA “to make pure” in 

the sense of clear. 
 

My9nAyf2 trayx9m4 
trayx9m4 
This is a hiphil participle feminine singular from rUx meaning “to become 

light.” The m gives it away as a participle.  It is a bi-radical root with the 

feminine ending t a So it is rendered “enlightening the eyes.” 
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My9nAyf is a dual noun from N y9fa meaning “eyes.” So, the commandment 

of the Lord is pure, it is clear, causing the eyes to be enlightened. 
 

9.4 Translation 

“The precepts of the Lord are straight, rejoicing the heart. The 
commandment of the Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes.” 

9.5 Application/Interpretation  

Because they are straight, the precepts of the Lord make the heart glad for  
when one obeys them, one experiences the joy of an obedient heart to the 
Lord. So also the commandment of the Lord is pure, it is clear, causing the 
eyes to be enlightened. 
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Lesson 9: Psalm 19: 10 

10.1 Text 

 tm,x, hvAhy4-yFep4.w4m 9 dfalA td,m,Of hrAOhF4 hvAhy txar4y9 

                            :vdA.H4ya v.qr4cA   
10.2 Vocabulary 

 hxAr4y9       Noun                 “fear” 

 rOhFA    Adjective   “pure” 

 dmafA    Verb    “to stand” 

 FpA.w4m9     Noun          “judgment” 

 tm,x, ;    Noun              “firmness or  

          faithfulness” 

 qdc     Verb       “to make   

          righteous” 

 vd.AH;ya     Adverb      “united or   

          together” 

10.3 Grammar 

 td,m,Of 

Notice this is a Qal active participle feminine singular from dmafA  Here it is 

an “o” class vowel followed by the double segholate. It “abides” or “stands” 
forever. 
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hvAhy4-yFep4.w4m9 
With the sere-yod, it is a plural masculine noun in construct with Adonai. 
So, the commandments of the Lord are true and from mispat were are 
understanding that the judgments of the Lord are fair. 

:vdA.H4ya v.qr4cA tm,x, 

tm,x, 
A noun or “firm” or “faithful.” 

v.qr4cA 
From qdc a qal perfect 3rd common plural verb that means “to be 

righteous.” It is followed by the adverb  vdA.H4ya meaning “altogether.” 

10.4 Translation 

“The fear of the Lord is pure, it stands forever. The ordinances of the Lord 
are true, they are altogether righteous.”  

10.5 Application/Interpretation 

 The fear that we have for the Lord is a reverence based on his character and 
 who he is and so he shares with us the kind of fear or reverence we are to 
 have toward him. It is not polluted as in idolatrous worship but it is clean. It 
 does not involve any kind of immoral conduct such as with the worship of 
 Baal. 

 When we look at the fear of the Lord because it is pure and clean, it endures. 
 There is no end, it is eternal and goes back to God Himself. 

This great fear shows us that reverence for the Lord that he asks of us  is 
clean and therefore it is eternal, it abides forever. God’s individual 
judgments and ordinances are true. Because there is no partiality or 
unfairness in his judgments, they are altogether righteous. 
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Lesson 11: Psalm 19: 11 

11.1 Text 

   tp,nvo4 w bad4.m9  Myq9Utm4U brA zp.am9U bhAz.Am9 Myd9mAH<n@0ha 

  :MypU c  

11.2 Vocabulary 

 dmahA       Verb                     “to desire” 

 bhAzA       Noun              “gold” 

 zpa         Noun           “fine gold” 

 brA      Adjective   “much or many” 

 qOtmA             Participle   “to be sweet” 

 wbad.4     Noun     “honey” 

 tp,n o     Participle   “flowing (honey) ” 

 JUc      Noun          “honey comb” 

11.3 Grammar 

 Myd9mAH<n@0ha 

Notice the definite article in the ha followed by the niphal participle. The 

nun gives it away as a niphal. It is a niphal participle plural with the My 
ending, “they are desired.”  

bhAz0Am9 
Here we have a comparative use of the m with the noun bhAzA which means 

“than gold.” 
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br! zp.am9U 
Again we have the comparative use of the mem “than” followed by the 

noun, zpa, meaning “rich gold or fine gold” and br! is just the adjective 

meaning “much.” 
 

Myq9U tm4U 
Here we have the conjunction followed by the qal passive participle from 

qOtmA “to be sweet.”  
 

    wbad4.m9 
Again the comparative use of the m “than” occurs with the noun  wbad4. 
meaning “honey.” 

 

MypUc tp,nvo4 
tp,n o is the Qal active participle “flowing honey” and MypUc means the 

“honey comb.” The My shows that it is masculine plural. 

 
11.4 Translation 

“They are desired more than gold, indeed more than fine gold and they are  
sweeter than honey and the flowing of the honey combs.” 

11.5 Application/Interpretation 

God’s words and his judgments are more desired than gold. The beautiful 
thought here is that God’s Word is more to be desired than much fine gold. 
It is sweet, so sweet that it is sweeter than honey. Honey was the sweetest 
thing of that time. This great text shows the importance of the Word of God. 
The Word of God is gold.  

There is the story told of a Rabbi who was approached by someone after the 
Rabbi had come out of a study of the Torah. The Rabbi was told, “Rabbi, I 
can give you all kinds of gold, silver, and money. The Rabbi stopped him 
and said, “I’m not interested in all of that because I have just come from the 
wealthiest house I could come from for I have come from the house of the 
Torah.  
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Certainly as we study the Word of God, there is nothing more sweet and to 
be desired than God’s Word, and all of these things that we have been 
looking at is Psalm 19, the Word of the Lord brings to us. 
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Lesson 12: Psalm 19: 12 

12.1 Text 

                               :brA bq,fe MrAm4wAB4 Mh,BA rhAz4n9 j~d.4b4fa-Mg.a 
12.2 Vocabulary 

 Mga.       Conjunction    “Yea” 

 db,f,   Noun    “slave or servant” 

 rhz    Verb    “to be warned” 

 rmawA    Verb    “to keep” 

 bq,fe    Noun            “reward or consequence”  

12.3 Grammar 

 j~d.4b4fa-Mg.a 

Mg. a is an adverb meaning “indeed” followed by db,f, which means 

servant notice in  construct with the pronominal suffix second masculine 

singular j~,  “indeed your servant...” 

rhAz4n9 

This is a Niphal participle from rhz “to be warned.” So, your servant 

indeed is warned Mh,BA in them. the preposition “in” occurs with the 

pronominal suffix third masculine plural in the Mh,. 
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:brA bq,fe MrAm 4wAB4 

 MrAm4wAB4 
Notice the bet here is the preposition “in” followed by the infinitive 

construct in rmawA with the pronominal suffix third masculine plural, “their 

keeping.” 
 

:brA bq,fe 
Here we must supply “there is” with the noun, bq,fe which means “reward.” 

 The brA is the adjective for “great.” It defines the type of reward. 

12.4 Translation 

“Indeed your servant is warned in them and in keeping them there is great 
reward.” 

12.5 Application/Interpretation 

In this verse we are told to keep God’s law and His Word. The servant of the 
Lord that does this is warned as to what to do and what not to do. I am 
reminded how the New Testament puts focus on the emphasis on obedience 
to the Word of God and the great reward that follows. Paul could say in I 
Corinthians 15: 58, speaking of our toil in the Lord, “So therefore my 
beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of 
the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in vain in the Lord.” 

Certainly as we seek to be faithful to the Word of God, and to follow 
Scripture, and to be warned by it, and to keep God’s Word, there is great 
reward. There is great reward in fidelity to God and to our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ. 
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Lesson 13: Psalm 19: 13 

13.1 Text 

                                            :yn9q20n1 tO rTAs4n90m9 N ybiyA-ymi tO xiygiw4 
13.2 Vocabulary 

 hxAyg9w4       Noun                      “error” 

 ym9     Interrogative Pronoun “who” 

 Nyb9.     Verb                     “to understand or  

          discern” 

 RtasA     Verb            “to hide” 

 hqAnA     Verb                   “to clear or make  

          innocent” 

13.3 Grammar 

 tOxiygiw4 
This is a noun from hxAyg9w 4 meaning “error”. It is feminine plural with the 

tO ending, “Errors.” 

NybiyA-ym9 
The interrogative pronoun meaning “who” is followed by a qal imperfect 

third masculine singular from N yBi, “to understand.” It has a bi-radical root. 
We translate this “who can discern errors?” 

tOrTAs4n90m i 
This is a niphal participle feminine plural from RtasA The nun gives it away 

as a participle. It means “hidden.”  It is preceded by the preposition m9 
meaning “from.” So, it reads “from hidden” and here we must supply 
“faults.” This gives an adjectival use of the niphal participle. 
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:yn9q02n1 is a verb that means “to clear or to make innocent.” From the hqAn!. 
The “he” has elided and we have the yn9, the pronominal suffix first person 

singular. Notice also the pathah and the doubling of the q. This shows us 

that we are looking at a piel imperative second masculine singular from 

hqAn! plus the pronominal suffix first person singular. 
 

13.4 Translation 

 “Who can understand errors? Make me innocent from faults.” 

13.5 Application/Interpretation 

Here the Psalmist prays that the Lord would help him to be able to discern 
the errors within himself, even those hidden errors that he needs to be aware 
of. He is asking the Lord to help him be aware of them and rid himself of 
them. He is asking that he be cleared of hidden faults. 

The Lord looks at the heart, and how important it is to be as Jesus taught, 
pure in heart for such shall see God. 
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Lesson 14: Psalm 19: 14 

14.1 Text 

 Yt9yq02n9v4 MtAyxe  zxA yb9-Ulw4m4y9-l xa j~d.,b4fa j~WHE Myd9z02m9 Mga. 

   :brA fwap,0m9  

14.2 Vocabulary 

 dz    Adjective   “presumptuous” 

 j;WaHA    Verb    “to keep” 

 db,f,   Noun                  “servant” 

 lwamA   Verb          “to rule” 

 zxa    Adverb   “then” 

 Mmat.A    Verb                    “to be clear” 

 hqAnA    Verb            “to be innocent” 

 xwap.,    Noun                      “transgression” 

14.3 Grammar 

Notice the Mga. is an adverb. The mem with Myd9z02mi is the preposition 

“from.” Myd9z2 is a plural masculine adjective meaning “that which is 

presumptuous.” We are looking at presumptuous sins that he is praying to be 
kept from. These are sins with a high hand or openly rebellious against the 
Lord. 

 j~WHE   

 This is a Qal imperative second masculine singular from j~WaHA 
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 j~d.,b4fa 
This is a noun in construct. db,f, changes to the form we have here. It 

means “your servant.” It is in construct with the pronoun second masculine 

singular j~. And so, it reads, “keep back your servant from presumptuous 

sins.” 
 

Ulw4m4y9-lx 
Lxa is the negative particle and Ulw4m4y9 is a verb, qal imperfect third 

masculine plural from lwamA “to rule.” This is followed by yb9 a 

preposition followed by the personal pronoun first person singular “me.” So 
“do not let them rule over me.” This is in reference to the presumptuous sins. 
 

Yt9yq02n9v4 MtAyxe zxA 
zxA is an adverb meaning “then.” It is followed by MtAyxe which comes 

from the root MmatA This was a double ayin but we lose the final mem. So it 

is a qal imperfect first person singular from Mmat. “Then I shall be clear or 

faultless.” The conjunction follows in Yt9yq*02n9v4 which also serves as a waw 

conversive that turns the perfect over and makes it imperfect. hqAn! is the 

root of the verb. This is a piel perfect first person singular with the Yt9 
ending. The “hireq-sere” and the doubling in the qof shows us that we are 
looking at a piel stem,  “and I shall be innocent.” 
 

:brA fwap,0m9 
The mem is the preposition “from” with xwap,0 which is the masculine 

singular noun for transgression. brA is the adjective, also masculine 

singular meaning “great.” So “from the great transgression I shall be 
innocent.” 
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14.4 Translation 

“Indeed from presumptuous sins keep your servant. Do not let them rule 
over me. Then I shall be clear and I shall be innocent of the great 
transgression.” 

14.5 Application/Interpretation 

The great transgression is a willful apostasy from the Lord. The psalmist 
prays that the Lord will keep him from presumptuous sins and that they 
would not have dominion over or rule over him. If that would be the case, he 
says, “I will be faultless and I will be clear of the great transgression.” This 
is the ultimate apostasy from the Lord. 

This would be paralleled in the New Testament in the book of Hebrews in 
the five warning sections where the writer of Hebrews encourages his 
readers to go on with Christ. He encourages them not to fall away from 
Christ in a purposeful or intentional way. 

This great Psalm is praying for the Lord’s protection from this kind of 
sinning with a high hand and open rebellion against the Lord. In the New 
Testament this can be equally applied to forsaking Christ in the warning 
sections of Hebrews and abandoning a relationship with him. 
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Lesson 15: Psalm 19: 15 

15.1 Text 

    yr9Uc hvAhy4 j~yn,pAl4 yb.9l9  NOyg4h,v4 yp9-yrem4x9  NOcrAl4 Uy9h4y9 

                             :yl9xEg*v4  
 

15.2 Vocabulary 

 hyAhA    Verb          “to be” 

 NOcrA    Noun                               “goodwill or favor” 

 Rm,x *      Noun                     “word or speech” 

 Hp0,    Noun                    “mouth”  

 NOygA.h9   Noun                     “meditation” 

 ble    Noun                           “heart” 

 hn,p.A    Noun                      “face” 

 rUc    Noun             “rock” 

 lxagA    Participle   “to redeem”  

15.3 Grammar 

 Uy9h4y9 
This is a qal imperfect verb from hyAhA It is jussive here because it is a 

command. It is third masculine plural. So “let (the words of my mouth) 
be…” 
 

NOcrAl4 
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The lamed here is the preposition “for” with the noun NOcrA meaning 

“what is acceptable.” So, “let there be for what is acceptable.” 
 

yp9-yrem 4x9 
yrem 4x9 is a masculine plural noun from Rm,xe meaning “words.” It is in 

construct with ypi which is another noun that means “mouth.” So, “let the 

words of my mouth be acceptable.”  
 

yb.9l9 N Oyg4h,v4 
NOygA.h9 is a noun that means “meditation.” It is preceded by the conjunction 

“and.” We see the root of this word in Psalm 1 “in his law he meditates 

(hlh)day and night.” “Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of  

yb.ili “my heart,” a noun from ble It is in construct with NOyg4h,v4 with a 

pronominal suffix first person singular. 
 

:yl9xEgov4 yr9U c hvAhy4 j~yn,pAl4 
j~yn,pAl4 
The lamed is the preposition “to” and the j~ is the pronominal suffix second 

masculine singular. The noun is from hn,p.A meaning “face” but translated 

here “before you” forming a preposition.  
 

yr9Uc hvAhy4 
Here the Lord is spoken to as yr9Uc “my rock” from rU c. It is a masculine 
singular noun.  
 

yl9xEgo the word begins with the conjunction “and” followed by yl9xEg 

“my redeemer” with the pronominal suffix “my.” It is a qal participle 
rendered “the one who redeems me.” 
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15.4 Translation 

“Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable 
before you O, Lord, my rock, and my redeemer.” 

15.5 Application/Interpretation 

This is a beautiful picture of the Lord redeeming us and becoming like a 
rock in whom we have ultimate protection. As I think about this great text I 
am reminded that we have redemption through the blood of Christ who has 
become our great redeemer. Nothing can now sever us from the love of God 
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. He is our rock of security. 

In Romans chapter eight this great reality is brought home. Paul says, “I am 
persuaded that neither death nor life, nor angels, nor rulers, nor things that 
are present, nor things about to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other 
creature shall ever be able to separate us from the love of God which is in 
Christ Jesus our Lord” (Rom. 8: 38-39). 

In Christ we have a rock of impregnable protection. What a beautiful address 
that the request of the prayer in this psalm is now found in Jesus Christ our 
Rock and Redeemer.  
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PSALM 22 - THE PRAYER OF CHRIST UPON THE CROSS 

INTRODUCTION  

One of the more beautiful Psalms in the Bible is Psalm 22. It is a Lament Psalm, 
not only the lamentation of David, but ultimately pointing to the Lord Jesus 
Himself. We might even entitle this in its ultimate fulfillment, “The Prayer of 
Christ Upon the Cross.”  

In a Lament Psalm, there are several ways that the Psalm is developed. First of all, 
you have what is called the “lament” itself, followed by a petition to the Lord for 
help, and finalized by a declaration of praise. The psalm begins in verse one up to 
the petition, which takes place in verse twenty in the Hebrew Bible. From verses 
one to nineteen we have the lament. From verses twenty to twenty-two we have the 
petition to the Lord for help. From verses twenty-three to the end, verse thirty-two, 
we have the declaration of praise.  
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 22:1 

1.1 Text    
:yti%gAx3w a yr2b;D9 ytifAUwymi qOH6r! yn9TA5b;z1fE hmAlA ylix62 ylixe 

1.2 Vocabulary  

 bzf     Verb    “to leave, forsake” 

 qUHr!    Noun   “far” 

 hfAUwy!    Noun   “help” 

 hgAx3wa    Verb   “roaring” 

1.3 Grammar 

 yn9TA5b;z1fE hmAlA ylix62 ylixe 
We begin this great Psalm, probably an individual Lament Psalm, with the 

Psalmist crying out, yn9TA5b;z1fE hmAlA ylix62 ylixe, and our mind 

immediately thinks of the cross of Jesus Christ. ylix62 ylixe, “My God, my 

God.” The word lxe is the word for “God”, and y i is a pronominal suffix, 

first person singular, and this is repeated twice. hmAlA is an interrogative 

pronoun, “why?”, followed by the word yn9TA5b;zaf3, a Qal perfect second 

masculine singular from the root bzf, with a pronominal suffix, first 

person singular in the yn9. “Why have you forsaken me?”  

 :yti%gAx3w a yr2b;D9 ytifAUwymi qOH6r! 
“. . . far from my help . . .” In other words, “You seem so far from helping 

me.” This is the intention of these words. qOH6r! is an adjective meaning 

“far”, and ytifAUwymi is a noun. hfaUwy4 is the noun in construct with the 
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pronominal suffix first person singular in the  y i . The m preceding this 

noun is simply the preposition Nmi. “So far are you (understood) from my 

help, or from helping me,” and from the yti%gAx3wa yr2b;D9, “. . . from the 

words of my roaring.” The word rbaDA in the plural construct here is 

yr2b;D9. The sere-yod shows this noun in construct. Historically it was 

yr2baD@, becoming yr2b;D9. yti%gAx3wa is from the noun hgax3w a, which means 

“roaring,” and y i is the pronominal suffix first person singular.  

1.4 Translation 

“My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? Why are you so far from my 
help, and from the words of my roaring?” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

As we think about this, the Psalmist is crying out for God and is saying, 
“Why have you abandoned me? Why have you left me?”  

As we look at the New Testament, these very words are quoted by Jesus 
upon the cross. He is no doubt thinking of this great Psalm when he says, 

“Eli, Eli lama sabachthani.” jbw (the Greek letter sigma translates 

several Hebrew S-consonants) is the Aramaic equivalent to bzf, and it 

means to abandon, to completely forsake.  

The Psalmist is saying, “Why are you so far from the words of my roaring?” 
The noun here is looking at that intense pain that is coming from the very 
depths of the Psalmist, and ultimately from the Lord Jesus Himself. 

As we look at David, he is experiencing what seems to be God’s absence. 
But when we look at Jesus Christ, the greater David, upon the cross, He 
literally experiences a separation from His Father as He bears our sins upon 
the cross of Calvary. So when Jesus said this phrase in Aramaic, I believe 
He is experiencing that great atonement and the separation that occurred 
between God the Father and God the Son, as God the Son, our Lord Jesus 
Christ, bore the penalty of the sins of the whole world and suffered an 
eternal death during that experience upon the cross. I believed that is the 
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ultimate meaning of what this phrase means as we see it in the New 
Testament. 

When we think about it, we can certainly understand the prayer in the 
garden, “If it is possible, let this cup pass from me.” Jesus was not only 
going to die a physical death, but a spiritual death for all those who would 
believe in Jesus Christ. He died for the whole world, but it becomes effective 
to those who believe in Him as Lord and Savior. “Why have You abandoned 
Me? Why have You forsaken Me?” is the prayer of Jesus, thinking about 
this great Psalm. 
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 22:2 

2:1 Text    
:yli% hy>!8miUd-x|v4 hlAy4l6av4 hn@7f3ta x|v4 MmAOy8 xr!q4x, yha|x< 

2.2 Vocabulary 

 hnf    Verb   “to answer” 

 hy>!8miUd   Adjective  “respite, rest” 

2.3 Grammar 

 hn@7f3ta x|v4 MmAOy8 xr!q4x, yha|x< 

yha|x< comes from the noun Mhi|x$, and it is in construct with y a, the 
pronominal suffix first person singular that is put on plural nouns. “My God, 

I cry . . .” xr!q4x, is a Qal imperfect, first person singular from the root 

xrq, and it is a lamed aleph verb, so you have the “A” preferred under the 

r, the  A, instead of the “O” vowel here, because of the final x. “I call by 

day,” MmAOy8. Here is an adverbial ending M A with the noun MOy8. “I call 

daily,”  “by day.”  hn@7f3ta x|v4. v4 is a conjunction, x| is a negative 

particle, and hn@7f3ta is from the verb hnf. It is a lamed he verb, and it is a 

Qal imperfect, second masculine singular, from the root hnf. “. . . and you 

do not answer . . .”  

 hlAy4la6v4 

 v4 is another conjunction, and hlAy4la6 is the noun meaning “night.”  

“. . . and by night . . .” is understood here.    
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 :yli% hy>!8miUd-x|v4 
 “. . . and there is no cessation for me.” “. . . there is no respite.”  

“. . . there is no rest.” “I keep crying” is the point here. v4 is a conjunction, 

x| again the negative particle. hy>!8miUd is a feminine noun meaning 

“respite” or “rest.” yli% is a pronominal suffix, first person singular, from the 

preposition l;.  
2.4 Translation 

“My God, I cry daily, and you do not answer, and at night, and there is no 
respite for me.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

I cannot help not only thinking of David crying out in his plight, but 
ultimately the greater David, our Lord Jesus Christ, constantly praying from 
the garden to the Father concerning what He was going through on the cross 
of Calvary for us.  
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 22:3 

3:1 Text    
  :lx2%r!W;y9 tOl.hiT; bweOy w Od7q! hTAxav4 

3.2 Vocabulary 

 bwy    Verb   “to inhabit” 

 hlAhiT;   Verb   “praise” 

3.3 Grammar 

 wOd7q! hTAxav4 

“But you . . .” The v4 here is a conjunction meaning “but” or “yet.” hTAxa is a 
personal pronoun, second masculine singular, meaning “you.”  

“. . . you are . . .” wOd7q!. wOd7q! is a noun meaning “holy.” One is 

reminded of, tOxbAc; hv!hy4 wOdq!  wOdq!  wOdq!  in Isaiah 6, “Holy, 

holy, holy is the Lord God of Hosts.” wOdq! means that he is set apart. 

“You are set apart, distinct. You are transcendent in Your holiness.”  

:lx2%r!W;y9 tOl.hiT; bweOy 

“. . . the one who inhabits . . .” bweOy is from the root bwy, a pe yod verb. 

It is a Qal participle, masculine singular, from the root bwy. “. . . the one 

inhabiting (the) . . .” tOl.hiT;. This is from hl.AhiT;. The Psalms 

themselves are called the MylihiT;. The word hl.AhiT; is a feminine noun, 

and it is feminine plural with the tO ending here. “. . . the one who inhabits 

the praises . . .” The word for Israel here is in construct with tOl.hiT;,  
“. . . the praises of Israel.” 
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3.4 Translation 

 “But You are holy, the One who inhabits the praises of Israel.” 

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

The meaning here is that You, O Lord, are set apart, and You inhabit, You 
make Your throne the praises of Israel. It is as though our forefathers have 
been able to praise You, and their praises have become Your throne. “I want 
to be a part of that; I want to be able to make my praise a part of Your 
throne,” David is saying, and ultimately our Lord Jesus, the greater David, is 
praying the same upon Calvary’s cross.  
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Lesson 4:  Psalm 22:4 
4:1 Text 

 :OmF2%l.;paT;v1 UHF;BA Unyt25box3 UHF;B A j~B; 
4.2 Vocabulary 

 HFB    Verb   “to trust” 

 bxA    Noun   “father” 

 FlP    Verb   “to deliver” 

4.3 Grammar 

 Unyt25box3 UHF;BA j~B; 

“In you our fathers trusted . . .” j~B; is the preposition B; with the 

pronominal suffix j~, second masculine singular. UHF;BA is a Qal perfect, 

third masculine plural, from the word HFB. In Unyt25box3, tbox3 is the 

feminine plural ending of the noun bxa. The Uny eis the pronominal suffix, 

first masculine plural. “Our fathers trusted in you . . .”  

 :OmF2%l.;paT;v1 UHF;BA 

“. . . they trusted . . .” Notice again UHF;BA is repeated. It is a Qal perfect, 

third masculine plural, from HFB. “. . . they trusted . . .” OmF2%l.;paT;v1, “. . 
. and you delivered them.” OmF2%l.;paT;v1 is from the root FlP, meaning “to 
deliver.” Notice the waw here is a waw that is a conversive with the verb. 
The verb is a Piel, with the shewa-pathah pattern, and the doubling of the 
middle radical. It is a Piel imperfect, second masculine singular, from the 

root FlP, with Om e, a pronominal suffix, third masculine plural. “. . . they 

trusted and you delivered them.” 
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4.4 Translation 

 “Our fathers trusted in you; they trusted and you delivered them.” 

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

Our fathers put their confidence in You, and they were able to be delivered. 
The Psalmist is saying, “I want to experience that.” This is the prayer of 
Jesus upon the cross, “Father, bring me through this. Glorify me.” There is 
that constant prayer not only by David, but by our Lord, asking for ultimate 
deliverance by our Heavenly Father.  
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Lesson 5:  Psalm 22:5 

5:1 Text 

:UwOb%-x|v4 UHF;bA j~B; UFlA5m;n9v4 Uq8f3z! j~yl,6xe 
5.2 Vocabulary 

 qfz    Verb   “to cry (out)” 

 Flm   Verb   “to deliver” 

 wOB    Verb   “to (be) put to shame” 

5.3 Grammar 

 UFlA5m;n9v4 Uq8f3z! j~yl,6xe 

“Unto you . . .” Notice the preposition lxe, with the pronominal suffix j~, 
or rather j~y ,. The sere-yod here is like a hinge between the preposition and 

the pronominal suffix. “Unto you they cried . . .” Uq8f3z! is a Qal perfect, 

third plural, from qfz. “. . . and they were delivered.” UFlA5m;n9v4 is from 

the root Flm, and this is a Niphal with the n prefix here, a Niphal perfect, 

third masculine plural, and the waw here is just a waw connective. “Unto 
you they cried and they were delivered.” 

 :UwOb%-x|v4 UHF;bA j~B; 

“In you . . .”, another preposition followed by the pronominal suffix j~, 
second masculine singular. “In you they trusted . . .” Notice UHF;bA again, 

Qal perfect, third masculine plural, from HF B. UwOb%-x|v4. The v4 is the 

conjunction “and”, while x| is the negative particle. UwOb% is a Qal 

perfect, third masculine plural, from the root wvb. It is a middle weak verb, 

a bi-consonantal verb. It means “they were not put to shame.” 
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5.4 Translation 

“Unto you they cried and they were delivered; in you they trusted and they 
were not put to shame.”  

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

“Our fathers cried unto You,” the Psalmist is saying. “Unto You they cried, 
and they were delivered. Unto You they trusted, and they were not put to 
shame. But as for me, I feel like I am a worm and no man.” 
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Lesson 6:  Psalm 22:6 

6:1 Text    
:MfA% yUzb;U MdAxA tPar4H, wyxi5-x|v4 tfala6Ot ykin*xAv4 

6.2 Vocabulary 

tfala6Ot    Noun   “worm” 

hPAr4H,    Noun   “reproach” 

 hz!BA     Verb   “to despise” 

6.3 Grammar 

 tfala6Ot ykin*xAv4 

“But I . . .” Notice ykin*xA is a personal pronoun, first person. “. . . I am a . . 

.”  tfala6Ot. tfala6Ot is a feminine noun meaning “worm.” I am a worm, 

the lowliest of all creatures, of all of God’s creation.  

wyxi5-x|v4 

Notice the conjunction v4, and then the x|, the negative particle, and then 

the noun wyxi5, the noun meaning “man.” “I am a worm, and I am not even 

a man.” 

 MdAxA tPar4H, 

“. . . a reproach of man . . .”  hPAr4H, is a noun meaning “reproach”, and it 

is in construct with MdAxA, and so the final h changes to a t, and we end up 

with MdAxA tPar4H,, “the reproach of man.”  
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 :MfA% yUzb;U 

Notice the U here is the conjunction, because we have the two labials back-

to-back. yUzb;v4 causes the first v4, the conjunction, to change from v4 to U, to a 

shureq, so we end up with the U in this position, before the labial b;. yUzb;U. 

“. . . and despised . . .” hzB means to despise. Notice that the U here shows 

us that this is a Qal passive participle, from the verb hzB. The final y is 

interesting. This word hzB is a lamed he verb. The lamed he verbs were 

historically lamed yod verbs, and here that lamed yod is reappearing in this 

Qal passive participle. MfA% yUzb;U. “. . . and despised of the people.” The 

participle is in construct with MfA%. 
6.4 Translation 

“But I am a worm, and am not even a man, a reproach of man, and despised 
of the people.” 

6.5 Application/Interpretation  

“I am like a worm,” the Psalmist says, “the lowliest of all creation, as it were, and 
not a man, a reproach of men, and despised of the people.” What David 
experienced, Jesus experiences in the ultimate sense upon the cross. He was 
beaten, He was bruised for us, He was a reproach among men, and He was 
despised of the people that crucified Him, that took Him to Calvary.  
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Lesson 7:  Psalm 22:7 

7:1 Text    
:wxr&* Ufyn98y! hpAWAb; UryFi6p;y1 yli5Ugfi6l;y1 yxar*-lKA 

7.2 Vocabulary 

 gfalA     Verb  “to mock or jeer” 

 rFaPA     Verb  “to part (the lips)” 

 hfAWA     Noun  “lip” 

 fUn     Verb  “to shake” 

7.3 Grammar 

 yli5Ugfi6l;y1 yxar*- lKA 

“All who see me jeer at me.” Notice the lKA here is a noun, masculine 

singular, “everyone” or “all.” yxar* is from the root hxr, meaning “to see,” 

and the “O” vowel gives it away as a Qal active participle. The h has 
dropped out in this lamed he verb, and we end up with the pronominal 

suffix y a that is put on a plural participle or noun. “All who see me . . .” 

“Everyone who sees me . . .” And now the plural verb with that plural 

participle: yli5Ugfi6l;y1, “they jeer at me.” Notice the root is gfl, “to jeer 

or laugh at.” It is a Hiphil imperfect, third masculine plural, from the root 

gfl. Notice the A-I pattern gives it away as a Hiphil, followed by yli5, the 

preposition l;, followed by the personal pronoun y i. “All who see me jeer 

at me . . .” 
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 hpAWAb; UryFi6p;y1 

 Here is another Hiphil from rF P. “. . . they cause to part with the  

lip . . .”  It is Hiphil imperfect, third masculine plural, from the root rFP. 

They part hpAWAb;, “with the lip.”  Notice the b; is a preposition, followed 

by the noun hpAWA. So, “they part with the lip.” 

:wxr&* Ufyn98y! 

“. . . they shake the head.” fUn is the root. It is a middle weak verb. It is 

parsed as a Hiphil imperfect, third masculine plural, from fUn. “. . . they 

cause to shake . . .” or “. . . they shake the head.” w xr&* is a noun, 

masculine singular.  

7.4 Translation 

 “All who see me jeer at me; they part with the lip, they shake the head.” 

7.5 Application/Interpretation  

What we are looking at here in mockery.  They are shaking their head in 
mockery. The Psalmist says, “Everybody who sees me mocks at me. They 
part their lips, they shake their head in mockery.” Not only do we look at 
David, but we see this ultimate fulfillment upon the cross. As the crowds are 
gathered around Jesus, they are mocking. They are laughing. They are 
parting their lips in mockery at Him. In the gesture of laughter and mockery, 
they shake their heads.  

What they say follows in the next verse. 
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Lesson 8:  Psalm 22:8 

8:1 Text    
:OB% CpeHA6 yKi Uhl26ycZiy1 UhF25l.;pay4 hv!hy4-lx, lG* 

8.2 Vocabulary 

 llaGA    Verb   “to roll” 

 FlaPA    Verb   “to deliver” 

 lcan!    Verb   “to rescue” 

 CpeHA    Verb   “to please or take pleasure” 

8.3 Grammar 

 UhF25l.;pay4 hv!hy4-lx, lG* 

Notice the word lG* is a Qal imperative, second person singular, from the 

root llG. It is a double ayin verb, and the last lamed has dropped out. We 

translate it as “roll.” “Roll unto the Lord . . .” lx, is a preposition. There is 
the tetragrammaton “Adonai”. “Roll unto the Lord, let him deliver him.” 

Notice the shewa-pathah pattern in UhF25l.;pay4, giving this verb away as a 

Piel. The root is F lP. It is a Piel imperfect, third masculine singular, from 

the root FlP, with the pronominal suffix Uh, third masculine singular. “. . 

. let him deliver him.” It is a jussive use, a command.  

 :OB% CpeHA6 yKi Uhl26ycZiy1 

Uhl26ycZiy1 “Let him rescue him . . .” The root is lcn. Notice the y is a 

prefix, showing that it is a third masculine singular. There is an A-I pattern 

and a doubling of the c. That daghesh forte in the c shows that a n has 

assimilated, so it is a pe nun verb from lcn, Uhl26ycin4y1 becoming 
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Uhl26ycZiy1. It is a Hiphil imperfect, third masculine singular, plus the 

pronominal suffix Uh, from the root lcn. “Let him . . .” (This is another 

jussive use of the Hiphil here.) “Let him deliver him . . .” or “. . . cause him 

to be delivered . . .” yKi is the conjunction “for.” OB% CpeHA6 yKi “. . . for he 

takes pleasure in him.” Notice CpeHA6 is Qal perfect, third masculine 

singular. It is like the root dbeKA, an A-vowel followed by a sere. These 

qames-sere verbs show a stative use here. OB% here is a preposition followed 

by the third masculine singular pronominal suffix.  

8.4 Translation 

“They say, ‘Roll unto the Lord, let Him deliver him. Let Him rescue him, for 
He takes pleasure in him.’” 

8.5 Application/Interpretation  

Their mockery is that they are saying, “Roll unto the Lord. Rest upon Him. 
Let Him deliver him. Let Him rescue him, for He takes pleasure in him.” 
This would no doubt not only be looking at David’s enemies, as they were 
mocking him in this way, but around the cross, we hear the angry crowd 
saying, “He says that He is the Son of God. Let Him be delivered. Let God 
come and rescue Him.” You can hear the mockery of the crowd.  
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Lesson 9:  Psalm 22:9 
9:1 Text    

:ym>i%xi ydew;-lfa yHiyFib;ma NF,BA5mi yHig* hTAxa-yKi 
9.2 Vocabulary 

 H1yGi    Verb   “to take” 

 NF,B.,6    Noun   “womb” 

 HFaBA    Verb   “to trust” 

 My9da6w A   Noun   “breasts” (dual form) 

 hmAxi    Noun   “mother” 

9.3 Grammar 

 NF,BA5mi yHig* hTAxa-yKi 

“For you . . .” Here we have the conjunction yKi, showing the cause of this 

petition. hTAxa is a personal pronoun, second masculine singular. The root 

of yHig* is H1yGi. “For you are the one who took me . . .” The form is a Qal 

active participle from H1UG. Notice the O-vowel. The y i is a pronominal 

suffix, first person singular. “. . . you are the one who took me . . .” NF,BA5mi. 
Notice the m here with the hireq. The daghesh forte in the B shows that 

there has been an assimilation of the n from Nmi, NF,BA5n4mi becoming 
NF,BA5mi. The noun is  N F,B,6, meaning “womb.” Since it is in pause, the 

seghol is changed to a qames, and the accent is on the next-to-the-last 
syllable.  
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 :ym>i%xi ydew;-lfa yHiyFib;ma 

The root of  yHiyFib;ma is HFB. The m gives it away as a participle, and 

you have an A-I pattern, so it is a Hiphil participle, followed by y i, the 

pronominal suffix, first person singular. “. . . you are the one causing me to 

trust . . .” lfa is “upon,” the preposition, followed by  ydew;, the construct 

form of My9da6wA, meaning “breasts.” Notice the sere-yod construct ending. 

This noun is in construct with ym>i%xi. “. . . the breasts of my mother.” hmAxi 
is “mother.” The h drops out, and hence we have the y i in the pronominal 

suffix. 
 
9.4 Translation 

“For you are the one who took me from the womb; you are the one causing 
me to trust the breasts of my mother.”  

9.5 Application/Interpretation  

Notice the words of the Psalmist, “You are the one who took me from the 
womb. I was cast upon you; you caused me to trust in you from my mother’s 
womb. I was dependent upon you from the womb,” David is saying. 
Ultimately the Lord Jesus was no doubt thinking of His dependency upon 
the Father in the womb of Mary as the Incarnation was being carried out. “I 
was dependent upon You, and I need Your help now. Deliver me. Rescue 
me. Help me.”  
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Lesson 10:  Psalm 22:10 

10:1 Text    
 :hTAxA% ylix26 ym>ixi N F,B,6m i  MH,r!7me yTik;la6w ;hA j~yl,fA 
10.2 Vocabulary 

 jlawA    Verb   “to cast forth” 

 MH,r@8    Noun   “womb” 

10.3 Grammar 

 MH,r!7me yTik;la6w;hA j~yl,fA 

“Upon you . . .” Notice the preposition lfA again, followed by the 

pronominal suffix j~, second masculine singular. “Upon you . . .” 

yTik;la6w;hA, “. . . I was caused to be cast forth . . .” The root is jlw, “to 

cast forth.” Notice the h, and underneath the h, we have an O-class vowel, a 

qames-katon or a qames-hatuph, which shows that it is a Hophal, a Hophal 

perfect, and the yTi gives it away as a first person singular, from the root 

jlw. “Upon you I was caused to be cast forth . . .” MH,r!7m e is from 

MH,r!7n4m i, the n drops out because it cannot assimilate into the r, and we 

have compensatory lengthening from a hireq to a sere. MH,r@8 is the noun, 
but in pause here the seghol lengthens to an A-vowel, as we had seen in 

NF,BA5mi in the previous verse. “Upon you I was caused to be cast forth from 

the womb . . .” 

 :hTAxA% ylix26 ym>ixi N F,B,6m i 

“. . . from the womb of my mother you are my God.” Notice NF,B ,6n4mi; the n 

assimilates into the B, causing the daghesh forte to appear.“ . . . from the 

womb of my mother . . .” This is a noun then in construct with ym>ixi again. 
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hmAxi is the word for “mother.” In construct it becomes Mxi, followed by y 
i, the pronominal suffix, first person singular. ylix26 has the word lxe, 
meaning “God,” and y i, pronominal suffix, first person singular. “. . . from 

the womb of my mother you are my God.” hTAxA% is a personal pronoun, 

second masculine singular.  

10.4 Translation 

“Upon You I was caused to be cast forth from the womb; from the womb of 
my mother You are my God.” 

10.5 Application/Interpretation 

He is saying again, “I was cast forth from the womb upon You. My trust was 
upon You as I was brought forth from the womb. And You are my God. I 
was dependent upon You from the womb,” David was saying. Ultimately 
our Lord was reflecting on this, upon the cross of Calvary, no doubt, as He is 
thinking of His Father, who had cared for Him in the womb of His mother 
Mary.  
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Lesson 11:  Psalm 22:11 

11:1 Text    
:rz2&Of Nyxe-yKi hbA5Orq4 hr!cA-yKi yn>9m>,mi qHar4Ti-lxa 

11.2 Vocabulary 

 qHr    Verb  “to be far” 

 hrAcA    Noun  “trouble, distress” 

 brAqA    Adjective “near” 

 rzf    Verb  “to help” 

11.3 Grammar 

 yn>9m>,m i qHar4Ti-lxa 

“Do not be far from me . . .” lxa is a negative particle, and here it is used 

with qHar4Ti, bringing a request in the prayer. qHar4Ti is from qHr. It is a 

Qal imperfect, second masculine singular, from the root qHr. Notice the 

pathah is under the H, instead of the O-vowel, like a normal rmow ;y9, 
because the H prefers the A-vowel, the pathah, under it. “Do not be  

far . . .” yn>9m >,mi. Nmi is “from”; the n has assimilated into the second m. The 

second n is a hinge, actually nm,, followed by the first person pronominal 

suffix y i. “Do not be far from me . . .”  
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hbA5Orq4 hr!cA-yKi 

yKi is a conjunction. hbA5Orq4 hr!cA. “. . . for trouble is near . . .” Notice 

the conjunction followed by the noun hr!cA, a feminine singular noun. 

hbA5Orq4 is an adjective meaning “near.” “. . . trouble is near . . .”  

 :rz2&Of Nyxe-yKi 

“. . . and there is no helper.” yKi is a conjunction again, showing cause or 

purpose: “for.” Nyxe is a negative particle meaning, “there is no.” rz2&Of is a 

Qal participle, masculine singular, from rzf, “to help,” meaning “helper.” 

Notice the holem-waw followed by the sere, showing it is a Qal active 

participle from rzf.  

11.4 Translation 

 “Do not be far from me, for trouble is near, and there is no helper.” 

11.5 Application/Interpretation 

David cried out to the Lord, “Don’t be far from me, for I am in trouble, and 
there is no helper.” And certainly our Lord Jesus is crying out to His Father, 
“Don’t be far. Help me. I am in distress upon the cross, and there is no one 
else who can help me.”  
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Lesson 12:  Psalm 22:12 

12:1 Text    
:yn9Ur& T;Ki N wAbA yr2yBixa  MyBi5r1 Myr9PA yn9UbbAs; 

12.2 Vocabulary 

 bbs   Verb   “to surround” 

 rPA    Noun   “bull” 

 ryBixa   Adjective  “mighty/strong (one)” 

 rtK    Verb   “to encircle” 

12.3 Grammar 

 MyBi5r1 Myr9PA yn9U bbAs; 

Notice yn9UbbAs; is from the root bbs. It means “to surround.” It is a Qal 

perfect, third masculine plural, from the root bbs, followed by a 

pronominal suffix, first masculine singular, in the yn9. The noun rPA means a 

“bull,” and Myr9PA is the masculine plural ending My i. br1 means “many”, 

and MyBi5r1 is the masculine plural form. “Many bulls . . .” It is the adjective 

modifying Myr9PA. “Many bulls have surrounded me . . .”  

 :yn9Ur& T;Ki N wAbA yr2yBixa 

Notice the two nouns in construct. yr2yBixa means “mighty ones,” speaking 

of the bulls, and the sere-yod is a noun masculine plural in construct with 

NwABA. “. . . mighty (ones) of Bashan . . .” NwAbA is a noun that looks at that 

grassy, well-watered area on the east side of the Jordan up around the Sea of 
Galilee, where sleek cattle would graze. Here we have these healthy bulls of 

Bashan that are ready to destroy him. yn9Ur& T;Ki.  
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“ . . . (they) encircle me.” rtK means “to encircle.” Notice the I-vowel 

followed by the doubling in the t. This indicates a Piel perfect, third 

masculine plural with the U, followed by a first person singular pronominal 

suffix in the yn9. “. . . strong ones of Bashan have stationed themselves about 

me.”  

12.4 Translation 

“Many bulls have surrounded me; mighty ones of Bashan have encircled 
me.”  

12.5 Application/Interpretation 

David is thinking of bulls when he thinks of his enemies, strong ones of 
Bashan encircling him. Jesus, upon the cross, experiences the crowd as bulls 
ready to gore Him, ready to destroy Him upon the cross of Calvary. 

 Now the imagery moves from bulls to a lion. 
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Lesson 13:  Psalm 22:13 

13:1 Text    
:gx2%wov4 Jr2F* hy2r4xa  Mh,5yPi ylafA UcPA 

13.2 Vocabulary 

hcP    Verb   “to open” 

 hP,    Noun   “mouth” 

 hy2r4xa   Noun   “lion” 

 JrT    Verb   “to tear” 

 gxw    Verb   “to roar” 

13.3 Grammar 

 Mh,5yPi ylafA UcPA 

“They open against me their mouth . . .” Notice hcP means “to open.” It is 

a lamed he verb. The h has dropped out in this verb, and we have Qal 

perfect, third masculine plural, from hcP. “They opened . . . their mouth . . 

.”  Notice ylafA, “. . . against me . . .” lfA is a preposition, followed by y a, a 

first person pronominal suffix. It normally appears on plural nouns, and yet 

it also appears regularly with lfA. “They opened against me . . .” hP, is a 

noun, masculine singular, followed by a pronominal suffix, third masculine 

plural, in the Mh,. “They opened against me their mouth . . .”  
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 :gx2%wov4 Jr2F* hy2r4xa 

“. . . as a tearing and roaring lion.” hy2r4xa is a noun that means “lion,” 

followed by two Qal active participles: from JrF, “to tear”, and from 

gxw, “to roar.” Notice that the holem-sere gives both of these away as Qal 
active masculine singular participles. “. . . as a tearing and roaring lion.” 

13.4 Translation 

 “They open against me their mouth, as a tearing and roaring lion.” 

13.5 Application/Interpretation 

Certainly David felt that, and the greater David also upon the cross, 
observing the crowd, saw that they are not only like bulls, but they are like a 
tearing and roaring lion, seeking to devour Him, seeking to destroy our Lord.  
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Lesson 14:  Psalm 22:14 

14:1 Text    
yBili hy!hA ytAOm c;fa-lKA Udr4PA%t;hiv4 yTik;Paw ;n9 M y9m>a6Ka 

:yfA%me j`OtB; smen! gn!7ODKa  
14.2 Vocabulary 

 jpw    Verb   “to pour out” 

 drP    Verb   “to be out of joint, disjointed” 

 Mc,f,6    Noun   “bone” 

 gn1OD    Noun   “wax” 

 ssm    Verb   “to melt” 

 hf,me    Noun   “inner being” 

14.3 Grammar 

 yTik;Paw;n9 My9m>a6Ka 

“As water . . .” Ka is a preposition, followed by the pathah, showing that it is 
with the definite article. “As the water . . .”, looking at any kind of water 

that one might see, poured out. My9m>a6 is a dual form meaning “waters,” but 

we would just translate it here as “water.” “As water, I am poured  

out . . .” Notice jpw means “to pour out.” The n gives it away as a Niphal, 

a Niphal perfect, first person singular with the pronominal suffix yTi here. 

“As water, I am poured out . . .”  
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ytAOmc;fa-lKA Udr4PA%t;hiv4 

“. . . and all of my bones are out of joint . . .” Udr4PA% t;hiv4 is a Hithpael 

perfect, third masculine plural, from the root drP, “to be out of joint” or 

“to be disjointed.” ytAOmc;fa-lKA. “. . . all of my bones are disjointed . . .” 

lKA is a noun, and it is in construct with ytAOmc;fa. Mc,f,6 is the noun 

singular “bone,” but when it is put in the plural, feminine plural here, we end 

up with TO, followed by a pronominal suffix in the y a. Notice that since it is 

at the end of the clause, the pathah is changed to a qames.  

“. . . all of my bones are out of joint . . .”  

gn!7ODKa yBili hy!hA  

“. . . my heart has become as wax . . .” hyAhA is a Qal perfect, third masculine 

singular, from the root hyh. In yBili, the noun is ble, masculine singular, 

with a pronominal suffix, first person singular, in the y i. “. . . my heart has 

become . . .” gn!7ODKa “. . . as wax . . .” KA is the preposition again, followed 

by the noun gn!7OD, meaning “wax.”  

 :yfA%me j`OtB; smen!  
“. . . it is melted in the midst of my inner being.” Notice the verb here is 

ssm, meaning “to melt.” It is a double ayin root, and the final s has 

elided. The n gives it away as a Niphal. It is a Niphal perfect, third 

masculine singular, from ssm. B; is a preposition, in construct with the 

noun j̀Ot, “in the midst of.” hf,me means “bowels” or “inner being” or 

“inner bowels.” The final h drops out here, and we have a pronominal 

suffix, in the y a, again the long A because of the pause, the pathah 

becoming a qames.  
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14.4 Translation 

“As water I am poured out and all of my bones are out of joint, my heart has 
become as wax; it is melted in the midst of my inner being. 

14.5 Application/Interpretation 

We are looking here at the strength being depleted. Certainly David felt that, 
and Jesus upon the cross felt no doubt the strength going away, the depletion 
of His strength.  

David felt as though his bones were disjointed from running from his 
enemies. But with Jesus upon the cross, we are looking at a literal disjointing 
of His bones as He hangs upon the cross for the sins of the world for all of 
our sins.  

We look at the depletion of strength and fear. There is certainly fear in 
David’s case. And in our Lord, there is a double certain anxiety, because He 
is not only experiencing physical death but spiritual death for the sins of the 
world for which He is dying upon the cross.  

Thus, we are looking at the strength being depleted and we are looking at the 
fear that would certainly be there in David, and also in our Lord Himself in 
His human nature, in His humanity, facing physical death, as the God-man, 
and on His divine side, suffering an eternal death for us. In His inner being, 
there had to be the melting of His strength.  
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Lesson 15:  Psalm 22:15 

15:1 Text    
 yHA5Oql;m a qBAd;mu yn9Owl;U yHiK* W r@H,6Ka wbey! 

   :yn9t2%P;w ;Ti tv@mA6-rpaf3lav4 
15.2 Vocabulary 

wby    Verb   “to dry up”  

Wr@H,6    Noun   “a potsherd”  

H1K*    Adjective  “strength” 

Nw lA    Noun   “tongue” 

 qbD   Verb   “to cleave” 

 h1Oql;ma   Noun   “palate” 

 rpAfA    Noun   “dust” 

 tv@mA6    Adjective  “death” 

 tpw    Verb   “to place, set down” 

15.3 Grammar 

 yHiK* Wr@H,6Ka wbey! 

“My strength is dried up like a potsherd . . .” Notice wbey! is a verb from 

wby, “to dry up.” It is a stative verb, with the A-vowel followed by the 

sere. In Wr@H,6Ka, Ka is a preposition, followed by the noun Wr@H,6, “. . . as a 

potsherd . . .” And yHiK* is from H1K*, meaning “strength,” and becomes 
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yHiK* in construct, the y i being a pronominal suffix, first person singular. 

“My strength is dried up as a potsherd . . .”, “. . .as a dry piece of  

pottery . . .”  

yHA5Oql;m a qBAd;mu yn9Owl;U 

“. . . and my tongue is caused to cleave . . .” With yn9Owl;U, we have the U 

preceding the l; here. Instead of having two shewas together, l;v4, the v4 
changes to a U, as in this conjunction. Notice NOwlA is the noun for 

“tongue,” and y i is a pronominal suffix, first person singular. “. . . my 

tongue is caused to cleave . . .” Notice qBAd;mu is a Hophal masculine 

singular participle from qbD, “to cleave.” “. . . my tongue is caused to 

cleave to my palate . . .” Notice h1Oql;ma means “palate,” and y a is a 

pronominal suffix, first person singular.  

:yn9t2%P;w ;Ti tv@mA6-rpaf3lav4 
“. . . and to the dust of death you have brought me,” or “. . . you have set me 

down in the dust of death.” Notice the v4 here is the conjunction, followed by 

the preposition l. The pathah underneath the l is not the definite article 

here; the hateph-pathah under the f causes a shift of a pathah under the 

l. After the preposition, we have two nouns in construct: rpaf3 and tv@mA6. 
“. . . and to the dust of death . . .” The verb yn9t2% P;w ;Ti is from the root 

tpw, meaning “to place” or “to set down.” “. . . you have placed me . . .” 

or “. . . you have set me down . . .” It is a Qal imperfect, second maculine 

singular, from the root tpw, followed by the pronominal suffix, first 

person singular, in the yn9. The sere is functioning as a hinge here, taking us 

to the suffix. “. . . you have placed me to the dust of death.” Note that the 
imperfect and perfect tenses are often used interchangeably in Hebrew 
poetry. 
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15.4 Translation 

“My strength is dried up like a potsherd, and my tongue is caused to cleave 
to my palate, and to the dust of death you have brought me.”  

15.5 Application/Interpretation 

“ As a dry piece of pottery, shriveled up, that is the way my strength is,” 
David is saying. And certainly Jesus experienced a constant weakening as 
the hours passed upon the cross of Calvary.  

When we read, “My tongue is caused to cleave to my palate,” we are 
looking here at thirst. I am reminded of our Lord Jesus, when He cried out 
on the cross, “I thirst,”  in the Gospel of John.  

In “dust of death,” we have two nouns that are looking at death itself. Not 
only was David placed there, but Jesus upon the cross.   

In biblical times, in the Hebrew Bible, when one like David was brought into 
this kind of situation facing death, it was seen to be God’s sovereignty that 
allowed this. As we come to the cross, we see the same, that God’s 
sovereignty brings Jesus to the cross. It was not a mistake. The Father 
offered up His beloved Son, and the Beloved Son, our Lord Jesus, was 
willing to go to Calvary on our behalf. “You have placed me to the dust of 
death.” I am reminded of John 3:16: “For God so loved the world that He 
gave His only begotten son…” We must also understand that Jesus said, “No 
one takes my life from me, but I lay it down.”  
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Lesson 16:  Psalm 22:16 

16:1 Text    
 yn9U p7yq>9hi Myfir2m; tdaf3 MybiLAK; yn9U8bbAs; yKi 

:ylA%g;r1v4 yday! yr9x3KA 
16.2 Vocabulary 

bbs   Verb   “to surround” 

 bL,K,6    Noun   “dog” 

 hdAfe    Noun   “assembly, company” 

 Myfir2m;   Adjective  “evildoers” (plural) 

 Jqn    Verb   “to enclose” 

 rxK    Verb   “to pierce” 

 lg,r@8    Noun   “foot” 

16.3 Grammar 

 MybiLAK; yn9U8bbAs; yKi 

“For dogs have surrounded me . . .” The yKi here is a conjunction, followed 

by the verb yn9U8bbAs;, a Qal perfect, third masculine plural, with a 

pronominal suffix (first person singular) in the yn9. Notice following this 

double ayin verb, we have the noun in the plural with the My i ending, the 

noun bl,K,6, meaning “dog.” “For dogs have surrounded me . . .”   
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 yn9U p7yq>9hi Myfir2m; tdaf3 
“. . . a company of evildoers have stationed themselves about me . . .” or “. . 

. have enclosed me . . .” The two nouns are in construct, tdaf3 and 

Myfir2m;. tdaf3 is from the noun hdAf3, meaning “congregation” or 

“assembly,” and Myfir2m; is a plural noun with the My iending. “. . . a 

company of evildoers . . .” This is followed by the Hiphil perfect yn9Up7yq>9hi, 
from Jqn, meaning “to surround.” Notice the h, indicating Hiphil with the 

I-I vowel pattern. It is Hiphil perfect, third person plural, from Jqn, 

followed by the pronominal suffix yn9. “. . . an assembly of evildoers have 

enclosed me . . .”  

:ylA%g;r1v4 yday! yr9x3KA 
 “. . . piercing my hands and my feet.” Some want to translate this,  

“. . . as a lion, my hands and my feet.” yr9x3 can sometimes mean “a lion,” 

with the preposition KA, “as.” Those who take that approach view the lion’s 

teeth attacking the innocent defender, and attacking him as he would put up 
his hands, attacking in his hands and at his legs. However, I believe the form 

yr9x3KA can come from a root rxK, and taking it that way, I would 

understand this as a Piel infinitive with a pronominal suffix, first person 

singular, from the root rxK, meaning “to pierce.” “. . . piercing me [in] my 

hands . . .” (“in” being understood), or “. . . piercing me [with reference to] 

my hands and my feet.” The word dy! is a noun, and y a is the pronominal 

suffix, looking at the hands that are being pierced. Remember that y a goes 

with plural nouns, so the dy! here is looking at both hands. ylA%g;r1v4 is the 

same: “. . . and my feet.” The noun is lg,r@8, and in construct with y a it 
becomes ylA%g;r1. “. . . piercing me in my hands and my feet.”  
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16.4 Translation 

“For dogs have surrounded me, a company of evildoers have enclosed me, 
piercing me in my hands and my feet.” 

16.5 Application/Interpretation 

In speaking of “dogs,” remember that in the Ancient Near East, these are 
mongrel dogs. These were not pets or poodle dogs or house pets. They were 
the dogs that roamed the streets and were scavengers. Not only David, but 
our Lord upon the cross, looking out on the crowd that was crying for his 
crucifixion, felt as though scavenger dogs had surrounded Him.  

David is seeing his enemies as “evildoers,” encircling him. Jesus, upon the 
cross, saw the crowd as bent on doing evil unto Him, surrounding the cross.  

We are looking at the enemies of David as likening them to an animal that is 
seeking to bite him. But ultimately its fulfillment is in the greater David, the 
Lord Jesus Christ, who upon the cross literally had his hands and feet 
pierced by the nails that were put into our Lord’s hands and feet on the cross 
of Calvary.  
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Lesson 17:  Psalm 22:17 

17:1 Text    
:ybi%-Uxr4y9 UFyBiy1 hm>Ah26  ytA5Omc;fa-lKA rPesax3 

17.2 Vocabulary 

rps    Verb   “to count” 

 Mc,f ,6   Noun   “bone” 

 Fbn    Verb   “to look, stare” 

17.3 Grammar 

 ytA5Omc;fa-lKA rPesax3 

“I can count all of my bones . . .” rPesax3 is the Piel imperfect, first person 

singular, from the root rps, “to count.” Notice the shewa, a composite 

shewa followed by a pathah and the doubling of the middle radical in the P 

give it away as a Piel. “I can count all of my . . .” Mc,f,6 is the noun for 

“bone,” and notice it is in the plural with tO, and then the y a, the 

pronominal suffix, first person singular, is added to this plural feminine 
noun. “I can count all of my bones . . .”  

:ybi%-Uxr4y9 UFyB6iy1 hm>Ah26 

“. . . they look, they stare at me.” hm>Ah26 is a personal pronoun, third 

masculine plural, followed by the verb UFyBi6y1, from Fbn. Notice we have 

a pe nun verb, UFyBi6n4y1 becoming UFyBi6y1, the daghesh forte in the B 

showing that the n has assimilated, causing a doubling. The A-I pattern gives 
it away as a Hiphil. It is a Hiphil imperfect, third masculine plural from 

Fbn. “. . . they cause to look . . .” or “. . . they look . . .” “. . . they stare at 
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me.” Uxr4y9 is from hxr, a lamed he verb where the h has dropped out. It 

is a Qal imperfect, third masculine plural, from hxr. This is followed by 

the preposition B; with the first person pronominal suffix y i. “. . . they look 

at me.”  

17.4 Translation 

 “I can count all of my bones; they look, they stare at me.” 

17.5 Application/Interpretation 

We are looking at David at one level emaciated, as it were, thin, so that you 
could see and count all of his bones. In its ultimate fulfilment, though, it 
looks at Jesus Christ on the cross of Calvary, where in the nudity or partial 
nudity of the cross, His bones could be counted, as it were. “They looked, 
they stared back at him.”  

Again, this is a vivid description, I believe, of the crucifixion of our Lord on 
Calvary.  
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Lesson 18:  Psalm 22:18 

18:1 Text    
:lr!&Og UlyP6iy1 ywiUbl;-lfav4 Mh,5lA ydagAb; Uql.;Hay4 

18.2 Vocabulary 

qlH    Verb   “to divide” 

 dg,B,6    Noun   “garment” 

 wUblA   Noun   “clothing, vesture” 

 lpn    Verb   “to fall” 

 lr!Og   Adjective  “lot, lots” 

18.3 Grammar 

 Mh,5lA ydagAb; Uql.;Hay4 

“They divide my garments among them . . .” Notice Uql.;Hay4 is from the root 

qlH, “to divide.” We have a shewa-pathah, which indicates a Piel, 

especially with the daghesh forte in the second radical, the l. dg,B,6 is the 

noun for “garment,” and this is a noun in the plural, with the pronominal 

suffix, first person singular. “They divide my garments to themselves . . .” lA 
is the preposition, and Mhe is a personal pronoun, third masculine plural. 

“They divide my garments among them . . .”  

:lr!&Og UlyP6iy1 ywiUbl;-lfav4 
“. . . and for my vesture [or, for my clothing] they cast lots.” Here we have 

the conjunction, followed by the preposition lfa. w UblA is the word for 

“clothing” or “vesture,” and the pronominal suffix follows in the y i, first 
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person singular. “. . . and for my vesture . . .” lr!&Og UlyP6iy1 “. . . they cast 

lots.” UlyP6iy1 is from lpn, “to cause to fall,” another pe nun, where the n 

has assimilated into the P, UlyP6in4y1 becoming UlyP6iy1. Notice the A-I 

pattern gives it away as a Hiphil imperfect, third person plural, from lpn. 

lr!&Og is a noun in the singular, looking at a kind of plural idea in a 

collective singular: “they cast a lot,” hence “they cast lots.”  

18.4 Translation 

 “They divide my garments among them, and for my vesture they cast lots.” 

18.5 Application/Interpretation 

We are reminded of the teaching of the New Testament, especially in John’s 
gospel, that the soldiers divided the garments of Jesus when He was upon 
the cross. This was then followed by the very fulfillment of this in John 
chapter nineteen, where it says, “Let us not tear it, this special clothing of 
our Lord, but let us cast lots as to whose it shall be, in order that the 
Scripture might be fulfilled, saying, ‘They divided my garments among them, 
and for my vesture they cast a lot.’” The soldiers did these things in 
fulfillment of this great Lament Psalm.  

Its ultimate reality does not rest with David alone, but has its ultimate 
fulfillment upon the cross of Jesus Christ, where the greater and final David 
experienced these very words, as the Roman soldiers surrounding the cross 
cast lots for the clothing, and especially the vesture, of our Lord Jesus 
Christ.  

We now move to the next section, which is the petition. It covers the next 
three verses.  
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Lesson 19:  Psalm 22:19 

19:1 Text 

:hwAUH% ytir!z4f,l; ytiUly!x< qHA5r4Ti-lxa hv!hy4 hTAxav4 
19.2 Vocabulary 

qHr    Verb   “to be far” 

 tUly!x<   Participle  “strength” 

hr!z4f,   Adjective  “help, assistance” 

 wUH    Adjective  “hurry” 

19.3 Grammar 

 qHA5r4Ti-lxa hv!hy4 hTAxav4 

“But you, O Lord, do not be far . . .” v4 is the conjunction, followed by the 

personal pronoun hTAxa, “you,” and then hv!hy4, “O Lord.” Here is a request 

or a petition. qHA5r4Ti-lxa. lxa is the negative particle used in this petition. 

qHA5r4Ti is from qHr, “to be far.” It is a Qal imperfect, second masculine 

singular. “. . . do not be far . . .”  

:hwAUH% ytir!z4f,l; ytiUly!x< 

ytiUly!x< means “o my strength.” tUly!x< followed by y i, the noun 

followed by the pronominal suffix y i. “. . . o my strength hurry . . .” hwAUH% 
means “hurry,” but notice right before that, though, ytir!z4f,l; “. . . to my 

help . . .” (literally) “. . . hurry.”  The l; here is the preposition, and hr!z4f, 
means “help” or “assistance,” and it is in construct with y i, so the final h 

changes to a t. “. . . and to my help . . .” hwAUH “. . . hurry.”  wUH means 
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“hurry.” It is a middle weak verb, and here it is the imperative, followed by 

the h A, making it intensive. It is a Qal imperative, second person singular, 

showing an intensive ending. “. . . hurry to my help, my strength.”  

19.4 Translation 

 “But you, O Lord, do not be far; o my strength, hurry to my help.” 

19.5 Application/Interpretation 

Again, David prays. Also Jesus on the cross is praying to the Heavenly 
Father to deliver Him.  
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Lesson 20:  Psalm 22:20 

20:1 Text 

:yti%dAyHiy4 bl,K,6- dy>1mi  ywi5p;n1 br@H,6me hlAycZi6ha 
20.2 Vocabulary 

lcn    Verb   “to deliver” 

br@H,6    Noun   “sword” 

hdAyHiy4   Adjective  “only one” 

20.3 Grammar 

 ywi5p;n1 br@H,6me hlAycZi6ha 

“Deliver my soul from the sword . . .” The root here of hlAycZi6ha is lcn, 

another pe nun verb, where the n has assimilated into the c. This is a Hiphil 

imperative with the h A ending, showing intensity. “Cause to  

deliver . . .” or “Deliver from the sword . . .” Notice br@H,6n4mi. The n could 

not assimilate in the guttural H, and so we have compensatory lengthening 

to a sere. br@H,6m e. “. . . from the sword . . .” br@H,6 is a noun, masculine 

singular. ywi5p;n1. wpen@8 is the word for “soul.” w p;n1 is in construct with y i, 
the pronominal suffix, first person singular. “Deliver my soul from the 
sword . . .” 

:yti%dAyHiy4 bl,K,6- dy>1mi 

“. . . from the hand of the dog . . .” Notice the N mi, the n has assimilated here 

in the y. dy1 is just a noun meaning “hand.” bl,K,6 means “dog.” The two 

nouns are in construct. “. . . from the hand of the dog . . .”  yti%dAyHiy4 is in 
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parallel with wp,n@8 or “soul,” and it literally means “my only one.” hdAyHiy4 
is “my unique and only one,” and when that is in construct with the 

pronominal suffix, first person singular, it becomes yti%dAyHiy4. This is the 

“soul,” my only one, hence “my only soul.”  

20.4 Translation 

 “Deliver my soul from the sword, from the power of the dog, my only one.” 

20.5 Application/Interpretation 

“Deliver me from the sword,” meaning from death, and “from the power of 
the dog,” meaning the destruction that the dog would bring.  

Again, we are looking at David struggling with the enemies surrounding him 
like dogs seeking to destroy him in death. But the ultimate fulfillment again 
is the cross of Christ, where He is praying to His Heavenly Father to rescue 
Him from death, to rescue Him from the power of the dog, that is, the dog 
that would inflict a mortal wound of death upon the Lord.  
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Lesson 21:  Psalm 22:21 

21:1 Text 

:yn9tA%yn9f3 Mymir2 yn2r4q>1m iU hy27r4xa yPimi yn9feywiOh 
21.2 Vocabulary 

fwy    Verb   “to save” 

hy2r4xa   Noun   “lion” 

Nr@q8@    Noun   “horn” 

Mymir2   Noun   “wild oxen” (plural) 

hnf     “to answer, give reply” 

21.3 Grammar 

 yn9feywiOh 

Now we have another imperative. It is from the root fwy, meaning “to 

save.” Notice there is a h, and this consonant is followed by the long O-
vowel, by the holem-waw. Historically this form would have been a pe waw 

verb. It would have been yn9feywiv4ha. That pathah-waw changes to a long O, 

a holem-waw in that context, and it would have become Oh. It is a Hiphil 

imperative, masculine singular, from fwy, formerly fwv. “Save me . . .” 

or “Cause me to be saved . . .” Notice that it is followed by the pronominal 

suffix, first person singular, in the yn9.  
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hy27r4xa yPim i 

“. . . from the mouth of the lion . . .”Again, the preposition N mi becomes 

yPimi, with the doubling of the P, because of the assimilation of the n, and 

then your pronominal suffix, the hireq-yod. “. . . from the mouth of the . . .” 
(two nouns in construct) “. . . of the lion . . .”  

:yn9tA%yn9f3 Mymir2 yn2r4q>1m iU 

“. . . and from the horns of the . . .” Notice the U again is your conjunction, a 

U instead of a v4 because of the labial m. The m is actually from the 

preposition N mi, where the n has assimilated into the q, causing the daghesh 

forte. Nr@q8@ is the noun for “horn,” and this is a noun that is plural, and in the 

construct plural, Nr@q@8 becoming yn2r4q1, with the sere-yod, in this construct 

plural form. Mymir2 could be translated here as the “wild oxen.” Notice the 

My i is the plural form of this noun. “. . . and from the horns of the wild 

oxen . . .” yn9tA% yn9f3 is from hnf, meaning “to answer” or “to give reply to.” 

Notice this is a Qal perfect, second person masculine singular, from hnf, 

followed by the pronominal suffix, first person singular, yn9. We need to 

translate it as “. . . you have answered me.”   

21.4 Translation 

“Save me from the mouth of the lion, and from the horns of the wild oxen 
you have answered me.” 

21.5 Application/Interpretation 

He is crying out for deliverance from the wild lion, hence death again, that is 
lurking to destroy not only David, but our Lord Jesus upon the cross.  

When we change to the perfect verb at the end of the verse, we are now 
moving from the petition to the assurance of deliverance that is to come. I 
am reminded of the Lord’s work upon the cross, when He had finished His 
atoning work. He cried out after saying, “My God, My God, why have You 
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forsaken me?” Eli, Eli, lama shabachtani? to “It is finished.” Then He 
said, “Into Your hands I commit my spirit.” We are moving from the 
finished work of Christ to the anticipation of deliverance. This is what this 
verb leads us to. We move from the imperative to the perfect: “You have 
answered me.” In other words, he is looking forward to the answer that is 
about to come. 

This leads us then to the declaration of praise, from the next verse to the end 
of this great Psalm.  
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Lesson 22:  Psalm 22:22 

22:1 Text 

:j.Al,%l;hax3 lhAq! j`OtB; yHA5x,l; j~m;wi hr!P;sax3 
22.2 Vocabulary 

Mwe    Noun   “name” 

 Hxa    Noun   “brother” 

 lhAq!    Noun   “assembly”  

 llh    Verb   “to praise” 

22.3 Grammar 

 yHA5x,l; j~m;wi hr!P;sax3 

“I will declare your name to the brethren . . .” First the verb hr!P;sax3 is a 

Piel imperfect, first person singular. Notice the x showing the first person. 

Then we have the shewa-pathah pattern, a hateph-pathah under the x, 
since it is a guttural, plus the doubling of the middle radical. Then we have 

the h A, showing intensity. “I will declare your name . . .” j~m;wi is the 

word for “name.” In construct it becomes Mwi, with the hireq instead of the 

sere. The j~ is a pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. “I will 

declare your name . . .” yHA5x,l; is from Hxa, the word for “brother.” Notice 

the preposition l;, and then the plural noun with the pronominal suffix, first 

person singular. “I will declare your name to my brethren . . .”  
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:j.Al,%l;hax3 lhAq! j`OtB; 

“. . . in the midst of the assembly . . .” Notice the B; here is the inseparable 

preposition, followed by j̀OT, meaning “in the midst of,” a noun in 

construct with lhAq! , another noun. “. . . in the midst . . .” or  

“. . . in the middle of the assembly, I will praise you.” j.Al,%l;hax3 is another 

Piel form, with the hateph-pathah, followed by the pathah. It is a Piel 

imperfect, first person singular, from the root llh, followed by the 

pronominal suffix j.A, second masculine singular. “. . . in the midst of the 

assembly, I will praise you.”  

22.4 Translation 

“I will declare your name to the brethren, in the midst of the assembly I will 
praise you.”  

22.5 Application/Interpretation 

This great text is leading us now from the cross to the resurrection. With 
David, he is going to go and declare the Lord’s name in the temple of his 
deliverance. But pointing to the greater David, its fulfillment is when Jesus 
Christ came back from the grave and went among the disciples and began to 
declare the name of His Heavenly Father. 

The writer of Hebrews picks this up in Hebrews chapter two, verses ten and 
following, when he says, “For it was fitting for him, on account of whom 
are all things, and through whom are all things, in bringing many sons into 
glory, to perfect the pathfinder (the a]rxhgo<n) of their salvation through 
suffering. For the one who sets apart and the ones who are being set apart, 
are all of one.” That is, God the Father perfects God the Son as the perfect 
pathfinder, cutting the way through the thicket of death, to become that 
perfect victor and pathfinder for us, and to make us one with Him, headed 
for glory. In other words, as he moves on in verse eleven, “For the one who 
sanctifies…” That is Jesus, the one setting us apart. “…and the ones who are 
being set apart…” Those are the believers. “…are all one.” We are one with 
Him. “…on account of which reason He is not ashamed to call them 
‘brethren,’ saying, ‘I will declare your name to my brethren. In the midst of 
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the church, I will praise you.’” Here the text is being quoted by the writer of 
Hebrews and applied to Jesus Christ, who in the resurrection identifies with 
His disciples and with the church, as one who has now become the perfect 
pathfinder, cutting the way through this thicket of death, bringing us into 
eternity with Him.  

He goes on to drive this home in the following verses of Hebrews two and 
thirteen and following when he says, “Again, I will be confident in Him, and 
again, Behold I and the children which God has given me.” This is a quote, 
by the way, from Isaiah chapter eight, in which Isaiah becomes a type of 
Christ and his children a type of the church, a repetition of the unification 
that we now have with Christ because of His victory over death on our 
behalf.  

Then he goes on to say, “Therefore, since the children partook of blood and 
flesh, He likewise partook of the same, in order that through death He might 
void, or make inoperative, the one who is having the power of death, that is, 
the devil, and he might reconcile them as long as they were under or in the 
fear of death, and were liable to that while they were living, they were 
enslaved to that fear. For of course, the text says, He is not helping angels, 
but He is helping the seed of Abraham. Wherefore, it was necessary that He 
be made like to His brethren in all things, in order that He might become a 
merciful and faithful high priest, with reference to the things of God, and to 
make satisfaction for the sins of the people. For in that He suffered, being 
tested, He is able to help those who are being tested.” Notice that it is 
through the death of Jesus Christ that He now has conquered death and 
brought us into a relationship of victory with Him. We who were liable to 
the bondage of and fear of death, now have a pathfinder, an a]rxhgo<n, in 
Jesus Christ.  

This great text starts with the cross and concludes with the declaration of 
praise, looking forward to the resurrection, when it says, “I will declare your 
name among the brethren. In the midst of the assembly, I will praise you.” 
That is the resurrection of Jesus Christ. The Lord answers the prayer of the 
Son. God the Father answers the prayer of the Son. “Glorify me with the 
glory that I had with you before the world began,” Jesus prays in John 17. 
And now we see the answer to that. His prayer throughout this great Psalm 
is, “Rescue me. Deliver me.” He does it through death. It was through the 
cross, and coming out the other side, in the resurrection, that deliverance is 
seen.  
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I am reminded of a sermon that was preached some years ago. The preacher 
was saying to the congregation, “It’s Friday, but Sunday’s coming.” He 
continued to preach, “It’s Friday, but Sunday’s coming.” He would talk 
about Good Friday, but then he would always conclude by saying, “But 
Sunday’s coming.” After preaching for an hour or so, finally, he came to the 
conclusion of his sermon, and he said, “It’s Friday,” and the whole 
congregation stood up simultaneously and shouted back to the preacher, “but 
Sunday’s coming!” As we look at this great text, it was Friday. But when we 
come to this verse, Sunday has come. From this point on, we are looking at 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ and the results of that great resurrection.  
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Lesson 23:  Psalm 22:23 

23:1 Text 

 UhUd5B;Ka bqof3y1 fr1z@8-lKA UhUll;ha hv!hy4 yxer4y9 

:lx2%r!W;y9 fr1z@8-lKA Un>m>,6mi UrUgv4 
23.2 Vocabulary 

 fr1z@8    Noun   “seed” 

 dbK    Verb   “to glorify” 

 rUG    Verb   “to stand in awe” 

23.3 Grammar 

 UhUll;ha hv!hy4 yxer4y9 

Notice the noun yxer4y9, “the fearers” or “God-fearers.” Here is a noun in 

construct, with hv!hy4, “Adonai.” “The fearers of God . . .” UhUll;ha is 

from the root llh, “to praise.” Notice it is a Piel imperative, second 

person plural, with the pronominal suffix, third masculine singular, Uh. 

“The fearers of the Lord, praise Him . . .”  
 

UhUd5B;Ka bqof3y1 fr1z@8-lKA 

“. . . all the seed of Jacob, glorify Him . . .” Notice the lKA is a noun, 

followed by fr1z@8, two nouns in construct. fr1z@8 means “seed,” another 

noun. “. . . all the seed of Jacob . . .” UhUd5B;Ka is a Piel imperative, second 

masculine plural from dbK. Notice the A-vowel and the doubling of the 

middle radical gives it away as a Piel imperative, followed by the 

pronominal suffix Uh. “. . . all seed of Jacob, glorify Him . . .”  
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:lx2%r!W;y9 fr1z@8-lKA Un>m>,6mi UrUgv4 

“. . . and stand in awe from Him . . .” Notice rUG is “to be in awe.” It is a 

middle weak verb, and here it is a Qal imperative, second masculine plural, 

from rUG. Notice Uhn4m,6n4mi again. The n of the Nmi has assimilated in the 

preposition “from.” n ,is a hinge. Historically this was Uhn4 ,. The h by 

reverse assimilation went back into the n, causing the daghesh forte.  

“. . . stand in awe from Him, all the seed of Israel.”  Again, there are two 
nouns in construct, all of the totality of the seed of Israel. Actually there are 
three nouns standing in construct here: “. . . all of the seed of Israel.”  

23.4 Translation 

“The ones who fear the Lord, praise Him; all seed of Jacob, honor Him; and 
stand in awe at Him, all seed of Israel.” 

23.5 Application/Interpretation 

So God-fearers are called to praise the Lord, and to honor Him as a result of 
this great resurrection. Israel is called to give honor to Him. I am reminded 
in Acts chapter two that it was Jewish believers who were beginning to 
praise the Lord because of the resurrection of Jesus Christ.  
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Lesson 24:  Psalm 22:24 

24:1 Text 

vyn!PA ryTis;hi-x|v4 yn9fA tUnf< Cq>1wi x|v4 hz!bA-x| yKi  

      :f1m2%wA vylAxe OfU4wab;U Un>m>,5mi  
24.2 Vocabulary 

hzB    Verb   “to despise” 

 Cq>1w i    Verb   “to loathe” 

 tUnf<    Adjective  “affliction” 

 yn9fA    Adjective  “afflicted one” 

rts    Verb   “to hide” 

 fUw    Verb   “to cry” 

 fm w   Verb   “to hear” 

24.3 Grammar 

yn9fA tUnf< Cq>1wi x|v4 hz!bA-x| yKi 

“For . . .”  Here is a conjunction again. x| is the negative particle. hz!bA is 

Qal perfect, third masculine singular, from hzB, meaning “to despise.” 

“For He has not despised . . .” x|v4 again is the conjunction followed by 

the negative particle. “. . . He has not despised nor loathed . . .” Cq>1wi is a 

Piel. Notice the hireq with the pathah, and the daghesh in the q, in the 

second radical. “For He has not despised nor loathed the affliction of the 

afflicted . . .” tUnf< is a noun meaning “affliction,” standing in construct 

with yn9fA, meaning “the afflicted one.”  
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Un>m>,5mi vyn!PA ryTis;hi-x|v4  

“. . . nor has He hidden . . .” Notice again the v4 conjunction with the 

negative particle x|, followed by the Hiphil perfect verb, third masculine 

singular, from rts. Notice the I-I pattern in the Hiphil here. “. . . nor has 

He hidden His face . . .” My9n!8PA becomes vyn!PA. We have a dual noun here 

that is now in construct with a v. “. . . nor has He hidden His face from  

him . . .” Here we have that same form that we saw above.  

:f1m2%wA vylAxe OfU4wab;U 

“. . . but in his crying . . .” Notice the U here is the conjunction, followed by 

the root fUw, which means “to cry.” Here we have a pathah with the 

doubling of the middle radical. This is a Piel infinitive, followed by the 

pronominal suffix O, third masculine singular. “. . . and in his crying unto 

Him . . .” lx, is followed by the pronominal suffix in the v. “. . . and unto 

Him He heard.” We could translate this, “. . . but when he cried unto Him, 

He heard.” Notice f1m2%wA is the Qal perfect, third masculine singular, from 

fm w. Notice the pathah, which is under the f. It is a furtive pathah, 
making sure we pronounce it.  

24.4 Translation 

“For He has not despised nor loathed the affliction of the afflicted, nor has 
He hidden His face from him, but when he cried unto Him, He heard.”  

24.5 Application/Interpretation 

The Lord has not loathed the affliction, and also this could mean 
supplication of the afflicted one or of the poor one, who cried out in prayer, 
looking at our Lord in His prayer upon the cross.  
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The text here teaches us that, “He did not despise nor loathe the affliction of 
the afflicted one, nor did He hide His face from him, but when he cried unto 
Him, He heard him.” Certainly not only was David heard, but Jesus was 
heard in His prayer by His Heavenly Father, and we see that in the glorious 
resurrection.  
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Lesson 25:  Psalm 22:25 

25:1 Text 

:vyxA%r2y4 dg,n@8 Ml.ewax3 yr1dAn4 br7! l hAq!B; ytil.A6hit; j~T;xime 
25.2 Vocabulary 

hlAhiT;d   Adjective  “praise” 

br!    Adjective  “great, much” 

 rd,n@8    Noun   “vow” 

 Mlw    Verb   “to fulfill” 

 dg,n@8    Preposition  “in front of, before” 

 xry    Verb   “to fear” 

25.3 Grammar 

br7! lhAq!B; ytil.A6hit; j~T;xime 

“From you my praise is in the great assembly . . .” Notice me here. The n 
could not assimilate into the x, so me is showing compensatory lengthening, 

the n having dropped out. j~T;xi is the personal pronoun in the object form 

here. “From you my praise . . .” ytil.A6hit; is from hlAhiT;, which becomes 

tl.A6hit; in construct with y i, pronominal suffix, first person singular. 

“From you my praise is [supplied here, understood] in the great assembly . . 

.” B; is the inseparable preposition, followed by lhAq!, meaning 

“assembly,” and br!7, meaning “great,” the adjective, masculine singular.  
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:vyxA%r2y4 dg,n@8 Ml.ewax3 yr1dAn4 

“. . . and my vows I will pay before those who fear Him.” Notice rd,n@8 is the 

word for “vow,” and here we have it in the plural form, with the pronominal 

suffix y a. Ml.ewax3 means “to fulfill” or “to fulfill by paying.” It is a Piel 

imperfect, first person singular, from Mlw. Notice the hurried-pathah  

followed by the pathah and the daghesh in the second radical.  

“. . .  my vows I will fulfill before those who fear Him.”  dg,n@8 means “in front 

of” or “before.” vyxA%r2y4 is a noun plural, in construct with the v, of “those 

who are God-fearers.” 

25.4 Translation 

“From you my praise is in the great assembly, and my vows I will pay before 
those who fear Him.”  

25.5 Application/Interpretation 

David is going to go and praise the Lord in the great assembly, and Jesus 
gives praises among His disciples, and continues to reiterate it to them and 
to others after the resurrection. It continues to be praised in the great 
assembly or the church of Jesus Christ. 
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Lesson 26:  Psalm 22:26 

26:1 Text 

yhiy4 vywA5r4Do hv!hy4 Ull;hay4 UfBAW;y9v4 MYv9n!f3 Ulk;xy* 

:dfa%lA Mk,b;bal;  
26.2 Vocabulary 

 lkx    Verb   “to eat” 

 vn!fA    Noun   “humble” 

 fbW   Verb   “to be satisfied” 

 wrD    Verb   “to seek” 

 bbal;   Noun   “heart” 

 hyH    Verb   “to live” 

 dfa    Adjective  “perpetuity, eternity” 

26.3 Grammar 

UfBAW;y9v4 MYv9n!f3 U lk;xy* 

Notice it says, “Let the humble eat and be satisfied . . .” Ulk;xy* is the Qal 

imperfect, third person plural, from lkx, “to eat.” Notice this pe aleph 
verb is a little different. Through dissimilation we end up with an O here 
after the prefix, instead of the normal I-vowel of the Qal imperfect.  

“. . . the humble shall eat . . .” Notice MYv9n!f3: vn!fA, meaning “humble,” and 

My i shows a masculine plural. “. . . the humble shall eat and they shall be 

satisfied . . .” UfBAW;y9v4 is from fbW. It is a Qal imperfect, third person 
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plural, with the v here, which is a simple waw connective. “. . . and they 

shall be satisfied . . .”  
 

vywA5r4D o hv!hy4 Ull;hay4 
“. . . let those who seek the Lord praise Him . . .” “. . . let them praise the 

Lord [literally] who seek Him . . .” Ull;hay4 is from llh, “to praise.” It is 

a Piel from llh. Note the shewa-pathah. It is a Piel imperfect, third 

person plural, functioning here as a jussive. “. . . let those who seek the Lord 

praise Him . . .” wrD is the verb “to seek,” and notice the O-vowel shows 

it is a participle. It is a Qal active participle, masculine plural, in construct 

with the v here. The v is a pronominal suffix, third masculine singular.  

“. . . let those who seek Him praise the Lord . . .”   

 

:dfa%lA Mk,b;bal; yHiy4 

“. . . let your heart live forever.” The verb is hyH, “to live,” and the final h 

has dropped out. It is a lamed he verb. We have a Qal imperfect, third 

person singular, from hyH, “to live.” Mk,b;bal; is the word for “heart.” It is 

a noun, masculine singular, followed by Mk,, the plural pronominal suffix, 

second masculine plural. dfa%lA means “forever.”  

26.4 Translation 

“Let the humble eat and be satisfied; let those who seek Him praise the 
Lord; let your heart live forever.”  

26.5 Application/Interpretation 

Those who are poor and humble are to eat and be satisfied. And they who 
seek the Lord are to praise Him and to let their hearts live forever. Salvation 
that Jesus brings is for everyone, whether rich or poor, and the humble are 
those who really respond to His grace. We have to become like little 
children, Jesus says, to come to Him. So the humble are to eat and be 
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satisfied. They will be the ones that will seek the Lord, and their hearts will 
be able to live forever.  

He moves now to extending this praise to the whole world, not only to Jews 
but to Gentiles as well.  
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Lesson 27:  Psalm 22:27 

27:1 Text 

  Cr@xA5-ysep;xa-lKA hv!hy4-lx, Ubwu6y!v4 UrK;z4y9  
         :My9&OG tOHP;w ;mi-lKA j~yn@8pAl; UvH3Taw;y9v4 
27.2 Vocabulary 

 rkz    Verb   “to remember” 

 bUw    Verb   “to return, turn back” 

 sp,x,6    Noun   “end” 

 hHw    Verb   “to bow down, worship” 

 hHAP;w;mi   Noun   “family” 

 yOG    Noun   “nation” 

27.3 Grammar 

Cr@xA5-ysep;xa-lKA hv!hy4-lx, Ubwu6y!v4 UrK;z4y9 
“All of the ends of the earth shall remember and shall return unto the Lord . 

. .”  UrK;z4y9 is a Qal imperfect, third masculine plural, from rkz, “to 

remember.” Ubwu6y!v4 is from bUw, and it is a Qal imperfect, third masculine 

plural as well, a middle weak verb, with the v4 here as a waw connective. 
“All of the ends of the earth will remember and will turn back unto the  

Lord . . .” lx, is a preposition, followed by the noun hv!hy4. lKA is another 

noun, “all.” ysep;xa is from the noun sp,x,6, meaning “end,” and here we 

have the noun in plural, a plural masculine construct with the sere-yod with 

Cr@xA5. 
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:My9&OG tOHP;w ;mi-lKA j~yn@8pAl; UvH3Taw;y9v4 

“. . . and let all families of nations bow before You.” UvH3Taw;y9v4 is from 

hHw, “to bow before.” It is a Hithpael imperfect, third masculine plural, 

from hHw. Notice we have a metathesis here in the Hithpael. Instead of 

UvH3wat;y9 we have UvH3Taw;y9, so the T and the w have changed places in 

what we call a metathesis in this particular form. It means “to bow down” or 

“to worship.” j~yn@8pAl; is from the preposition meaning “before,” yn2p;li , the 

l; meaning “for,” and yn2P; meaning “face,” hence “before.” The j~ is a 

pronominal suffix, second masculine singular, “before you” or “to your 

face,” literally. tOHP;w;mi-lKA. lKA again is the noun meaning “all” or 

“every.” “. . . all of the families . . .” hHAP;w ;mi is the noun meaning 

“family,” and this is a plural feminine in the tO. yOG is “nation,” and My9&OG 

is the masculine plural meaning “nations.” “. . . all families of nations shall 
worship before You.”  

27.4 Translation 

“All of the ends of the earth shall remember and shall return unto the Lord, 
and let all families of nations bow before You.” 

27.5 Application/Interpretation 

This is looking at Gentiles, I believe, from all over the world that will 
respond from every nation to Jesus.  

I cannot help but think here of Genesis chapter twelve verse three and the 

Abrahamic covenant, “In you all families of the earth shall be blessed.” j~b; 
Ukr4b;n9 hmA%dAx3hA tHoP;w ;mi lKo. The same word tHoP;w;mi is used in 

both verses, hmA%dAx3hA (“the earth”) is used here instead of My9&Og 
(“nations”). Jesus Christ is the centerpiece that brings this blessing, through 
His death and resurrection. In Galatians chapter three, Paul quotes the 
Abrahamic covenant and says that all families of the earth are blessed in 

Jesus Christ. Here in Psalm 22, all families of the My9&Og, of the nations, are 
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to worship before Him. I am reminded in Philippians chapter two that every 
knee shall bow and every tongue shall confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to 
the glory of God the Father, in other words, out of every tribe and out of 
every nation. By the way, Philippians two is not teaching that everyone is 
saved; it simply means that all are going to have to bow before Jesus, either 
as Savior or as Judge. Here I think the text is speaking about all nations who 
are invited to bow before Jesus Christ, that He is the reigning King, that He 
is the reigning Sovereign.  
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Lesson 28:  Psalm 22:28 

28:1 Text 

:My9&OGBa lwemoU hkA5Ulm.;ha hv!hyla yKi 
28.2 Vocabulary 

hkAUlm;   Noun   “kingdom, kingship” 

 lw m   Verb   “to rule” 

28.3 Grammar 

hkA5Ulm>;ha hv!hyla yKi 

“For the kingdom is the Lord’s . . .” yKi is a conjunction, followed by the 

inseparable preposition l;. “For to the Lord . . .” or “. . . belonging to 

Yahweh, is the kingship . . .” hkA5Ulm; means “kingship” or “kingdom.” 

Notice the h with the pathah, the definite article. “For to the Lord is the 

kingdom . . .” or “. . . the kingship . . .”  

:My9&OGBa lwemoU 
“. . . and He rules among the nations,” or “. . . He rules over the nations.” 

Notice lwemo is a Qal active participle, masculine singular, from the root 

lw m, “to rule.” The conjunction U here, meaning “and,” the shureq, is 

used because of the labial. Instead of being lwemov4, it is lwemoU. “. . . He 

rules among (or) over the nations . . .” BA is an inseparable preposition with 

the definite article in the pathah. yOG is the noun for “nation,” and the My i 
shows that it is a masculine plural, “nations.”  
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28.4 Translation 

 “For to the Lord is the kingship, and He rules among the nations.”  

28.5 Application/Interpretation 

This again is Philippians chapter two, the kingship of Jesus Christ. I am 
reminded also of Psalm two, where the nations are to “kiss the Son,” to bow 
down before Him.  

Again, our mind goes to Philippians chapter two, where Jesus Christ is the 
King, and everyone must bow, as we had said above, either to Jesus as 
Savior, as Lord Savior, or to Jesus as Lord Judge, as the King who judges 
them. But He is the King of kings; He is the Lord of lords. It is so important 
that we bow before Him as Savior and not as Judge.  
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Lesson 29:  Psalm 22:29 

29:1 Text 

Ufr4k;y9 vyn!pAl; Cr@x,6-yn2w ;D9-lKA UUH3Taw;y>9v1 Ulk;xA 

:hy!>&Hi x| Owp;n1v4 rpA5fA yder4Oy-l KA  
29.2 Vocabulary 

NweDA6    Noun   “fat” 

frK    Verb   “to bow down” 

 dry    Verb   “to go down” 

hyH    Verb   “to keep alive” 

29.3 Grammar 

Cr@x,6-yn2w;D9-lKA UUH3Taw ;y>9v1 Ulk;xA 

“All the fat ones of the earth will eat and worship . . .”  Notice Ulk;xA is a 

Qal perfect, third masculine plural, from lkx. It is a prophetic perfect, I 
believe here, seen as though it has already occurred by the Psalmist, yet it is 

futuristic. “. . . they will eat and they will bow down . . .” Notice UUH3Taw ;y>9v1 
again from the root hHw, a final he verb. It is another Hithpael, with the 

metathesis of the t and the w interchanging, UUH3wat;y9 becoming UUH3Taw ;y9. 
It is that Hithpael imperfect, third masculine plural, from hHw. “All the fat 

ones . . . will bown down . . .” lKA is the noun meaning “all” or “every.” 

yn2w ;D9 is the noun in construct plural with the sere-yod, from NweDA6. “. . . fat 

ones of the earth . . .” Cr@x,6 is the noun meaning “earth,” feminine singular.  
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rpA5fA yder4Oy-lKA Ufr4k;y9 vyn!pAl; 
“. . . before Him, all who go down to the dust shall bow down . . .” Here we 

have again the l4, the inseparable preposition, before My9n81PA, meaning 

“face.” The v is a pronominal suffix, third masculine singular. However, “to 

his face” becomes a preposition. vyn!pAl; is “before,” but here literally it is 

“to his face,” hence it simply means “before Him.” “. . . they will, all the 

ones who go down to the dust will bow down . . .” Notice Ufr4k;y9 from 

frK. It is a Qal imperfect, third person plural, from frK. lKA is a noun in 

construct with the participle yder4Oy. “. . . all the ones who go down to the 

dust . . .” dry means “to go down.” It is a Qal active participle, with the O-

vowel followed by the sere-yod, putting it in construct with rpA5fA, a noun 
meaning “dust.”  

:hy!>&Hi x| Owp;n1v4 
“. . . but he will not revive his soul” or “who makes alive his soul.” The 

word Ow p;n1v4 has v4 as the conjunction, followed by wp,n@8, the word for 

“soul” that is in construct with O, the pronominal suffix, third masculine 

singular. “. . . and his soul he cannot keep alive.” x| is the negative 

particle, followed by hy!>&Hi, which means “to keep alive.” It is a Piel perfect, 

third person singular, from hyH.  

29.4 Translation 

“All the fat ones of the earth will eat and worship; before him all the ones 
who go down to the dust shall bow down, but he will not revive his soul.” 

29.5 Application/Interpretation 

“All the fat ones of the earth,” meaning people who are wealthy or who 
have much, even they must bow down and worship.  
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“All the ones that go down to the dust” means we are looking at everyone 
who dies or descends back to dust. All must bow before Him. Again, we are 
reminded of what we had referred to already in Philippians two.  

“He will not make alive his soul,” in other words, the one who dies, 
meaning every human, is not able to keep his life alive. Only God is 
immortal, so all will have to bow down to Christ as King and as Lord, either 
again as Savior or Judge.  

It is looking at every mortal that eventually goes back to dust, at the end of 
life or at death. Everyone who is mortal, therefore, is called to bow down 
and will bow down before Him. We are looking again at that great passage 
in Philippians two, in which everyone will bow down before Him, either as 
Lord and Savior, or again as Lord but as their final Judge.  

We move on to the conclusion of this great text.  
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Lesson 30:  Psalm 22:30 
30:1 Text 

:rOD%la yn!doxla rPasuy4 Un>d,5b;fay1 fr1z@8 
30.2 Vocabulary 

fr1z@8    Noun   “seed” 

dbf   Verb   “to serve” 

rOD    Noun   “generation” 

30.3 Grammar 

Un>d,5b;fay1 fr1z@8 

“A seed will serve him . . .” fr1z@8 is a noun, masculine singular. Un>d,5b;fay1 is 

from dbf, meaning “to serve.” It is a Qal imperfect, third person singular 

from the root dbf, followed by the hinge n ,, and then Uh is a pronominal 

suffix where the h has gone back into the n by reverse assimilation, causing 

a doubling, or a daghesh forte. “A seed will serve him…”  

:rOD%la yn!doxla rPasuy4 

“. . . it shall be rehearsed . . .” or “. . . told . . .” Notice rps means “to 

tell.” The shewa-qibbus shows that it is a Pual imperfect, third masculine 

singular from rps. Notice that Pual has that intensive doubling of the 

second radical in the p here. “. . . it shall be told of the Lord . . .” or “. . . to 

the Lord . . .” or “. . . concerning the Lord to a generation,” that is, to a 

later generation. In yn!doxla, the l here with the pathah shows the definite 

article, and yn!doxla is the word for “lord” or “master,” looking at God here, 

looking at the Lord Jesus, and really the blessed Trinity. “. . . it shall be told 
concerning the Lord to the later generation” or “. . . the latter generation.” 
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Literally it is “to a generation.” l is the preposition with the pathah, 

showing the definite article, and rOD% simply is a masculine noun meaning 

“generation.”  

30.4 Translation 

 “A seed will serve him, it shall be told of the Lord to a generation.” 

30.5 Application/Interpretation 

A seed or progeny will serve him, and that progeny will tell about the Lord 
Jesus to another generation. Then that will continue to pass on all through 
time from one generation to another.  
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Lesson 31:  Psalm 22:31 

31:1 Text 

:hWA%fA yKi dlAOn Mfal; Ot5q!d4ci U dyGi6y1v4 Uxboy! 
31.2 Vocabulary 

 dgn     Verb   “to declare, tell” 

 hq!dAc;    Adjective  “righteousness” 

 Mfa     Noun   “people” 

 dly     Verb   “to be born” 

31.3 Grammar 

Ot5q!d4ci UdyGi6y1v4 Uxboy! 

“They shall come . . .” Notice Uxboy! is a Qal imperfect, third person plural, 

from xvB, “they shall come.” UdyGi6y1v4 is from the root dgn, a pe nun 

verb, where the n has assimilated into the g, UdyGi6n4y1. It is a Hiphil 

imperfect, third person plural, from dgn, “. . . and they shall cause to 

declare . . .” hq!dAc; is the noun meaning “righteousness,” and the word 

here means actual deliverance. Notice the O is the pronominal suffix, third 

masculine singular. “. . . they shall declare His great deliverance . . .”   

:hWA%fA yKi dlAOn Mfal; 

“. . . to a people . . .” l; is a preposition, and Mfa is a noun, masculine 
singular, meaning “people.” “. . . to a people about to be born . . .” Notice 

dly is the verb, and the n here shows that it is a Niphal participle, 

masculine singular, from the root dlv, historically a pe waw verb. When 
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you add the n, the participle historically was dlAv4n1, becoming dlAOn, with 

the pathah-waw changing to a holem-waw. “. . . a people that would be 

born that He has done it.” Notice hWA%fA is a Qal perfect, third masculine 

singular, from hWf.  

31.4 Translation 

“They shall come, and they shall cause to declare His righteousness to a 
people about to be born that He has done it.” 

31.5 Application/Interpretation 

No doubt this is referring to that generation that has heard from the previous 
generation, and they are going to declare His righteousness to a people that 
is not yet born, that He has done such things.  

 
I am reminded of the words of Jesus upon the cross, “It is finished”  
(tete<lestai). Jesus Christ has accomplished the work of redemption, and 
one generation will relate that great cross victory to another, and they will 
relate it to a generation that has not yet been born, and in turn this will go on 
all through time until Jesus Christ returns. 

 
Praise the Lord Jesus Christ. He died on the cross for our sins. He rose again 
the third day victorious over death. He declared His name among the 
brethren, the name of the blessed Trinity. He reigns today as King of kings 
and Lord of Lords. We are to be those that declare from one generation to 
another that great work of Christ upon the cross, that which He has done, 
that which He has accomplished in His great victory upon Calvary.  
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PSALM 23 - THE GOOD SHEPHERD 

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 23 is the Psalm of the good Shepherd. Even though the sheep walk in the 
valley of deep darkness they don’t have to fear for the Lord the Good Shepherd is 
with them. Jesus Christ is the Good Shepherd who gives His life for the sheep and 
leads the sheep of believers in Him to find pasture as He cares for them. 
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 23:1 

1.1 Text 

:rs%AH;x, x| yfir* hv!hy4 dv97dAl; rO mz4mi 
1.2 Vocabulary 

 rOmz4mi   Noun   “song” 

 hfr    Verb   “to shepherd” 

 rsH    Verb    “to lack” 

1.3 Grammar 

 dv97dAl; rOmz4mi 
One of the great Psalms in the Hebrew Bible is Psalm 23. It is a Psalm that 
has dried many eyes and also encouraged many as they have walked through 
this life. We might call it “the Good Shepherd Psalm.” It begins in verse 

one: dv97dAl; rOmz4mi, that is, “A psalm belonging to David.” Notice 

rOmz4mi is a noun meaning “song,” and in dv97dAl;, l; is a preposition 

followed by the noun dv9dA, the noun David. “A song by David . . .” or “A 

song belonging to David . . .” 

 yfir* hv!hy4  

Note the hvhy, the tetragrammaton, “. . . the Lord is my shepherd . . .” The 

word yfir* is from the word hfAr!, a lamed he verb. Notice the O-vowel. 

This shows it is a Qal active participle, masculine singular from the root 

hfr. The final h has elided in this lamed he verb, and you have the hireq-
yod pronominal suffix meaning “me.” “. . . the Lord shepherds me . . .” 
Note the personal aspect of the shepherd’s work here. It is very personal. He 
did not say the Lord is “our”  shepherd, but the Lord is “my”  shepherd. 
Every reader can apply this personally to his or her life. 
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 :rs%AH;x, x|  

The negative particle x| is followed by the verb rsAH;x,. rsAH;x, is a Qal 

imperfect first person singular from the root rseHA. “. . . I shall not lack.”  

1.4 Translation 

 “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not lack.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

The Psalmist says, I do not lack in any way. The Lord takes care of all of my 
needs. 
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 23:2 

2.1 Text 

:yn9l2% H3n1y4 tOHn_m ; yme-lfa yn9ce5yBir4y1 xw,D @^ tOxn4Bi 
2.2 Vocabulary 

 hv2n!    Noun   “pasture” 

 xw,D@^    Noun   “grass” 

 Cbr    Verb   “to recline” 

 hHan_m;   Noun   “rest”, “quietness” 

 lHn    Verb   “to lead” 

2.3 Grammar 

 xw,D@^ tOxn4Bi 

Notice the B, the preposition “in” and  xw,D @^ tOxn4. tOxn4 is a plural 

noun. Notice the tO, which is a feminine plural suffix, on the noun hv2n!. It 
actually means “pastures.” “In pastures (or meadows) of grass . . .” We 

might translate this “of grassy knolls” or “grass.” xw,D@^ is simply a noun in 

construct. Actually, the two nouns are in construct with each other. We put 
the “of” between them, remember. “In pastures of grass . . .” 

 yn9ce5yBir4y1  

“. . . he causes me to recline . . .” yn9ceyBir4y1 is from the root Cbr. Notice 

the A-I pattern here, showing that it is a Hiphil, with the y meaning third 

person singular Hiphil imperfect from the root Cbr, with a sere in the 

suffix as a connecting vowel, and the personal pronoun yn9, which is a first 

common singular personal pronoun.  
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 tOHn_m ; yme-lfa  

lfa is a preposition, followed by two nouns in construct, tOHn_m; yme. yme 
is from the dual form My9ma, and My9ma changes to sere-yod in the construct 

with tOHn_m;. It is a masculine plural noun in construct (yme from My9ma). 
tOHn_m ; actually means “resting places.” The noun is feminine hHan_m;, 
having tO in the feminine plural, becoming tOHn_m;. “. . . beside waters of 

resting places . . .” or “. . . beside waters of rest . . .” The waters are quiet, 
not rushing. 

 :yn9l2% H3n1y4  

“. . . He leads me” or “. . . He guides me”. The verb yn9l2H3n1y4 has a prefix y 
followed by a shewa-pathah pattern, so we are looking at a Piel imperfect 

third masculine singular from the root lHn. Then you have the helping 

vowel sere, followed by the yn9, which is a pronominal suffix, first common 

singular.  

2.4 Translation 

“In pastures of grass He causes me to recline, and beside waters of rest He 
leads me.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

This is a beautiful text showing again how personal this is. All the way 
through here it is simply the first common singular rather than the first 
common plural. Not only that, but we are looking at quietness. One of the 
things that is needed in our society today is to slow down and allow the Lord 
to lead us in the meadows of luscious grass, causing us to recline there, and 
bringing us beside not the rushing waters but the quiet waters, where we can 
refresh our soul.  

Notice the contrast between the hurried, harried, ‘gerbilistic’ society that we 
live in today and Jesus, who is our Good Shepherd. In John 10, we are told 
He leads us out from the fold to pasture. He wants to lead us into those quiet 
places of soul restfulness. 
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 23:3 

3.1 Text 

:Om%w; Nfam6al; qd@c,^-yleG;f;mab; yn9Ĥen4y1 bbe5Owy4 ywip;n1 
3.2 Vocabulary 

 wp,n8@    Noun    “soul” 

 bUw    Verb    “to turn around” 

 hHn    Verb    “to lead” 

 lGAf;ma   Noun    “track” 

 Nfam6al;    Preposition   “on account of” 

 Mwe    Noun    “name”  

3.3 Grammar 

 bbe5Owy4 ywip;n1 

“My soul He restores . . .” ywip;n1 is from the noun wp,n8@. When it is in 

construct with y ihere in the singular, it becomes w;p;n1. Notice the pathah 

which shows a closed syllable with the n and the P here, with the y iwhich 

is the pronominal suffix, first person singular on the noun wp,n8@. This is 

emphatic here: “My life/my soul He restores . . .” The root of bbeOwy4 is 

bUw, and it means to “turn around” or to “convert.” Notice it is a Polel 

imperfect third person singular, and it is showing intensity here in the active 
voice, that is, “He is actively restoring my soul . . .” One of the exciting 
things about this phrase is that it is in the quiet places that the Lord Jesus is 
able to restore our interior soul, and bring us into refreshment anew with 
Him. 
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 yn9Ĥen4y1  

yn9Ĥen4y1 is another verb. Notice the pattern here is an A-I. The pathah is 

under the y, and the y is the prefix. The root is hHn, a final he form, but the 

h has dropped out. It is a lamed he verb, we have lost the final h, and there 

is that sere, helping vowel, followed by the yn9, pronominal suffix, first 

person singular. “. . . He leads me . . .” or “. . . He guides me . . .” or  

“. . . He causes me to be guided . . .” 

 qd@c,^-yleG;f;mab;  

b; is a preposition. Notice it does not have the daghesh lene, because it is 

preceded by a vowel, the hireq-yod, that softens the B into a “v” sound. 

Notice yleG;f;ma is a noun, and it is in the plural construct form (with the 

sere-yod here) with qd@c,^. The noun actually is lGAf;ma, meaning “track.” 

This word is very interesting. It is often used of wagon tracks or beaten-
down type of trails or tracks. The imagery here is very beautiful in these 

beaten tracks of righteousness, ‘the right track.’ qd@c,^ is a noun, masculine 

singular. What we actually have here in these two nouns is a noun plural in 

construct with qd@c,^: “. . . in the beaten paths of righteousness He causes 

me to be led . . .” It is interesting that these are tried paths. These are not 
paths that the shepherd has not gone over before. He is used to these paths; 
He has made the journey many times. The Psalmist is saying, “I can trust 
You not to lead me over a cliff or to lead me in some negative way, because 
Your Name is at stake.” It is also interesting that not only do we trust the 
Lord in our daily lives to lead us, but also I believe this great text can 
address the whole area of even the teaching of the Torah, the teaching of 
generations that the Lord, through the centuries in the proper moral precepts 
and standards that He has set down in the Word of God. These are tried, and 
today in our culture when we try things that are outside of God’s word, we 
are headed for disaster and actually headed for a cliff rather than in the 
beaten, tried paths of God’s ethical standards and teaching into which He has 
led and wants to lead His sheep. 
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 :Om%w; Nfam6al;  

“. . . on account of His name.” Nfam6al; is a preposition meaning “on account 

of,” and Omw; is from Mwe, meaning “name,” and O is a pronominal suffix 

masculine singular. “. . . on account of His name.” In other words, His name 
is at stake here, and He is leading us properly as our Good Shepherd, 
because it is His name that is at stake.  

3.4 Translation 

“My soul He restores. He leads me in the beaten paths of righteousness on 
account of His name.” 

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

I am reminded of John 10 again, where the hirelings, those who were hired 
to take care of the sheep because they were being paid, did not take good 
care of the sheep. But Jesus, who is the Good Shepherd, lays down His life 
for His sheep. He loves His sheep. His very name is at stake as the good, 
faithful shepherd. So He leads each one of His own properly, according to 
His will for each individual life, as well as according to His will in terms of 
the type of lifestyle that we are to live in obedience to Him, which is always 
according to His word, the Scriptures. 
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Lesson 4:  Psalm 23:4 

4.1 Text 

  fr! xr!yxi-x| tv@mA^l;ca xygeB; j`lex^e-yKi MGa 

 :yn9mu%H3n1y4 hm>Ah^e j~T,^n4faw;m iU j~F;b;wi yd97m>Afi hTAxa-yKi 
4.2 Vocabulary 

 yKi MGa  Adverb & Preposition “although” 

 xy4Ga   Noun    “valley” 

 tv@mA^l;ca   Noun    “deep darkness” 

 xry   Verb    “to be afraid” 

 dm>Afi    Preposition   “with” 

 Fb,we^  Noun    “rod” 

 tn@f^,w;mi  Noun    “staff” 

 MHn   Verb    “to comfort” 

4.3 Grammar 

 j`lex^e-yKi MGa 
In verse four, we see the way in which He leads us, even in the very 

difficult, dark times that the sheep go through. “Indeed . . .” yKi MGa is an 

adverb with a conjunction, and the two together here we translate as 
“although.” “Although I should walk in the valley of deep darkness . . .” 

j`lex^e is from the root jlh, and in this verb the h drops out and we have a 

sere under the x here in the first person singular. This is a Qal imperfect 

first person singular from the root jlh. “Although I should walk . . .” 
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 tv@mA^l;ca x ygeB;  

“. . . in the valley of the shadow of death . . .” Actually the word “shadow of 

death” simply means “deep darkness.” B; is a preposition, and then we have 

two nouns in construct,  tv@mA^l;ca xyge. The word xyge is the word 

“valley” and is spelled xy4Ga, but when it is construct it becomes xyGe. 
tv@mA^l;ca is actually one word in Hebrew that means “deep shadow” or 
“deep darkness.” The imagery here is very beautiful. It is the imagery of the 
sheep being led in a deep valley in which the sun is blocked because of the 
mountainous terrain. As the sheep go into this dark valley, there is room to 
be afraid, because perhaps robbers would be lurking there that would prey 
on the sheep, or perhaps wild animals. What the Psalmist is saying is that 
even in that dark valley, I will not have to be afraid. In life, many times there 
are those dark moments, and it is easy to become fearful. But the Lord Jesus 
Christ is with us. God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit 
accompany us, and that is what gives us our strength and encouragement. 
“Even though I walk in the valley of deep darkness . . .” 

 fr! xr!yxi-x|  

Notice the alliteration, the assonance in fr! xr!yxi-x|. This is 

something that we could not get in English. x| is a negative particle 

meaning “not.” The verb xr!yxi is a Qal imperfect first person singular 

from the root xry, which means to “be afraid.” This is a pe yod verb, 

where that y is historically consistent or constant. There are two types of pe 

yod verbs: there are those that lose the y when you go into the imperfect, 

and there are those that retain it. Here we have a retention of this y. “. . . I 

will not fear . . .” Notice the fr! is a singular noun. It is purposely used to 

have the alliteration of sound or the assonance here. fr! xr!yxi-x|.  

“. . . I will not fear evil . . .” 
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 yd97m>Afi hTAxa-yKi 

“. . . for You are with me . . .” yK, meaning “for,” is a conjunction. hTAxa is 

a personal pronoun second person masculine singular. dm>Afi  is a 

preposition meaning “with,” and y iis a pronominal suffix first person 
singular. Notice the emphatic use of “you.”  That is why the sheep does not 
fear evil, because “You, O Lord, are with me.” And it is true that as each 
believer moves through life that we can know that individually the Lord is 
with us. “My sheep hear my voice and I lead them out and I go before 
them.” Jesus says that nothing can ever separate us from His love. “I know 
My sheep, and no one can pluck them out of My Father’s hand,” in John 10. 
It is interesting in Romans 8 that Paul can make the statement that, “Nothing 
can ever sever us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.” 
He goes into a list of things: “neither death, nor life, nor things present, nor 
things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall ever be 
able to separate us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.” 

That is why the Psalmist can say, “fr! xr!yxi-x|!” That is why a 

believer in Jesus Christ today can say, “yd97m>Afi hTAxa-yKi f r! xr!yxi-
x|!” In Matthew 28, He has promised, “Lo, I am with you always, even 

unto the end of the age.” 

 j~T,^n4faw ;miU j~F;b;wi  

The great Psalm here concludes, “. . . Your rod and Your staff they comfort 

me.” Notice the word for “rod” here, j~F;b;wi, is from Fb,we^, a masculine 

singular noun followed by the pronominal suffix j~. “. . . Your rod and Your 

. . .” j~T,^n4faw;m i “. . . Your staff . . .” This word is from the noun tn@f̂,w;mi; 
it is a double segholate noun feminine meaning “staff.” Notice the j~ ,is the 
pronominal suffix, second masculine singular on this noun.  

“. . . Your rod and Your staff . . .” 
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 :yn9mu%H3n1y4 hm>Ah^e  

“. . . they . . .” Notice the hm>Aĥe, a personal pronoun masculine plural, and it 

is emphatic here. “. . . they comfort me.” yn9muH3n1y4 comes from the verb 

MHan!, which means “to comfort” or “to give comfort.” The pattern here is 

the prefix y and the shewa-pathah, which is the Piel pattern, remember, in 

the imperfect. This is a Piel imperfect third plural because of the qibbus 

under the m, followed by a pronominal suffix yn9. “. . . they comfort me.” 

4.4 Translation 

“Although I walk in the valley of deep darkness, I will not fear evil, for You 
are with me. Your rod and Your staff, they comfort me.” 

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

I do not have to be afraid, David is saying, as your sheep, Lord, even when I 
walk in this very dark valley of experience in life, just like a sheep walking 
in the midst of the dark ravine or valley where the sun has been blocked, for 
Your rod will drive away the marauding animals that might be there, and 
Your staff will give me surefootedness in this deep valley. Hence, they 
comfort me. They bring me comfort. You as a shepherd have the necessary 
equipment to protect me as a sheep even in the midst of this dark, dark 
valley that I may go through. 

Jesus again has promised never to leave us, never to forsake us. What a 
wonderful promise this brings to us as believers in Jesus Christ. We are 
already in Christ, Paul says in Ephesians chapter two, we have been raised 
with Him, we have been seated with Him in the heavenlies. In Romans 
eight, we have already been glorified with Him. Hence, we have this 
impregnable protection from the Lord Himself. As we move through life, 
even in the dark times of life, and even through all of this life into the world 
to come, the Lord has promised to always be with us. Paul says in Second 
Timothy chapter four that all had left him, but the Lord remained with him, 
when he was going through his struggles. What a joy to know that the Lord 
has promised to be with us, and with us individually even to the end of the 
age and throughout the ceaseless ages of eternity. 
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Lesson 5:  Psalm 23:5 

5.1 Text 

Nm,w>,^ba TAn4w ^>aD9 yr!7r4co dg,n@8 NHAl;wu yn1pAl; j`r*f3Ta 

    :hy!&v!r4 ysiOK ywixro  
5.2 Vocabulary 

 j`rf    Verb   “to arrange” 

 NHAl;wu    Noun   “table” 

 dg,n@8     Preposition  “in the presence of” 

 rr2co    Participle  “adversary” 

 Nw D    Verb   “to anoint” 

 Nm,ŵ,     Noun   “oil” 

 sOK    Noun   “cup” 

 hy!v!r4    Noun   “saturation” 

5.3 Grammar 

 NHAl;wu yn1pAl; j`r*f3Ta 

j`r*f3Ta is a Qal imperfect second masculine singular from the verb j̀r1fA, 
“to arrange.” yn1pAl; is “before me.” yn2p;li actually is a preposition, 

followed by y a. As we break this down, you have a l; meaning “to,” and 

My9n81PA meaning “face” (dual form). You take off the My9 and add y a, which 

is your pronominal suffix on plural nouns, first person singular. You end up 
with the preposition followed by the personal pronoun first person singular. 
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“You arrange before me . . .” (lit., “before my face”) a NHAl;wu, a “table.” 

NHAl;wu is a singular noun. I take this N HAl;wu here again possibly to be a 

Bedouin table that is spread out like a mat on the floor of the ground. “You 
arrange a table before me . . .” 

 yr!7r4co dg,n@8  

“. . . before (or, in the presence of) my adversaries . . .” dg,n@8 is a 

preposition, yr!7r4co is a Qal active participle (rr2co), with a plural 
pronominal suffix first person singular. “You arrange a table before . . . the 
ones who are my adversaries . . .” “. . . before those who are vexing me . . .” 

or “. . . my  harassers . . .” The root is from rrc. One of the beautiful 

images here is that the enemies are right outside, as it were, the tent door. 
But they cannot hurt this guest, because the host is duty-bound in Oriental 
hospitality to take care of his guests. The imagery here is that the Lord takes 
care of us even in the midst of the adversarial circumstances of life many 
times. What does He do? He throws a banquet sometimes even in the midst 
of those circumstances! Notice in the next phrase: 

 ywixro Nm,w>,^ba TAn4w^>aD9 

Again, the beautiful alliteration in Nm,w>,^ba TAn4w ^>aD9, in this cognate word 

Nm,w,^ with NweDA, “to anoint.” “. . . You anoint with oil my head . . .” TAn4ŵ>aD9 
is a Piel perfect second masculine singular from the root NwD, meaning “to 
anoint.” The imagery here is beautiful, the host now is anointing the head of 
the guest who has been hot, running from enemies, no doubt. ‘You bring me 

into the tent and you anoint my head Nm,w>,^ba (with oil).’ ba is a preposition 

meaning “with,” and N m,w,^ is a noun simply meaning “oil,” a noun 

masculine singular. Then you have ywixro; w xro is another noun meaning 

“head,” followed by the pronominal suffix y i. “. . . You anoint my head 

with oil.”  
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 :hy!&v!r4 ysiOK  

“. . . my cup is satiation.” The word “cup,” from the Hebrew sOK, followed 

by the pronominal suffix first person singular, “my cup,” is “saturation.” 
Actually the word is “well-filled,” even “filled to overflowing.” In other 
words, this host not only throws out the mat and arranges a beautiful table 
and throws a party, as it were, or a feast in the midst of the adversarial 
circumstances in the life of the guest here, but he refreshes him by putting 
oil upon his head, and he is not a stingy host. His cup is full to saturation. 

hy!v!r4 is a feminine noun which means “saturation” or “full and 

overflowing” or “well filled.” I think sometimes of going to a restaurant that 

has a huge salad bar and all types of foods, and you leave just feeling hy!v!r4, 
that there has been, as it were, saturation. In other words, he is a royal host. I 
can remember some years back going to a beautiful restaurant, very 
expensive, and asking for a piece of pie that was so small that you could 
hardly see it. But here the imagery is so different. It is that of a host that is 
filling us up to saturation. 

5.4 Translation 

“You arrange a table before me in the presence of my adversaries. You 
anoint my head with oil, my cup is full and overflowing.” 

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

As we come to verse five, the imagery changes from a shepherd to a host. 
Some have seen this as the imagery of a shepherd king hosting his subject in 
a royal palace. I tend to take it more as a shepherd imagery, which is rustic, 
and continuing that imagery into a Bedouin type tent, in which the host is 
inviting those who are being hosted, his guests, into the tent. As a mat is put 
down on the floor, the host will protect his visitors from all adversaries.  
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Lesson 6:  Psalm 23:6 

6.1 Text 

yTib;w av4 yy>!7Ha ymey4-lKA yn9UpD4r4y9 ds,H,6v! bOF j`xa 

:Mymi%y! j`r@xo8l; hv!hy4-tybeB;  
6.2 Vocabulary 

 j`xa    Adverb   “surely” 

 ds,H,6    Noun    “loyal love” 

 JDr    Verb    “to pursue” 

 j`r@xo8     Noun    “length” 

6.3 Grammar 

 ds,H,6v! bOF j`xa 

j`xa is the adverb “surely.” Notice the noun bOF, meaning “goodness” or 

“pleasantness,” and ds,H,6. ds,H,6 is a famous word in the Hebrew Bible. It 
is a noun that means “loyal love” or “kindness,” “covenant kindness,” “loyal 
fidelity and love.” 

 yn9U pD4r4y9  

yn9U pD4r4y9 means “will pursue me” or “will chase after me.” Notice the verb 

JDar!, meaning “to pursue.” It is a Qal imperfect third masculine plural from 

the root JD r, followed by the pronominal suffix yn9. “Surely goodness and 

loyal love will chase after me . . .” An interesting contrast between the 
enemies who have been chasing the Psalmist, as it were, followed now by 
God’s loyal love and goodness pursuing him or chasing after him. What a 
beautiful contrast! It is wonderful to know that in the midst of life’s 
circumstances which it appears at times that the believer is being pursued 
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heavily by the struggles of this world, Satan and demons and all of the 
struggle that a believer may have, being pursued by these spiritual foes, to 
know that the Lord is pursuing each one with kindness and covenant loyalty 
all the days of life. 

 yy>!7Ha ymey4-lKA  

lKA is a substantive noun here meaning “all,” “every,” “the totality of.” It is 

in construct with ymey4, and that is in construct with yy>!7Ha. ymey4 is from the 

noun MOy, meaning “day.” Mymiy! is the plural form; here it becomes ymey4 
in construct. It is a noun masculine plural in construct with the sere-yod 

here. “. . . all (or the totality of) the days of my life . . .” “Life” is My>9Ha; it is 

in the plural form, a noun plural. But when we add the pronominal suffix y a, 
it actually becomes yy>!Ha. “. . . all the days of my life . . .” While it is plural, 

we translate it, of course, as singular. The y a is a pronominal suffix that 

goes upon plural nouns. The plural noun My>9Ha is yHa in construct with y A. “. 
. . the totality of the days of my life, God’s goodness and His kindness will 
chase after me . . .” 

 yTib;w av4 

‘As a consequence of this, therefore, I will return.’ The verb yTib;wa can 

come from the root bUw, which means “to return.” If we take it as a middle 

weak verb from bUw, then we have a Qal perfect first person singular from 

that verb bUw with a waw conversive that is turning it over and taking the 
perfect and making it into a future. “. . . I will return unto the house of the 
Lord for length of days.” In other words, I am going to keep going back to 
His house because He has treated me so royally and so well. I think that is 
the basic meaning of the text here. If it were a perfect “to dwell in the house 

of the Lord”, it would have been yTib;way!>v4 with a pe yod, “. . . I  will dwell 

in the house of the Lord.” The only other possibility is that this could be 

from the root bwy, “to dwell,” a pe yod verb, except here then we would 
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have to point it differently, from yTib;w a to yTib;wi, “. . . my dwelling will be 

in the house of the Lord . . .” However, the pointing of the Masoretic text, at 

least with its vowels, is yTib;wa. If we did the other, we would have to take 

the vowels and change the pathah to a hireq, yTib;wiv4, “my dwelling.” 

Since the Hebrew Bible was written without vowels, it is possible to have a 

double meaning understood by this yTib;wav4: in other words, “I will keep 

going back to this house, and as a result, it is as though I live there, I will 
dwell there.” It is like as I can remember as a boy going to a particular home 
where there were these delicious cookies. I kept going back to this home 
where I would experience and eat the delicious cookies; so I kept returning. 
It is as though I lived there, because of the cookies that were freshly baked 
on an almost daily basis. Probably the meaning here is that “. . . I will return 
unto the house of the Lord. . .” Hence it will be my permanent dwelling 
where I will live. 

 hv!hy4-tybeB;  

Notice B; is a preposition, followed by tyBe, which is a noun in construct 

with hv!hy4. The noun is ty9Ba, and ty9Ba in construct becomes tyBe. “. . . I 
will return unto the house of Yahweh . . .” 

 :Mymi%y! j`r@xo8l;  

“. . . for length of days.” Notice the l;, the preposition. j̀r@xo8 is a noun 
meaning “length” or “duration,” and we have that in construct with the final 

noun Mymiy!, which is a noun masculine plural from MOy. 

6.4 Translation 

“Surely goodness and loyal love will chase after me all the days of my life, 
and I will return to the house of the Lord for length of days.” 
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6.5 Application/Interpretation  

In other words, the Psalmist says, “I am going to keep going back to the 
house of the Lord all of my life for length of days, because His house is 
where I am taken care of, where my soul and all of its needs are met.” I 
believe one of the greatest goals in life is to continue to go back to the 
Lord’s home, back to where He is and where He dwells. This of course for a 
believer is in communion with the Lord Jesus Christ. As we continue to 
abide in Him and He in us, He richly feeds our soul. Truly the Psalms and 
this Psalm become herbal tea for our soul. As we spend time with our Lord 
in communion, in fellowship, He will feed our soul royally. All of the other 
things and pursuits apart from Christ is simply not soul food at all. But He is 
the One who will nourish us with His goodness and with His loyal love and 
will chase after us all the days of our life, nourishing our souls with heavenly 
manna. 

As we come to the conclusion of this great Psalm, some of the lessons I 
think that can be learned are as follows: 

First, we must go to quiet places, restful waters, grassy knolls, rather than 
the hurried, harried pace of our “gerbilistic” society, where we can truly 
experience the Lord’s communion and rest for our soul. 

Second, we see in this great Psalm that even as we go through the dark 
times, the Lord is always with us. 

Third, we can know that He is always a royal host, and He pursues us with 
His loyal love and goodness all the days of life, and even into eternity when 
we know Christ as our personal Savior and Lord. 

As I look at this Psalm, then, I see Jesus Christ fulfilling all in the heart and 
life of a believer. In John 10, He is that Good Shepherd and He leads us to 
find pasture all the days of our life. 
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PSALM 40: 7-9  - WHAT THE LORD DESIRES 

INTRODUCTION  

The next great Messianic Psalm is Psalm 40.  

It is a Psalm in which David is thanking the Lord for the great deliverance that He 
has given to Him.  

It is in the midst of this great Psalm that we pick up a couple verses that are used 
by the writer of Hebrews in Hebrews chapter ten. In speaking of what the Lord 
wants, we begin at verse seven of Psalm 40.  
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 40:7 
1:1 Text 

hxAFAH3v1 hlAOf  yl5.i tAyr96KA My9n1z4xA TAc;p6aHA-x| hHAn4miU Hbaz@8 
 

:TAl;xA%wA x|  
1.2 Vocabulary 

 Hbaz@8    Noun   “sacrifice” 

 hHAn4mi   Noun   “meal offering” 

 CpH    Verb   “to please” 

 Nz@xo    Noun   “ear” 

 hlAOf   Noun   “scent offering” 

 hxAFAH3   Noun   “sin offering” 

 lxw    Verb   “to ask for” 

1.3 Grammar 

TAc;p6aHA-x| hHAn4miU Hbaz@8 
“Sacrifice and meal offering you have not desired . . .” Hbaz@8 is a noun, 

masculine singular. U is a conjunction. It is a shureq because of the labial m, 

the v4 changes to U here. hHAn4mi is a noun, feminine singular, meaning “meal 

offering.” x| is the negative particle, followed by the verb TAc;p6aHA, 
meaning “to desire.” It is a Qal perfect, second masculine singular, from the 

root CpH.   
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 yl5.i tAyr96KA My9n81z4xA 
“. . . ears you have pierced for me . . .” or “. . . you have pierced [or] you 

have opened my ears . . .” My9n1z4xA is from the noun Nz@xo, and the My9 a is a 

dual form, looking at the two ears. tAyr96KA is from the root hrK, “to pierce” 

or “to cut.” Here we have tAyr96KA, with the suffix tA, that indicates a Qal 

perfect, second masculine singular, from the root hrK, “to open” or “to 
pierce.” It is followed by the inseparable preposition l4 and the first person 
singular pronominal suffix. “. . . ears you have opened . . .” or “. . . ears you 
have dug [or] opened for me . . .”  

:TAl;xA%wA x| hxAFAH3v1 hlAOf 

“. . . a scent offering and sin offering you have not asked for.” hlAOf is a 

noun, feminine singular. The v4 is the conjunction, and hxAFAH3 is another 

noun, feminine singular, meaning “sin offering.” x| is a negative particle 

meaning “not.” TAl;xA%wA is from lxw, meaning “to ask for,” and the TA is a 

pronominal suffix, second masculine singular, showing that it is a Qal 

perfect, second masculine singular, from the root lxw.  

1.4 Translation 

“Sacrifice and meal offering you have not desired, ears you have pierced for 
me, a scent offering and sing offering you have not asked for.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

What he is saying here is, “You don’t simply want sacrifice and meal 
offering, but you want me with an obedient heart.” This is brought out in the 
next phrase. In other words, what you want is attentive, receptive ears and 
hearts, rather than simply religious ritual.  
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 40:8 
2:1 Text 

:ylA%fA bUtKA rp,s26-tl.agim;Bi  ytixbA5-hn>2hi yTir4m axA zxA 
 

2.2 Vocabulary 

 zxA    Adverb   “then” 

 xOB    Verb    “to come” 

 hl.Agim;   Noun    “scroll” 

 rp,s26    Noun    “book” 

 btK    Verb   “to write” 

2.3 Grammar 

yTir4maxA zxA 
“Then I said . . .” zxA is an adverb, followed by the verb, Qal perfect, first 

person singular, from rm x. “Then I said . . .”  

 

ytixbA5-hn>2hi 
“. . . Lo, I have come . . .” hn2>hi is an interjection, “lo” or “Behold, I have 

come . . .” ytixbA5 is a Qal perfect, first person singular, from the root xOB. 
“. . . Behold, I have come . . .”  

 

:ylA%fA bUtKA rp,s26-tl.agim;Bi 

The B; is a preposition. Notice the daghesh lene because it is beginning a 

word. hl.Agim; means “scroll,” and it is in construct with rp,s26, meaning 

“book.” “. . . in the scroll of the book . . .” hl.Agim ; becomes tl.agim;. “. . . it 
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is written . . .” bUtKA is a Qal passive participle. Notice the A-U pattern, 

showing the Qal passive participle. “. . . it is written concerning me.” lfA is 

the preposition “concerning,” and y a is the pronominal suffix, first person 

singular.  

2.4 Translation 

“Then I said, ‘Behold, I have come; in the scroll of the book it is written 
concerning me.’” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

He writes, “In the scroll of the book it is written concerning me.” Then he 
goes on to explain what is written. I believe this verse is looking at David 
speaking: “I have come and it is written about me in the Torah.”  What is 
written about him? It is the fact that he wants to do the will of God. In the 
Hebrew Bible, you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, 
and mind, and do what He has taught you. He is referring back to that. “You 
want attentive ears that are willing to obey the Torah.” That thought is 
carried on in the next verse.  
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 40:9 
3:1 Text 

:yfA%me j`OtB; j~t;r!Otv4 yTic;pA5HA yha|x< j~n4Ocr4- tOWf3la 
 

3.2 Vocabulary 

 NOcr!    Noun   “will” 

 CpH    Verb   “to desire” 

 hf,me    Noun   “bowels, inward parts” 

3.3 Grammar 

yTic;pA5HA yha|x< j~n4Ocr4-tOWf3la 
 

“To do your will, my God, I have desired . . .” Notice tOWf3la is from the 

root hWf. It is an infinitive construct. Notice the final h changes to a t in 

this lamed he root in the infinitive construct. The l; introduces the 

infinitive. Underneath it has a pathah, because the hateph-pathah under the 

f causes the pathah part of that to shift under the l. “To do your will…” 

NOcr! is the noun meaning “will,” and notice the pronominal suffix j~, 
second masculine singular. “To do your will, my God . . .” Myhi|x< 
becomes yha|x<. The y a is a pronominal suffix, first person singular, used 

with a plural noun. The plurality here again constantly anticipates the reality 
of the Blessed Trinity that is revealed progressively through sacred scripture. 

yTic;pA5HA is a Qal perfect, first person singular, from the root CpH. “. . . I 

have desired . . .”   
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:yfA%me j`OtB; j~t;r!Otv4 

Notice the v4 here, the conjunction. hr!Ot is the noun, feminine singular, 

meaning “instruction” or “law.” It is in construct with the pronominal suffix, 

second masculine singular, j~. We have the t here in this final h noun 

hr!OT becoming tr!OT in construct with j~. “. . . your Torah is in . . .” The 

B; in j̀OtB; is the preposition “in,” and j̀Ot is the noun “midst,” followed 

by yfA%me. “. . . in the midst of my inner being.” yfA%me is from hf,me, 
meaning “bowels” or “inward parts.” The y a is a pronominal suffix, first 

person singular, that is put on a plural noun.  

3.4 Translation 

“To do your will, my God, I have desired; and your instruction is in the 
midst of my inner being.”  

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

What is written in the scroll is the desire for me to obey You, or the 
exhortation for me to obey You, and that is exactly what I have come to do. 
“To do Your will, my God, is what I have desired.” It is written in the Torah 
that this is what You have called those who follow You to do.  

 
“Your Torah is in the midst of my inner being,” that is, I have written it in 
my heart, I have heard it, and I want to do it. That is what you want instead 
of simply religious worship. You want my obedience. Then the sacrifice and 
offering have meaning.  

 
That is the immediate or first context or what we would call the peshat, the 
literal, first meaning of the text. However, as we look at this through the 
eyes of the New Testament, and specifically the eyes of the writer of the 
book of Hebrews, led by the pen of divine inspiration, he teaches us that this 
can have a deeper meaning. It can point to Jesus Christ through the use of 
what we call darash or midrash. Remember midrash is commentary, in 
which in Hebrew thought often a text is taken, and different phrases from the 
text act like nails; they state a particular thought and from this a comment 
then is made, hence fastening into the minds of the hearer or reader an 
application. I believe that this is what the writer of Hebrews is doing, 
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applying this passage by way of midrash, by way of commentary, to Jesus 
Christ.  

 
Notice in chapter ten of the book of Hebrews, he is talking about the final 
sacrifice of Christ, and in verse four, he says, “For it is impossible for the 
blood of bulls and goats to take away sins. Wherefore coming into the world, 
he says…” In other words, Jesus Christ, by coming into the world in the 
Incarnation, is making a statement. The statement then is this whole passage, 
“Sacrifice and offering you have not desired, but a body you have prepared 
for me. Whole burnt offering and offering concerning sin you did not desire. 
Then I said, ‘Behold I come, in the scroll of the book it is written concerning 
me, to do your will, O God.’”  

 
When we look at this text, it is a quote from the Septuagint. The phrase “but 
a body you have prepared for me,” is taken, I believe, to look at the 
Incarnation of Jesus Christ, the final sacrifice for sins. As we look at the 
Septuagint, the phrase “my ears you have pierced (or opened)” is translated 

from the Hebrew as “a body you have prepared for me.” Hence, yl.i5 tAr96KA 
My9n1z4xA in the Septuagint is sw/ma de. kathrti,sw moi. I believe that what the 

Septuagint translators were probably saying here is that if the ears are open 
to hear the Lord, then the body of the Psalmist will be dedicated to doing His 
will. It is a translation capturing the meaning of what happens when the ears 
have been opened and when God’s word has been allowed to get into the 
heart, then the body of that Psalmist is prepared to do the will of God. 
Applying this now to Jesus Christ, by taking upon Himself His humanity, 
the body of Jesus Christ in the Incarnation, is prepared to do the will of the 
Father, that is, to bring the final sacrifice for sin.  
 
After this text is quoted in full, the writer of Hebrews begins to apply it and, 
as it were, nails down the meaning of the text in relationship to the final 
sacrifice of Christ. He says in verse eight, “Wherefore saying that sacrifice 
and offering and whole burnt offering and offering concerning sin you have 
not desired nor taken pleasure in…” Then he gives the commentary. 
“…which are being offered according to the Law.” Therefore religious 
worship, if it is simply being offered according to the Law, which is the 
sacrificial system, has become irrelevant. It is not what God desires. Then, 
the writer of Hebrews goes on to say, “Behold, I have come to do your will.” 
He then applies what Christ has fulfilled in becoming the final sacrifice for 
sins. As a result of His willingness to do the Father’s will, the writer of 
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Hebrews says, “…he is taking away the first…” That is the old covenant that 
was based upon animal sacrifice. “…in order that he might establish the 
second…” That is the new covenant, based upon the finality of the sacrifice 
of Jesus Christ. Then he concludes by saying, “…by which will…” (the will 
of Christ to become this final sacrifice for sins) “…we have been sanctified 
(or set apart) through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all.” 
In other words, by the will of Christ to carry out and culminate the new 
covenant, and hence to bring an end to the old, it is through the offering of 
the body of Christ once for all that we now have been set apart, and that the 
Old Testament sacrificial system has been brought to an end. 
 
There is quite a parallelism in the two texts, in comparing Psalm 40 with 
Hebrews 10. In the one case, to simply offer sacrifices and offerings without 
an obedient heart is meaningless to God. As we come now to the New 
Testament, since Jesus Christ has done away with the sacrificial system, to 
go back and to offer sacrifices of animals and meal offerings under the old 
covenant is meaningless religious ritual to God. Now in Jesus Christ and by 
His obedience, He has established once for all an end to the Old Testament 
sacrificial system, and brought in the final sacrifice once for all by which we 
now have been set apart by our faith in Jesus Christ. 
 
This is a tremendous text that is used by the writer of Hebrews through the 
pen of divine inspiration to teach us and to show us that by the will of Christ 
to take upon Himself our human nature and yet without sin as the God-man, 
God in the flesh, perfect humanity, fully God, He becomes the final sacrifice 
for all time, fulfilling what the Old Testament was simply a shadow of under 
the old covenant. Hence now, through this new covenant final sacrifice, we 
are set apart once and for all, with a permanent, finished sacrifice of Jesus 
Christ, replacing completely the old covenant that was a mere shadow of the 
new.  
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PSALM 45: 7-8 - THE ETERNAL THRONE OF MESSIAH  

INTRODUCTION  

The next great Messianic text is Psalm 45.  

It is the Psalm that deals with the wedding day of a king, and it becomes a type or a 
pointer to Jesus Christ, the Messiah.  

As we look at this great text, the Psalmist is talking about the king and his throne 
and why he is so highly elevated. We pick that up in verse seven.  
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 45:7 
1:1 Text 

Fb,w26 rwoymi Fb,w26 df5,v! MlAOf Myhi|x< j~x3s;Ki 
 

:j~t@%Ukl;ma  
1.2 Vocabulary 

 xse>Ki    Noun   “throne” 

 MlAOf   Noun   “eternity, antiquity” 

 dfa    Noun   “eternity, perpetuity” 

 Fb,w26   Noun   “scepter, rod” 

 rwoymi   Noun   “equity, fairness” 

 tUkl;ma   Noun   “kingdom” 

1.3 Grammar 

df5,v! MlAOf Myhi|x< j~x3s;Ki 
 

“Your throne, O God, is forever and ever . . .” The noun xse>Ki means 

“throne,” and it is followed by j~, the pronominal suffix, second masculine 

singular. “Your throne, O mighty one, is forever . . .” MlAOf is a noun 

meaning “forever.” “. . . and ever . . .” dfa is another noun meaning 

“forever,” and v4 is the conjunction.   
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:j~t@%Ukl;ma Fb,w26 rwoymi Fb,w26 

“. . . the rod of equity is the rod of your kingdom.”  Fb,w26 is a noun, 

masculine singular, and it is in construct with rwoymi, meaning “equity” or 

“fairness.” “. . . the scepter of equity is the scepter. . .” Note the repetition of 

the noun again. “. . . is the scepter of your kingdom.” tUkl;ma is the noun 

meaning “kingdom,” and j~ is your pronominal suffix, second masculine 
singular.  

1.4 Translation 

“Your throne, O God, is forever and ever; the scepter of equity is the scepter 
of your kingdom.”  

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

The word Myhi|x< means “God,” and it is used in Hebrew Bible to refer 

occasionally to human judges or human leaders, such as a king, showing the 
power, the greatness, the exaltation of this king as a ruler over others. At one 
level it can have that meaning. “Your throne, O God, is eternal…” It is 
eternal at one level in the sense that it is perpetual. It is also eternal, going 
back to the Abrahamic covenant, in that it will have no end. 
 
What is interesting about this part of the verse is that the writer of Hebrews 
quotes this very phrase, but applies it to the divinity of Jesus Christ, because 
Jesus Christ is God, who will reign upon David’s throne forever. As we look 
at Hebrews chapter ten, it says, “Your throne, O God, is forever and ever…” 

He did not say this to angels, who are sometimes called Myhi|x<, but He 

said this to the Son. The writer of Hebrews is applying this Messianicly. It is 
being applied to Jesus Christ, who, unlike the human king who is highly 
elevated, the writer of Hebrews is pointing out that this is the Son who is 
‘very God,’ who is fully divine. It is showing His deity in contrast to angels.  
 
This is very clear, because in verse ten, he will quote Psalm 102, which 
begins, “From all eternity, O Lord, you have laid the foundation of the 
earth. The heavens are the works of Your hand. They shall perish, but You 
shall abide. And all of them as a garment shall wax old, and as a scroll You 
shall roll them up. And as a garment they shall be changed, but You are and 
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Your years shall fail not.” So all of them as a garment shall wax old, and as 
a scroll You shall roll them up, and as a garment they shall be changed, but 
You are eternal, and Your years fail not. This is clearly a quote from Psalm 
102, and it is linked here together with this text in Psalm 45, showing the 
divinity and the eternality of Jesus Christ. What was spoken of in Psalm 102 
of Yahweh is now being applied, over the board, so to speak, to Jesus Christ 
as Lord, as divine. When the writer of Hebrews quotes Psalm 45 in 
conjunction with Psalm 102, which is clearly speaking of Yahweh, we are 

seeing in this connection that Jesus Christ is the ultimate Myhi|x< of Psalm 

45, which means in this context that He is fully divine. It is looking at His 
divinity.  
 
There is a double meaning in Psalm 45. The first level is looking at a king of 
high stature, but its ultimate meaning is looking at Jesus Christ, who is 

Myhi|x<, who is God.  
 
The text is saying that the king here is one whose kingdom is equitous or 
fair. Certainly the ultimate kingdom that is going to be equitous is that of 

Jesus Christ, H1ywim>Aha, the Messiah.  
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 45:8 
2:1 Text 

Myhi|x< j~H3wAm; N Ke-lfa fwar@8 xn!W;Tiv1 qd,cZ, TAb;ha6xA 
     

    :j~yr@&beH3me NOWWA N m,w,6 j~yh,|x<  
2.2 Vocabulary 

 bhx    Verb   “to love” 

 xnW    Verb   “to hate” 

 fwar@8    Noun   “wickedness” 

 Hwm    Verb   “to anoint” 

 Nm,w,6    Noun   “oil” 

 NOWWA   Noun   “gladness, joy” 

 rbeHA    Noun   “contemporary, peer” 

2.3 Grammar 

fwar@8 xn!W;Tiv1 qd,cZ, TAb;ha6xA 
 
 “You have loved righteousness and hated lawlessness [or  

wickedness] . . .” Notice TAb;ha6xA is a Qal perfect, second masculine 

singular, from bhaxA, “to love.” qd,cZ, is a noun meaning “righteousness.” 

“You have loved righteousness and you have hated . . .”  xnW is the verb 

meaning “to hate,” and this is a Qal imperfect, second masculine singular, 

from the root xnW, “to hate.” Notice the final qames instead of a pathah 

because of the x. It prefers the qames in this final aleph verb. “. . . you 

have hated wickedness.” fwar@8 is a noun meaning “wickedness.”  
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:j~yr@&beH3m e NOWWA Nm,w,6 j~yh,|x< Myhi|x< j~H3w Am; NKe-lfa 

  N Ke-lfa is a conjunction that means “wherefore” or “therefore.”  

“. . . therefore God has anointed you, your God, with the oil of gladness 

above your contemporaries.” Notice j~H3wAm; means “to anoint.” It is a Qal 

perfect, third masculine singular, from the root Hwm. The j~ is your 

pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. The H takes a composite 
shewa to connect with the final suffix. “. . . God has anointed you . . .” By 

the way, this is where we get the word H1ywimA, God’s “anointed,” looking 

from David to the ultimate H1ywimA, which is Jesus Christ our Lord. 

Myhi|x< is the noun referring to “God,” and j~yh,|x< is “your God.” 

Myhi|x< is repeated, except here the noun is in construct with j~, 
pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. “. . . God, your God, has 

anointed you with the oil . . .” Notice Nm,w,6 is the noun singular for “oil,” in 

construct with NOWWA. “. . . with the oil of gladness [or joy] . . .” It is 

followed by the preposition Nmi here. The n has dropped out, because the H, 

being a guttural, could not take a doubling, and hence we have the usual 

compensatory lengthening of the sere under the m. It is a comparative use of 

the Nmi here. “. . . more than [or above] your contemporaries [or your 

peers].” Notice rbeHA is the noun meaning “friend.” It is a plural. Notice the 

j~ here is a pronominal suffix, second masculine singular.  

2.4 Translation 

“You have loved righteousness and hated wickedness, therefore God, your 
God, has anointed you with the oil of gladness above your contemporaries.”  
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2.5 Application/Interpretation  

Certainly the king that is having his wedding day celebrated loved 
righteousness and hated wickedness. But ultimately its final fulfillment is 
Jesus, who is the one who loves righteousness so much that He was willing 
to become that righteous sacrifice on our behalf, and He hates wickedness 
and was willing to remove it through His own death upon Calvary.  
 
The text is saying that “God, your God,” to King David, “has anointed you 
with the oil of gladness or joy above your contemporaries or above your 
peers, because you have loved righteousness and hated wickedness.” The 
ultimate application is to the Lord Jesus, as we have seen in the book of 

Hebrews. God the Father has anointed God the Son, Myhi|x<, in verse 

seven, with the oil of gladness that is beyond His peers. In other words, He 

is the final king of all kings. He is the MykilAm; j`l,m6,, the Myn9dox3hA 
yn2dox3, the King of kings and Lord of lords, as the God-man who reigns 
forever, having an eternal throne, according to the writer of Hebrews. At the 
right hand of God the Father, God the Son reigns as the eternal King on His 
eternal throne.  
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PSALM 46 - A MIGHTY FORTRESS IS OUR GOD 

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 46 is a classic Psalm that pictures the Lord as a stronghold to His people. 
Even though the earth change and the mountains be moved into the heart of the 
seas, God’s protection is pictured as a river and a high tower.  In the New 
Testament Jesus Christ has promised never to leave or forsake his saints and He is 
with His people always and that nothing can separate us from the love of Christ. 
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Lesson 1: Psalm 46: 1 

1.1 Text 

:Rywi  tOmlAfE-lfa  Hraqo-yneb4li  H1cZen0am4la 
1.2 Vocabulary 

Hcn    Verb   “to be preeminent” 

Rywi    Noun   “psalm” 

1.3 Grammar 

 Hraqo-yneb4li H1cZenam4la 

 The inseparable preposition of la indicates a definite article. This is followed 

 by the participle H1cZenam4 from Hcn meaning “the preeminent one” or “to be 

 preeminent.”  It is a Piel participle masculine singular from Hcn. Notice the 

 m gives it away as a participial form. Underneath the m we have a shewa 

 followed by a pathah, which is the vowel pattern not only of the Piel 

 imperfect but also the participle.  In a participle, you simply add a m instead 

 of one of the pronominal prefixes.  Notice also you have the doubling of the 

 middle radical c which indicates again that this is a piel stem. 

 Hraqo-yneb4li can be translated “to the sons of Korah,” or we could translate 

 it as “belonging to the songs of Korah.”  The sons of Korah are perhaps 
 those who had a hand in the writing of the psalm. Notice again the 

 inseparable lamed, the preposition “to” or “belonging to.”  yneb4 is from vBe 
 meaning “son,” or MynibA which is the plural “sons.” When the plural MynibA 
 is in construct it becomes yneb4. Notice the s[ere-yod indicates that we’re 

 looking at a plural masculine noun in construct with the word Hraqo which is 
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 simply the name of Korah. In translation we see two nouns in construct 
 rendered “belonging to the sons of Korah.” 

 tOmlAfE-lfa  

 lfa is a preposition meaning upon. tOmlAfE is a plural feminine noun, and 

 we’re not exactly sure the meaning of it. MlAfE has the idea of ascending or 

 going up, so it may refer to musical instruments that have an ascending 
 sound or a high pitched tone. We’re not exactly sure whether this is a 
 musical instrument, but that is a possible idea of the meaning of the noun. 

 The noun Rywi simply means “psalm.”  

1.4 Translation 

 “For the leader, to the sons of Korah, upon the alamoth, a psalm.”  

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

 Psalm 46 is one of the great classic psalms of the Psalter. Martin Luther 
 found this psalm to be very moving to him as he wrote the great hymn “A 
 Mighty Fortress.” The psalm talks about God as a stronghold. Many believe 
 it is a community song concerning the nation Israel and God’s protection of 
 Israel as her stronghold. The context in terms of the background varies 
 according to different interpreters. Some believe that it refers to the time 
 with Sennacherib when the Assyrian people invaded Jerusalem. God 
 intervened and 185,000 Assyrians were judged by the Angel of the Lord.  
 Isaiah speaks of this in Isaiah 36-39. Others believe that this is a psalm that 
 points to the messianic days with the coming of the Messiah. As we read this 
 psalm as believers in Jesus Christ we can certainly say that in Jesus Christ 
 we have a stronghold – a place where we can go for refuge and strength. 
 Jesus is certainly a very present help to us in times of trouble and distress. 
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Lesson 2: Psalm 46: 2 

2.1 Text 

tOrcAb4  hrAz4f,  zfovA  hs,HEma  UnlA  Myhilox< 
       :dxom 4  xcAm4ni 
2.2 Vocabulary 

 Myhilox<     Noun   “God” 

 hs,HEma     Noun   “refuge” 

 zfo      Noun   “strength” 

 hrAz4f,     Noun   “help” 

 hrAcA     Noun   “strait” 

 xcm     Verb   “to find” 

 dxom4     Adverb  “exceedingly” 

2.3 Grammar 

 zfovA hs,HEma UnlA Myhilox< 

 Myhilox< is one of the key words in the Hebrew Bible for the name of God. 

 We see it in Genesis 1.  It looks at God’s strength and His power.  It is in the 
 plural, which I understand to be not only a plural of majesty but pointing to 
 the reality of the Triune God of the Trinity, seen through the lenses of 

 progressive revelation. So, God is literally for us or to us. Notice that UnlA 
 has the lamed as an inseparable preposition, and then the first common 

 plural suffix. UnlA means “to us” or “for us.” 

 hs,HEma is a feminine noun that means “refuge,” a place that one goes in the 

 time of storm.  God is for us a refuge. 
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 Notice the waw is the conjunction followed by the noun zfo meaning 

 “strength.”  God is a refuge and strength to us. 

 tOrcAb4 hrAz4f, 

 Notice hrAz4f, is again a noun meaning “a help.” It is a feminine noun with 

 the h A ending, which often indicates a feminine noun. tOrcAb4 means “in 

 straits.” The b here is an inseparable preposition meaning “in.” tOrcA is 

 the noun from hrAcA meaning a strait or a narrow, confined place. Notice the 

 tO is the feminine plural ending of this noun. And so, God is a help in 

 straits, in narrow types of situations of affliction or trouble when one seems 
 penned in or squeezed in. 

 dxom4 xcAm4ni 

 xcAm4ni is translated as “is found.” xcAm 4ni is a Niphal perfect 3rd person 

 masculine singular from the root xcm. The n prefix gives it away as a 
 Niphal, which is the passive stem of the Qal. Notice that this is a lamed 

 aleph verb, which means that the x has a quiescent quality about it so it 

 does not close the syllable. Because of that, there is compensatory 

 lengthening from what would be a pathah to a qames[. dxom4 is an adverb 

 meaning exceedingly. “God’s help is found exceedingly.” 

2.4 Translation 

 “God is for us a refuge and a strength. A help in straits, He is found 
 exceedingly.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

 The beautiful thought that the psalmist is expressing in this verse is that our 
 God is a place of refuge. Not only that but He is a strength as well. He is a 
 help in straits that is exceedingly found. He can be found; He is there in the 
 midst of all of the struggles, not only of the nation of Israel whether they are 
 under Sennacherib or at some other time. But for believers in Jesus Christ, it 
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 is wonderful to know that in Christ we have a refuge that nothing can ever 
 sever us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. 
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Lesson 3: Psalm 46: 3 

3.1 Text 

Fmob4U  Cr,xA  rymihAb4.  xrAyni-xlo  Nk>e-lfa 
:Mymi>ya bleb4. MyrihA 

 
3.2 Vocabulary 

Nk>e-lfa    Conjunction   “therefore” 

xry     Verb    “to fear” 

rOm     Verb    “to change” 

Cr,x@,     Noun    “earth” 

FOm     Verb    “to shake” 

rha     Noun    “mountain” 

ble     Noun    “heart” 

Mymi>ya    Noun    “seas” 

3.3 Grammar 

xrAyni-xlo Nk>e-lfa 
Nk>e-lfa is a conjunction, together rendered “therefore.” Literally, “on 

account of thus.” Hence we would render it “therefore.” xlo is a negative 

particle meaning “not,” followed by the verb xrAyni. xrAyni is a Qal 

imperfect first common plural, from the root xry, to fear.  Notice the n 
gives it away as a first common plural form “we.” It is a pe yod root and also 
a lamed aleph verb, so it is a doubly weak verb.  It is interesting here that 
historically the consonantal yod becomes here a vowel, the hireq yod with 
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the hireq under the nun. So what historically could have been xrAy4ni with 

the shewa under the yod, the shewa drops out and we end up with a hireq 
yod vowel in this verb.  Notice that the aleph, being quiescent, takes a long 

qames[ preceding it.  The x prefers the a-class vowel, and it is lengthened 

because of its quiescence, hence not closing the syllable we then compensate 
by moving from a pathah to a qames[.  This is translated “we will not fear.” 

Cr,xA rymihAb4. 

Literally, this can be translated “in the changing of the earth.” Notice the b4. 
here is the inseparable preposition “in,” followed by the hiphil infinitive 

construct from a bi-radical root rOm. Notice as we look at this form that the 

h gives it away as a hiphil and is followed by the a-i vowel pattern.  It is a 

hiphil infinitive that is now in construct with Cr,xA. So, “in the changing” 

or “in the altering” “of the earth.” Cr,xA is just the noun “earth,” from the 

noun Cr,x@. Since it is in pause, the first seghol under the aleph lengthens to 
a qames and the accent is pushed back to the first position here with the 
lengthened vowel.  We might then translate this phrase, “Even though the 
earth is caused to change.” 

MyrihA F mob4U 

U is a conjunction. Notice that the b4v4 historically changes to U in the context 

of two labials with two shewas, and so we have the sureq as the conjunction 

here. The b4. here is the inseparable preposition “in,” followed then by the 

verb FOm meaning literally “to shake” or “to totter.”  “Although the 

mountains shake” or “in the shaking of the mountains.” Fmo is a qal 

infinitive construct with the inseparable preposition b4 and a bi-radical root.  

It is followed then by the plural noun MyrihA. Notice rha is the word for 

mountain, with the masculine plural ending. In the shaking of the mountains, 
we are looking here at an earthquake. 
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Mymi>ya bleb4. 

The b4. is the inseparable preposition “in” followed by two nouns in 

construct – ble meaning “heart” and Mymi>ya meaning “the seas.” We must 

supply “of” before Mymi>ya similar to the genitive case in Greek. Mymi>ya is a 

masculine plural noun with the My i ending.  The singular is Mya meaning 

sea.  When we add the plural we double the m with the daghesh forte. 

3.4 Translation 

“Therefore we will not fear in the changing of the earth, in the shaking of 
the mountains into the heart of the seas.” 

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

No matter what happens, the Psalmist is saying, we will not fear. Though 
there be earthquakes, nature changing, and even though the mountains 
would be placed into the heart of the sea, even though the worst thing 
imaginable happens, we will not fear because God is our refuge and 
strength. What an assurance we have in Jesus Christ who has promised never 
to leave us nor forsake us but to always be with us no matter what happens. 
Paul could say in his last epistle 2 Timothy 4 that even though all forsake 
me, Jesus stood with me. 
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Lesson 4: Psalm 46: 4 

4.1 Text 

OtvAx3gaB4  MyrihA-Uwf3r4yi  vymAyme  Urm4H4y@  Um h<y@ 
   :hlAs@  

 
4.2 Vocabulary 

hmh    Verb   “to roar” 

rmh    Verb   “to foam” 

wfr    Verb   “to shake” 

hv!x3G1   Noun   “swelling” 
4.3 Grammar 

vymAyme Urm4H4y@ Umh<y@ 
There is a “though” or an “although” understood here, as a continuation of 

the previous verse’s translation.  We translate Umh<y@ as “they roar.”  The 

root is hmh meaning to roar in a tempestuous way, speaking of the waters 

from verse 3. This is a qal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from hmh. Notice 

that it is a lamed he verb and the final he has elided or dropped out.  Notice 

that under the h here we have a hurried or hateph seghol that then shifts 

under the yod, which causes the seghol to appear under the yod.  The final h 

elides so we just have the U representing the 3rd common plural suffix. This 
is looking no doubt at the swelling of the waters again in a flood or a 
tempestuous type of picture. 

Urm4H4y@ is the qal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from rmh, “to foam” or 

“to foam up.” This is followed then by the noun vymAyme. This is from Myima, 
which means waters. Notice here we have a plural in construct with the 
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pronominal suffix vy A, so vymAyme goes back to an original ymAyme in 

construct with the v. This indicates a plural masculine noun in construct with 

the 3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix. Notice the yod after the second 

m followed by the v is the common ending of a plural noun when we add a 

pronominal suffix.  That yod will be constant throughout, because in the 
plural form we had historically a sere-yod changing to a long qames under 

the second m. 

MyrihA-Uwf3r4yi 
Uwf3r4yi comes from the root wfr meaning to shake. Notice the yod prefix 
indicates that we’re looking at a qal imperfect 3rd masculine plural from 

wfr, “to shake.” This is followed by the noun mountains as we saw above 

in verse 3, from rha the singular put into the plural with the My i masculine 

plural ending. 

OtvAx3gaB4 

B4 is the inseparable preposition “in,” followed by OtvAx3ga. hv!x3G1 means 
“that which is swelling” or “a swelling.” It is followed then by the 3rd 

masculine singular pronominal suffix O. The word is hv!x3G1 and in construct 

it becomes tvAx3ga and then you add the O pronominal suffix. 

4.4 Translation 

“[Though] its waters roar and foam, although the mountains shake in its the 
swelling. Selah.” 

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

This is simply a repetition of what has been said in verse 3. Though the 
waters roar and foam like the roaring and foaming of a tempestuous sea and 
though the mountains shake because of its swelling, looks at an earthquake.  
Even though all of this happens again, the Psalmist is saying we are secure 
because God is our refuge. No matter what happens, he wants to 
communicate the truth of a permanent refuge that is found in the Lord. 
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Lesson 5: Psalm 46: 5 

5.1 Text 

wdoq4  Myhilox$- ryfi  UHm>4Way4  vygAlAP4  rhAnA 
:NOyl4f@  yn2K4w4mi 

 
5.2 Vocabulary 

rhAnA    Noun   “river” 

gl@P@    Noun   “stream” 

hmW    Verb   “to be happy” 

ryfi    Noun   “city” 

wdoq4    Noun   “holy” or “holiness” 

NKAw4m i   Noun   “dwelling place” 
5.3 Grammar 

Myhilox$-ryfi UHm>4Way4 vygAlAP4 rhAnA 
rhAnA is a singular noun that simply means river. The imagery here is that of 

a calm, in contrast to the storm that was earlier in the text. vygAlAP4 comes 

from the noun gl@P@ meaning stream, and it is in the plural here galAP4 
becoming vygAlAP4 with the lengthening to a qames under the g, followed 

by the v which is a 3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix added to the 
plural noun in construct. This can be translated as its streams or its 
tributaries that cut through the land. 

UHm>4Way4 is a piel imperfect 3rd masculine singular verb from the root hmW, 
“to be happy.” Notice the piel stem is indicated by the shewa-pathah vowel 

pattern and the dagesh forte doubling the m, which is the middle radical. We 
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would render this verb as “rejoice” or “make glad.” ryfi is a noun meaning 

“city” in construct with Myhilox$, the proper name for God. “A river, its 

streams (or tributaries) make glad the city of God.” This is speaking of 
Jerusalem.  

NOyl4f@ yn2K4w4mi wdoq4 
Literally, this means “holiness of the dwelling places of the Most High.” 

wdoq4 is a noun that means “holy” or “holiness.” Here it is in construct with 

yn2K4w4mi. yn2K4w4mi comes from NKAw4mi, which means “dwelling place.” It 

was used to describe the tent of meeting in the book of Exodus.  The 
dwelling place spoken of here is the city of Jerusalem. What is striking here 
is that instead of the singular we have the plural noun here in construct with 

NOyl4f@, as indicated by the sere-yod in yn2K4w4mi. The word NOyl4f@ means 

“most high.” It is interesting that this word is first used in Genesis 14 where 
Melchizedek who was a king-priest of Jerusalem is a king-priest of God 

Most High, NOyl4f@ lxe. So, N Oyl4f@ looks at the elevated greatness of 

God. 

 

5.4 Translation 

“There is a river, its streams make glad the city of God, holiness of the 
dwelling places of the Most High.” 

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

After speaking of God as a refuge and strength, even in such a tumultuous 
time as earthquake and as the picture of the foaming seas, the Psalmist now 
contrasts that with a river that sends its waters into the city of Jerusalem and 
its tributaries provide fertility for the land. This is a sense of real joy in spite 
of all that is happening around them. So in this verse, the psalmist speaks of 
this wonderful river, contrasting it with the sea in its tumultuous activity. 
The dwelling place of the Most High no doubt refers to the city of 
Jerusalem. 

In this great verse, the Psalmist sees a river. Its tributaries make joyful the 
city of God, and God is like that river. His presence is a holiness that 
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permeates the dwelling places of the Most High, which could represent the 
temple and its courts and all of the places where God’s presence dwells. 

As we think about this great text, one is reminded of the New Jerusalem of 
Revelation 21-22, where there is a river that flows in the city of God from 
the throne of God. That river makes glad the inhabitants of that eternal city 
where we will be with the Lamb, with God the Father, the Holy Spirit, and 
all the saints throughout the ages.  That river will make glad that eternal city 
as it provides a constant life with the trees of life that go up and down each 
side of it. And so, what was historically a depiction of God’s presence with 
His people and the city of Jerusalem in a very difficult time can be applied to 
eternity as well as even to the church right now. In the midst of the people of 
God where He dwells, His presence and the presence of the Lord Jesus 
Christ is like a river that brings quietness to the soul, and its tributaries bring 
joy to our lives. 
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Lesson 6: Psalm 46: 6 

6.1 Text 

Myhilox$  hAr@z4f4y1  FOm>Ti-lBa  h>Bar4qiB4  Myhilox$ 
:rq@Bo  tOnp4li  

 

6.2 Vocabulary 

br@q@    Noun   “midst” 

Fvm    Verb   “to be moved” 

rzf    Verb   “to help” 

hnP    Verb   “to turn” 

rq@B o    Noun   “morning” 
6.3 Grammar 

h>Bar4qiB4 Myhilox$ 

Myhilox$ again is the proper noun for God. Notice the My i masculine 

plural ending, indicating the majesty of God and also looking through the 
eyes of progressive revelation at the Trinity – Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. It 
is interesting since God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit is 

in the midst of the church, she shall not be moved. Notice that h>Bar4qiB4 
contains the inseparable preposition B4 followed by h>Bar4qi, meaning “in the 

midst of her.”  br@q@ is a noun meaning “middle” or “midst,” and it is 

followed by the 3rd feminine singular pronominal suffix. Notice br@q@ is 

actually in construct with the pronominal suffix. br@q@ changes to Br4qi in 

construct with h a. So, “God is in her midst.” 
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FOm>Ti-lBa 

“She shall not be moved.” lBa is a negative particle, like xlo meaning not. 

FOm>Ti is from the root Fvm, meaning “to be moved.” Notice we have an i-

class = vowel followed by a holem-waw. We would parse this as a niphal 

imperfect 3rd feminine singular from Fvm, “to be moved.” Notice that the 

hireq is followed by a dagesh in the m which accounts for the n of the niphal 

stem that has assimilated. The n is assimilating into the m, causing the 

dageth forte. We might ask how the holem here in a niphal, when the niphal 
basically has an i-a vowel pattern? Historically, there would have been a 

vowel under the m, a qames, followed by the v of the root Fvm. When you 

have the combination of a qames and a waw, that changes to a long o. We 
could transcribe it in this way: an “a-w” becomes a long “o.” This is how 
this niphal stem ends up with the holem instead of an a-class vowel. 

Myhilox$ hAr@z4f4y1 

Notice hAr@z4f4y1 is from the root rzf, “to help.” It has a yod prefix, 

showing that we are looking at an imperfect. The a-class vowel under the y 

followed by an e-class vowel under the r, so according to the rules the a-i/a-

e vowel pattern indicates a hiphil. This is a hiphil imperfect 3rd masculine 

singular from the root rzf, followed by the 3rd feminine singular 

pronominal suffix hA attached to it. This suffix refers back to the city that 

God will help. “God will cause help to her.” 

rq@B o tOnp4li 

tOnp4li is a qal infinitive construct from the root hnP, “to turn.” Notice the 

l indicates an infinitive construct, followed by the tO ending. This is a 

lamed he verb. In hn2p4li the h drops out and we end up with tOnp4li with 

the t preceded by the O in this infinitival form. An infinitive is a verbal 
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noun. Here it is in construct with the noun rq@Bo, which is a masculine 

singular noun meaning “morning.” “God will help her at the turning of the 
morning.” A literal translation would be “to turn morning.” We would prefer 
to translate it “at the turning of the morning.” 

6.4 Translation 

“God is in her midst, she shall not be moved. God will help her at the 
turning of the morning.” 

6.5 Application/Interpretation  

It is interesting since God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit 
is in the midst of the church, she shall not be moved. 

The Lord says He is in the midst of the city of Jerusalem. She will not be 
moved because God will be there to help her through the night of affliction 
at the approach of day, or at the approach of dawn. It is striking that this is 
what happens in Isaiah 37. In the morning there were 185,000 Assyrians that 
were judged by the Lord and this of course brought a deliverance to 
Jerusalem. In the New Testament, it was in the morning that Jesus Christ 
arose from the dead that brings hope and deliverance to the city of God, the 
heavenly Jerusalem, and all who are citizens of that city as believers in Jesus 
Christ, knowing that the darkness of death has been conquered by the living 
Lord on the first day of Sabbath, early in the morning. 
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Lesson 7: Psalm 46: 7 

7.1 Text 

gUmTA OlOqB4 Ntan!  tOklAm4ma UFmA MyiOg UmhA 
:Cr@xA  

 
7.2 Vocabulary 

hmh    Verb   “to roar” 

yOG    Noun   “nation” 

hkAlAm4m   Noun   “kingdom” 

Ntn    Verb   “to give” 

lOq    Noun   “voice” 

gvm    Verb   “to melt” 
7.3 Grammar 

MyiOg UmhA 

UmhA is the qal perfect 3rd common plural from hm h meaning “to roar” or 

“to be in tumult.” Notice the final h in the lamed he verb has elided or 

dropped out. We simply have the sureq showing the 3rd common plural 

suffix. MyiOg is the masculine plural noun from yOG meaning “nations.” So, 

“nations were in tumult” or “nations roared” against the people of God. 

tOklAm4ma UFmA 

“Kingdoms were shaken.” UFmA is from the root FOm, a bi-consonantal 

root. In that root in the qal perfect, the v has disappeared and we basically 
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have two consonants, the m and the F, followed by the 3rd common plural 

suffix. Notice hkAlAm4ma, the singular for kingdom, becomes tOklAm4ma 
with the tO feminine plural ending. 

OlOqB4 Ntan! 

“He gave forth with his voice” or “he uttered with his voice.” Ntan! is the qal 

perfect 3rd masculine singular from Ntn, which is a pe nun verb but is 

regular here in the qal perfect. Literally, this means “he gave with his voice.” 

B4 is the inseparable preposition, followed by the noun lOq and the 3rd 

masculine singular pronominal suffix in the O. God is speaking here. 

Cr@xA gUmTA 

“The earth melts.” Notice gUmTA is the qal imperfect 3rd feminine singular 

from gvm, meaning “to melt.” Cr@xA is a feminine singular noun meaning 

“earth.” 

7.4 Translation 

“The nations were in tumult, kingdoms were shaken. He gave forth his voice, 
the earth melts.” 

7.5 Application/Interpretation  

The earth melts speaking of the whole world at the voice of the Lord in the 
fear of judgment that He is going to bring. This not only looks at protection 
in the past of Jerusalem, but again one is reminded of the voice of the Lord 
as He returns as King of Kings and Lord of Lords, the Lord Jesus Christ. In 
Revelation 19, He comes to judge the world and the nations are shaken at the 
return of Christ. As He speaks, He brings judgment with His Word. John 
pictures it symbolically as a sword coming out of His mouth, speaking of the 
divine judgment that His word would bring to the world when Jesus Christ 
returns. And so, even though the nations are in tumult as even Daniel speaks 
of the nations being likened to a sea in tumult, there is the rock cut out of the 
mountain without hands in Daniel 2 and the Son of Man in Daniel 7 both 
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being the same referring to Jesus Christ who will receive a kingdom and will 
bring final judgment to this world someday at His return. 
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Lesson 8: Psalm 46: 8 

8.1 Text 

yh2lox$  UnlA-bGAW4mi  Unm>Afi  tOxbAc4  hvAhy4 
:hlAs@ bqof3y1 

 
8.2 Vocabulary 

xbAcA     Noun   “host” 

bGAW4mi    Noun   “tower” 
8.3 Grammar 

Unm>Afi tOxbAc4 hvAhy4 
Notice the word hvhy coupled with the noun tOxbAc4 from xbAcA. Here 

we have the tO ending indicating a feminine plural noun. These are two 

nouns in construct, translated as “The Lord of hosts.” This becomes a title, 
indicating the Lord’s omnipotent power and sovereignty over all of the 
angelic hosts. He is the one who is with us.  

It is furthermore striking that He is with us – Unm>Afi. mfi is the preposition 

meaning “with” followed by Un Ai. The Un is the first common plural 
pronominal suffix. Literally it means “with us.”  

UnlA-bGAW4mi 
He is also called a tower, a high tower. It is significant that a tower, like a 
refuge, was a place of protection. This is a masculine singular noun, 

followed by the inseparable preposition in the l and the first common plural 

pronominal suffix in the Un, “A high tower for us.” 

bqof3y1 yh2lox$ 
“… is the God of Jacob.” 
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 yh2lox$ is from Myhilox$ and by knocking off the M  we end up with the 

sere-yod in the construct masculine plural form of a proper name for God. 

He is the God of Jacob, since yh2lox$ is in construct with bqof3y1. One is 

reminded in the Torah where God was especially with Jacob to protect him 
and to bless him as he had promised that he would make the name of 
Abraham great. We see this happening in Jacob and we see God’s blessing 

of Jacob and even the name change from bqof3y1 to lx2rAW4yi. And so the 

psalmist is no doubt thinking out of the Torah at this point in how the Lord 
became a high tower as it were to Jacob and rescued him from all the 
problems that he was going through with his uncle Laban and all the things 
that he was facing, and God blessed him. So the psalmist wants us to know 
that the same God of Jacob is with us and we as believers in Christ can 
understand that in the theophany of the wrestling match with Jacob in 
Genesis 32 and the blessing that occurred that it was God who was wrestling 
with Jacob in the second person of the holy Trinity in a pre-incarnate 
theophany and he blessed Jacob. It is Jesus Christ who has blessed us in His 
death and resurrection and the glorious understanding that He is always with 
us, even unto the end of the age. 

8.4 Translation 

“The Lord of hosts is with us, a high tower for us is the God of Jacob. 
Selah.” 

8.5 Application/Interpretation  

The word Lord or hvhy looks at the eternality of God. In Exodus 3, Moses 

says, “Whom do I tell them has sent me?” and the text says, “Tell them: 

hy@h4x@ rw@x3 hy@h4x@” which means ‘I am that which I am’ has sent me.” 

This is from the same root hyh, meaning “to be.” The proper name here is a 

verb, and it is looking at the eternality of Yahweh. He is the one who is, who 
is eternal. It is striking that in John 8, Jesus used the same title and applied it 
to himself when he says, “Before Abraham was, I am.” What a beautiful 
picture here in that the Lord of host is with us, the eternal Yahweh, and the 
eternal second person of the Trinity, Jesus Christ, is with His church today, 
the people of God. I am reminded of Romans 8 that nothing can ever 
separate us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus. 
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The Lord of hosts being with us reminds us of Isaiah 7 where it says, 
“Behold a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and this son’s name will be 
called Emmanuel, God with us.” What Isaiah saw there has its ultimate 
reality in Jesus Christ who is literally God with us. It was Jesus again who 
would say in Matthew 28, Lo I am with you always, even to the end of the 
age. So go and preach and disciple all nations, knowing that I am with you – 

Unm>Afi. And knowing that all power Jesus says is given to me in heaven and 

upon earth (28: 18). Jesus Christ shares this title tOxbAc4 hvAhy4, the Lord 

of hosts. Someday He will return as King of all kings and Lord of all Lords, 

but it is joyful to know that He is Unm>Afi, with us, as His people the church. 
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Lesson 9: Psalm 46: 9 

9.1 Text 

tOm>wa  MW#-rW@x3  hvAhy4  tOlf3p4m i  UzH3-Ukl4 
:Cr@xABA  

 
9.2 Vocabulary 

jlh    Verb   “to come” 

hzh    Verb   “to see” 

hlAfAp4mi   Noun   “deed” or “work” 

MyW    Verb   “to place” 

hmAwa    Noun   “desolation” 
9.3 Grammar 

UzH3-Ukl4 

As we look at this great text, the Psalmist says, “Come see.” Ukl4 is from 

the root jlh and it is a qal imperative second masculine plural from jlh. 

Notice the h has dropped out and we just have Ukl4 in this imperatival 

form. UzH3 is from the root hzh, a lamed he verb. Again here the final he 

has elided and we have another qal imperative second masculine plural from 

hzh. 

hvAhy4 tOlf3p4mi 

tOlf3p4m i is from the noun hlAfAp4m i which means “a deed” or “a work.” 

Notice the tO is added to this feminine noun making it plural and is 

rendered “works.” “Come see the works of the Lord.” Notice that this 
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feminine plural noun is in construct with the Tetragrammaton hvhy. The 

Psalmist wants all to come and observe the great works of deliverance that 
the Lord has wrought. 

Cr@xABA tOm>wa MWA-rW@x3 

“…who has placed desolations in the earth.” rW@x3 is a relative pronoun 

rendered “who” here. MWA is a qal perfect 3rd masculine singular verb from 

the biradical root MyW.  The yod drops out in this perfect form leaving the 

verb MWA. 

tOm>wa is from hmAwa meaning “waste” or “desolation.” Again with the tO 

we’re looking at a feminine plural noun, meaning “desolations.” b4 is an 

inseparable preposition meaning “in.” Notice the qames under the b is 

indicative of the definite article “the.” The pathah has changed to a qames in 

compensatory lengthening since there could not be a dagesh in the x and the 

l of the historic lh has elided.  Cr@xA is from the noun Cr@x@ which 

means “earth.” It is a masculine singular noun. Here since is it in pause 
before the end of the verse, the accent moves back to the next to the last 
syllable and the seghol is lengthened to a qames in this position. 

9.4 Translation 

“Come see the works of the Lord who has placed desolations in the earth.” 

9.5 Application/Interpretation  

In light of the great assurance of the God of Jacob being our high tower, the 
Psalmist then wants his readers to observe the great works of the Lord, the 
judgment He brings upon the earth, and the beautiful peace that follows. 

The picture here is that of the Lord judging the earth and all of its evil and 
bringing in the picture of verse 10, which is worldwide peace and shalom. 
When Christ returns as the final king, there will be no more destruction and 
no more hurting on this earth, but there will be absolute peace throughout 
the ceaseless ages of eternity. This psalm anticipates that great moment of 
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the return of the Lord who will do these wonderful works which have 
already been seen in the death and resurrection and kingship of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. 
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Lesson 10: Psalm 46: 10 

10.1 Text 

tw@q@  Cr@xAhA  hceq4-dfa  tOmHAl4mi  tyBiw4ma 
:wxeBA JroW4yi  tOlgAf3  tyniH3 CcZe.qiv4 rBeway4 

 
10.2 Vocabulary 

tBw     Verb   “to cease” 

hmAHAl4mi    Noun   “war” 

Hc@qA     Noun   “end” 

tw@q@     Noun   “bow” 

rBw     Verb   “to break” 

Ccq     Verb   “to cut in two” 

tyniH3     Noun   “spear” 

hlAgAf3    Noun   “chariot” 

JrW     Verb   “to burn” 

wx2     Noun   “fire” 

10.3 Grammar 

tOmHAl4mi tyBiw4ma 
tyBiw4ma is a masculine singular hiphil participle from tBw. Notice the 

a/i vowel pattern and the m. The m indicates the participial form, and the a/i 

vowel pattern indicates the hiphil stem. “He causes to cease…” tOm HAl4mi 
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is a feminine plural noun from hmAHAl4mi. Notice the tO ending gives it 

away as a feminine plural. “He causes to cease wars…” 

Cr@xAhA hceq4-dfa 

Here we have the preposition dfa followed by hceq4 and Cr@xAhA, two 

nouns in construct. “Unto the end of the earth.” hceq4 is a noun meaning 

“end.” Hc@qA changes to hceq4 in construct with Cr@xAhA. Cr@xAhA is just the 

noun Cr@xA meaning earth with the definite article hA. With the long a-class 

vowel under the h, we are definitely looking at a vowel that has been 

lengthened.  The l historically in the article lha elided or dropped out 

because the x could not take a dagesh forte for doubling. Thus we have 

compensatory lengthening from the pathah to the qames under the definite 
article. “… unto the end of the earth.” He causes wars to cease to the end of 
the earth, meaning worldwide. We are looking at a time of worldwide peace 
that will come when Jesus Christ returns as the ruler and final king. 

rBeway4 tw@q@ 

tw@q@ is a masculine singular noun simply meaning “bow,” followed by the 

verb rBeway4 which is a piel imperfect third masculine singular from rB w 

meaning “to break” though here meaning “to shatter.” Notice the shewa-
pathah vowel pattern and the doubling of the middle radical tells us that 
we’re looking at an imperfect piel stem. “He will shatter the bow.” This 
means all bows, since a collective singular is used here. 

tyniH3 CcZe.qiv4 

CcZe.qi is a verb meaning “to cut in two.” Notice it is a piel perfect 3rd 

masculine singular from Ccq. We have the i/sere vowel pattern and the 

doubling of the c giving it away as a piel form. Also we have a waw 

consecutive or a waw conversive here. This changes the perfect verb to a 
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future tense. tyniH3 is a noun that means “spear.” All of the instruments of 

war and violence will be brought to a permanent end by our Lord Jesus 
Christ. “He will shatter the bow and he will cut asunder the spear…” 

wxeBA JroW4yi tOlgAf3 

tOlgAf3 is from the word hlAgAf3 which usually means “wagon,” but in this 

context I believe that it is fair to translate it as “chariot.” JroW4yi is from the 

root JrW which means “to burn.” It is a qal imperfect 3rd masculine 

singular. w xeBA has an inseparable preposition BA with the a-class vowel 

indicating the definite article, followed by the noun w x2 meaning “fire.”  
“The chariots he will burn with fire.” 

10.4 Translation 

“He makes wars to cease and to the end of the earth he breaks the bow and 
he cuts in pieces the spear. The chariots he burns with fire.” 

10.5 Application/Interpretation 

The Psalmist goes on to show how following God’s judgment, the return of 
Christ in the New Testaments leads us to permanent, eternal peace 
worldwide. 

Here we have a picture of the permanent destruction of all war and violence 
that the Lord will bring. This will happen when Messiah, our Lord Jesus 
Christ, returns to bring worldwide peace to the world and to his people to 
enjoy forever and forever. In Isaiah 11: 6-9 and following, we have a further 
anticipation of this when Isaiah says that “the wolf shall dwell with the 
lamb. The leopard shall lie down with the kid, and the calf and the young 
lion and the fatling together, and a little child will lead them. And the cow 
and the bear shall feed together, their young shall lie down. The lion will eat 
straw like an ox, and the suckling child shall play over the whole of the 
poisonous and venomous asp or serpent.  They shall not hurt nor destroy in 
all of my holy mountain, for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the 
Lord as waters cover the sea.” 

As I look at this psalm, I believe Isaiah is anticipating the same great truth of 
worldwide shalom and wholeness when the Lord Jesus ultimately returns as 
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the reigning sovereign. In Revelation 11:15-16 “the kingdoms of the world 
have become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ, and he shall reign 
forever and forever.”  Then in the hymn that follows in verses 17-18, the 24 
elders who are before the throne of God and are sitting upon their thrones 
fell upon their faces and worshipped God saying, “We give thanks to you, O 
Lord Almighty, the one who is and the one who was because you have taken 
your great power and you have begun to reign. The nations were angry and 
your wrath has come. The time has come to judge the dead and to give the 
reward to your prophets, to your saints, and to those who fear your name, 
both small and great, and to destroy those who destroy the earth.”  Later 
John then will see in that new heaven and new earth, that New Jerusalem, 
where there will be perfect harmony and perfect peace as the saints and the 
servants of God will serve the Lamb and the Father forever and forever. We 
are told that in that day, there will be no more of the things that we have 
experienced in this world. For in that New Jerusalem, in that new heaven 
and new earth, John says in Revelation 21:8 that “the cowardly, the 
unbelievers, the vile, the murderers, the fornicators, sorcerers, idolaters, and 
all liars will have their part in the lake of fire and brimstone which burns as 
the second death. But those who have their faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and 
Savior will enter in to a new earth where all tears will be wiped away from 
their eyes. There will be no more death, no more pain, no more crying, no 
more sorrow because these former things have passed away (Revelation 
21:4).” 

And so, John like the psalmist and like Isaiah sees a future day when there 
will be no more hurt or injury or violence or evil, but there will be an 
unshakable kingdom as the writer of Hebrews speaks of in chapter 12 where 
the Lamb will reign in sovereignty with worldwide wholeness and peace that 
he brings and will reconcile all things to himself, whether in heaven or upon 
earth. All who then have faith in him as Lord and Savior will experience this 
throughout the ceaseless ages of eternity.  
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Lesson 11: Psalm 46: 11 

11.1 Text 

MyiOGBa MUrxA Myhilox$ ykinoxA-yKi Ufd4U Upr4ha 
:Cr@xABA MUrxA  

 
11.2 Vocabulary 

hpr    Verb    “to refrain” 

fdy    Verb    “to know” 

ykinoxA   Pronoun   “I” 

Mm vr   Verb    “to exalt” 

yOG    Noun    “nation” 
11.3 Grammar 

Ufd4U Upr4ha 
Upr4ha would be translated as “desist” or “refrain” from all of the efforts to 

destroy God’s city. Upr4ha is a hiphil imperative 2nd masculine plural from 

hpr. Notice the final h of this lamed he verb has elided, or dropped out. 

We have a h prefix with a pathah indicating a hiphil imperative. This can be 

translated as “refrain” or “let alone” or “stop” this tumultuous revolt against 
the city of God, speaking to the nations here as the psalmist is concluding 

this psalm, or we could say speaking to all peoples. U is just the conjunction 

“and” followed by the qal imperative 2nd masculine plural verb from the root 

fdy. Notice that in this pe yod verb, the yod has dropped out in this 

imperative form. 
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Myhilox$ ykinoxA-yKi 

yKi is just the conjunction meaning “that,” followed by the personal pronoun 
ykinoxA meaning “I.” This is emphatic as God is speaking here that “I am 

God” and not any other gods nor anyone among the nations. Myhilox$ of 
course is the proper name for God, looking at his transcendence and power. 

MyiOGBa MUrxA 

“I will be exalted among the nations.” MUrxA is a qal imperfect first 

common singular from Mvr meaning “to be lifted up” or “to be exalted.” Ba 
is an inseparable preposition with the definite article indicated by the pathah 

under the b. MyiOG is a plural masculine noun from yOG meaning “nations.” 
The Lord is going to be king among all peoples, among all the nations. 

Cr@xABA MUrxA 

MUrxA again means “I will be exalted,” and this again is a qal imperfect first 

common singular from Mvr. Again the Ba of Cr@xABA is the inseparable 
preposition with the definite article indicated by the a-class vowel in the 

qames here below the b. Cr@x@ again is a feminine noun meaning “earth” 

and it changes Cr@xA in pausal form in the next to the last syllable, 

lengthening from a seghol to a qames. 

11.4 Translation 

“Refrain and know that I am God. I will be exalted among the nations, I will 
be exalted among the earth.” 

11.5 Application/Interpretation 

Here is an exhortation to the nations to understand that the Lord is sovereign 
of all nations. He is the king of all kings and that He is destined to be exalted 
on the earth. We believe that this will be fulfilled when Jesus Christ again 
returns as the final Sovereign and as the final King. I am reminded of the 
praise hymns in the book of Revelation. In this series of hymns, the Lord’s 
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name is being exalted and being praised. For example, in Revelation 5 we 
are told that Jesus Christ is called worthy as the living creatures and the 24 
elders sing their song: “Worthy are you to receive the book and to open its 
seals, because you were slain and you have redeemed to God by your blood 
out of every tribe and tongue and people and nation and have made them a 
kingdom to our God and priests and they shall reign upon the earth.” This is 
followed by the elders and the living creatures singing “Worthy is the Lamb 
who was slain to receive power and wealth and wisdom and strength and 
honor and glory and blessing!” And then finally, all creation that is in 
heaven and upon the earth and under the earth and upon the sea and all in it, 
I heard saying to “the one who sits upon the throne and to the Lamb, be 
blessing and honor and glory and power forever and forever.” 

This is the destiny of Jesus Christ who is destined to be exalted among all 
nations as the final Sovereign. Like Psalm 2, the psalmist here is 
encouraging the nations to understand God’s final exaltation on the earth 
which I believe will see its reality in the return of Jesus Christ as the final 
King and Lord of all creation when he comes back. 
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Lesson 12: Psalm 46: 12 

12.1 Text 

yhelox$  UnlA-bGAW4mi  Unm>Afi  tOxbAc4  hv!hy4 
:hlAs@ bqof3y1  

 
12.2 Vocabulary 

xbAcA    Noun   “host” 

bGAW4mi   Noun   “tower” 
12.3 Grammar 

Unm>Afi tOxbAc4 hv!hy4 
hv!hy4 is the tetragrammaton showing the eternal covenant God of Hosts 

tOxbAc4 hv!hy4, is speaking again of His power over all of the heavenly 

angels and elements. We had seen in verse 8 that Unm>Afi is just the 

preposition followed by the first common plural pronominal suffix, 
suggesting “Immanuel.” This is translated as “with us.” We had said early 
on that this is ultimately fulfilled in Jesus Christ, who said “I am with you 
always.” 

bqof3y1 yhelox$ UnlA-bGAW4mi 

“A high tower for us is the God of Jacob.” bGAW4mi is a masculine singular 

noun, followed by the inseparable preposition of the l and the first common 

plural pronominal suffix in the Un. yhelox$ is the proper name for God in 

construct with bqof3y1, looking at the great deliverance that God gave to 

Jacob which again is repeated and promised here in the psalm which God 
promised that he would give to His people in the church. 
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12.4 Translation 

“The Lord of Hosts is with us, a high tower for us is the God of Jacob. 
Selah.” 

12.5 Application/Interpretation 

We have this repetition that we saw in verse 8. One is reminded of the great 
text of Romans 8 as we have looked at this psalm. Speaking of Jesus Christ 
Paul can say that he is persuaded that “neither death nor life nor angels nor 
rulers nor things present nor things about to come nor powers nor height nor 
depth nor any other creature shall ever be able to separate us from the love 
of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Rom. 8: 38-39). 

It was this great psalm that inspired Martin Luther to write the great hymn 
“A Mighty Fortress is our God.” As we think of the words of the psalm we 
can understand Martin Luther writing this hymn with these words: 

A mighty fortress is our God, 
a bulwark never failing; 
our helper he amid the flood 
of mortal ills prevaling. 
For still our ancient foe  
doth seek to work us woe; 
his craft and power are great, 
and armed with cruel hate, 
on earth is not his equal. 
 
Did we in our own strength confide,  
our striving would be losing, 
were not the right man on our side, 
the man of God's own choosing. 
Dost ask who that may be? 
Christ Jesus, it is he; 
Lord Sabaoth, his name, 
from age to age the same, 
and he must win the battle. 
 
And though this world, with devils filled, 
should threaten to undo us, 
we will not fear, for God hath willed 
his truth to triumph through us. 
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The Prince of Darkness grim, 
we tremble not for him; 
his rage we can endure, 
for lo, his doom is sure; 
one little word shall fell him. 
 
That word above all earthly powers, 
no thanks to them, abideth; 
the Spirit and the gifts are ours, 
thru him who with us sideth. 
Let goods and kindred go, 
this mortal life also; 
the body they may kill; 
God's truth abideth still; 
his kingdom is forever. 
 
(Martin Luther, A mighty Fortress Is Our God)  

 
And certainly we can conclude, How great Thou art, O Lord Jesus, our King 
and our Redeemer! 
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PSALM 91 - SECURITY IN THE LORD  

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 91 is a wonderful psalm concerning the security that we have in the Lord. It 
looks at the Lord’s divine protection and deliverance of the righteous and the 
reward that he gives those who trust in Him. It is indeed a psalm of divine 
assurance that we as believers can apply to our lives. 
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Lesson 1: Psalm 91: 1 

1.1 Text 

 :Nn!Olt4Y9  yDawa   lceB;   N OyL;f,   rt,seB;   bwey      

1.2 Vocabulary 

 bwy     Verb   “to sit, remain, dwell” 

 B     Preposition  “in” 

 Rt,se     Noun   “shelter” 

 NOyL;f,    Noun   “most high” 

 Lce     Noun   “shadow”    

 yDawa     Noun   “Almighty”    

 Nvl     Verb   “to abide” 

1.3 Grammar 

 bwey 

 bwey is a Qal Active Participle masculine singular from bway! meaning “to 
 dwell.”  Notice the vowel pattern is the o class vowel followed by the sere 
 that gives it away as a active participle of the Qal stem. So we would 
 translate this, “one who dwells.” 

 NOyL;f,  rt,seB;    

 B is a preposition and means “in.” rt,se is a noun meaning “secret place or 

 a shelter.”  
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  N OyL;f, is a noun masculine singular and means “most high.” It is a proper 

 name for God. However, notice NOyL;f,   rt,seB ; are in the construct form. 

 So we would translate this phrase “in the shelter of the Most High.” 

 yDawa  lceB;    

 B is a preposition, “in.” lce is a noun meaning “shadow.” 

yDawa is a noun masculine singular rendered “Almighty.” This is another 

word  defining the Lord in His might or in His strength. It is interesting that  

yDawa lxe is the term used in the Genesis 17: 1 for God’s name. We are not 

exactly sure of the derivation of this word.  Some suggest though it comes 
from an Akkadian source that means “mountain,” in sadu. If this is the case 
it can look at His great power and strength that provides a shadow for the 
one that will lodge under Him as the great omnipotent one whose powers 

strengthen the psalmist and all believers.  Notice yDawa lceB; are in the 

construct form. So we would translate this phrase “in the shadow of the 
Almighty.”  

 Nn!Olt4Y9   

 Nn!Olt4Y9 is a Hithpolel Imperfect 3rd masculine singular verb from N vl 

 and means “to abide.”  It is a bi-radical root. Notice the doubling of the N 

 and the o class vowel with the ty prefix.  We would translate this, “He who 

 abides or dwells.”  

1.4 Translation 

 “The one who dwells in the secret place of the most high shall lodge in the 
 shadow of the almighty.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

The psalmist gives an encouragement and a blessing upon those who  dwell 
in the secret place of the most high and who are willing to make his dwelling 
place in the shadow of the almighty Lord. It is interesting that the word 
shadow here perhaps could be a picture of a bird hovering or dwelling under 
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the wings of its mother. So it’s a beautiful picture here of God’s protection, 
and deliverance of His own who are willing to trust in Him. The Psalmist 
also is looking at the shadow of perhaps a great mountain where one is 
willing to abide under as a rock of protection. And  the Lord would be there 
to bring a shadow of covering over the psalmist from all the adverse 
circumstances that he might have to face.  The Lord Jesus Christ said that He 
would have taken Israel under His wings as a mother hen but she would not 
(Matt. 23: 37). So when we trust in Jesus Christ as our Lord and savior and 
dwell under His wings we are eternally protected.    
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Lesson 2: Psalm 91: 2 

2.1 Text 

:OB;-HFab4x,  yha|X<   ytid!Ucm4U   ysiH4m a  hvhyla  rmaX*         
2.2 Vocabulary 

 rmX     Verb    “to say” 

 l     Preposition   “to” 

 hvhy     Noun    “God” 

 hs,H4ma    Noun    “refuge” 

 v     Conjunction   “and” 

 hd!Ucm4    Noun    “fortress”   

 HFb     Verb    “to trust” 

 B     Preposition   “in” 

2.3 Grammar 

 rmaX* 

rmaX* is a Qal Imperfect 1st common singular from the root rmx, “to say.” 

Notice the X of rmx elided and the x here is indicating the first person 

singular. This is a what we call a pe aleph verb in which the x is the  first 

radical of the root and the o class vowel is the characteristics of the Pe aleph 

verb in the imperfect.  We think of a form like rmex*yv1 meaning “and God 

said” where you have a 3rd masculine singular and the o class vowel used in 
the imperfect probably due to what we might call dissimilation in the 

historical development in the verb where rm,xy2 became rm,x*y . Here we 
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have the same phenomenon except the x of the root has dropped out but we 

still maintain the o vowel though after the initial x prefix. This is indicating 

the first person. So we would translate this, “I will say.” 

 hvhyla 

 l is a preposition means “to.”  hvhy is the personal name for God rendered 

 “Yahweh.” We would translate this, “to Yahweh.”  

 ysiH4ma 

ysiH4ma is a noun masculine singular with a 1st common singular pronominal 

suffix from hs,H4ma and means “my refuge.” Notice the h dropped out and 

we have in the suffix  a y i showing that we are looking at the first person 

singular. We render the verse, “I will say of the Lord, He is my refugee and 
my fortress.” 

 ytid!Ucm4U    

 U is a conjunction, “and.” ytid!Ucm4 is a noun feminine singular  

 with a 1st common singular suffix. We would translate this as “and my 

 fortress or stronghold.” Actually, the noun is in construct with y i as for 

 example  hd!Ucmi becomes td!Ucm4 in construct.  

 yha|X<   

 yha|X< is a noun masculine plural with a 1st common singular suffix. We  

 would translate this  “my God.” Notice yha|X< comes from Myhi|X< 
 looking at the power of the Lord. This is followed by the 1st person 

 pronominal suffix y i which is added to plural nouns. The plural name for  

God here is I believe anticipates the reality of the trinity seen through the  
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eyes of progressive revelation pointing to one God in three distinct persons. 

Myhi|X<  always occurs in the plural and that I believe allows for the reality 

of the blessed trinity seen through scriptures in progressive development.  

 OB;-HFab4x, 

 HFab4x, is a Qal Imperfect 1st common singular with a 1st common 

 singular prefix from the root HFabA, “to trust.” Notice the x indicates the 

 first person. B is a inseparable preposition, “in.” O is a 3rd masculine 
 singular suffix. We would translate this phrase “in whom I trust.” 

2.4 Translation 

 “I will say to the Lord he is my refuge and my fortress my God in whom I 
 will trust.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

 We can say that in all of life trust needs to be in the Lord who made the 
 heaven and earth. We are to trust in the Lord with all our heart and we are 
 told that and the Lord provides protection for us; He is our refuge. He is our 
 fortress. In the New Testament in Romans 8, Paul says, “I am convinced 
 that neither death nor life nor principalities nor powers, nor things present 
 nor things to come nor height nor depth, nor any other creature shall ever be  

able to separate us  from the love of God which is in Jesus Christ. We have 
impregnable protection in Jesus Christ who is for Christians our refugee and 
our fortress.   
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Lesson 3: Psalm 91: 3 

3.1 Text 

 :tOUha  rb,D@mi  wUqY!  HPami  j~L;yciZya  xUh  yKi  

3.2 Vocabulary 

 yKi     Conjunction   “for”   

 xUh     Personal Pronoun  “he” 

 lcn     Verb    “to snatch,    

          to deliver” 

 Nm     Preposition   “from” 

 HPa     Noun    “snare”   

 wUqY!     Noun    “fowler” 

 rb,D@     Noun    “pestilence”   

 hU!ha     Noun    “destruction” 
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3.3 Grammar 

 j~L;yciZya  xUh  yKi 

 yKi is the conjunction, “for.” xUh is a personal pronoun 3rd masculine 

 singular, “he.” Notice it is emphatic here. We don’t need it because the verb 
 is in the 3rd person; so it makes the phrase “He will deliver you” emphatic. 

 j~L;yciZya is a Hiphil Imperfect 3rd masculine singular with a 2nd  masculine  

singular suffix from Lcan! And notice we have the daghesh forte in the  

c showing that we have a doubling, hence an assimilation showing this as  

a pe-nun verb Lcan!. So the form Lycin9y1 became LyciZya with the doubling 

of the c because of the assimilation of the nun. Notice we have an a/i  

vowel pattern which gives it away as a hiphil in the imperfect followed 

 by the pronominal suffix second masculine singular pronominal suffix in j~. 
 So we would translate this phrase “for he will deliver you.” 

 wUqY!  HPami   

Nmi  is a preposition and means “from.” Notice the N assimilated into the 

p..causing a doubling and  HP is a noun masculine singular meaning “ trap 

or snare.” w UqY! is a noun masculine singular and means “fowler.” So we 

would translate this phrase as “from the snare of the hunter or fowler.” The 
Lord promises to deliver the psalmist from those traps laid by adversaries 
and men who would seek to destroy him. 

 tOUha  rb,D@m i      

 Nm  is a preposition “from.” Again notice the N is assimilated into the d.   

 rb,D, is a noun masculine singular and it is in the construct form meaning 
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  “pestilence.” tOUha is a noun feminine plural meaning “destructions.”  

Notice the  tO gives it away as plural. So we would translate this phrase as  

“from the pestilence of destructions.” 

3.4 Translation 

 “For He will deliver you from the snare of the hunter and from the 
 pestilence of destructions.” 

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

The Lord will deliver the psalmist from the traps that are laid and from the 
plague of destruction that would have destroyed him. As we look at the New  
Testament, it is significant that the Lord promises to bring the deliverance to 
His own by keeping them secure in Him and he prays in the great prayer of 
John 17 for His disciples, and the prayer is including all believers that we 
would be kept from the evil one and from the kingdom of Satan who haslaid 
traps to destroy God’s people. It is wonderful to know that the Lord Jesus 
Christ constantly prays and intercedes for us and for our protection against 
all of Satan’s activities that he would engage against God’s people.    
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Lesson 4: Psalm 91: 4 

4.1 Text 

 hn!0ci  hS,H4T@  vypAn!K4-tHataV4  j`lA  j`S,Y!  O tR!b;X,B;  

         :OTmix3 hR!HeS*V4   
4.2 Vocabulary 

 B     Preposition   “in”   

 hR!b;X,    Noun    “pinion” 

 j`keSA     Verb    “to cover” 

 V     Conjunction   “and” 

 tHata     Preposition   “under”  

 Jn!KA     Noun    “wing” 

 hSAHA     Verb    “to seek refuge” 

 hn!0ci     Noun    “shield”  

 hRaHeS*    Noun    “buckler” 

 tm,x,     Noun    “truth” 

4.3 Grammar 

 OtR!b;X,B; 

 B is a preposition and means “in or with.” hR!b;X, is a noun feminine  

singular and means “pinion.”  It is significant that this is in construct form.  
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Vis a 3rd masculine singular suffix. So we would translate this word as “with 

his pinions.”  

 j`lA  j`S,Y!    

 j`S,Y! is a Hiphil Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from j`keSA, “to 

 cover.” l is a inseparable preposition, “to, or for.” j̀ A is a 2nd masculine 

 singular suffix, “you.” So we would translate this phrase as “he will cause 
 you to be covered.” The Hiphil stem here looks at the Lord making it 
 possible for the psalmist and all of us to have protection under His wings.    

 vypAn!K4- tHataV4   

 V is the conjunction, “and.” tHt  is a preposition meaning “under.” 

 vypAn!K4 is a noun masculine plural with a 3rd masculine singular suffix  “his 

 wings.”  

 hS,H4T@   

hS,H4T,  is a Qal Imperfect 2nd masculine singular from hSAHA meaning “to 

take refuge.” So we would translate this word as “you will take refuge.” The 
picture here reminds us of the book of Deuteronomy 32 where the Lord 
speaks of Himself as an eagle that took Israel under His wings, andcared for 
her and hovered over her teaching her to fly. The Lord covers us as we go 
through life with His protective wings like a bird covering its young.   

 OTmix3      hR!HeS*V4  hn!0ci   

 hn!0ci is a noun feminine singular that means “shield.” It looks at a large 

 shield that protects the entire body. V is the conjunction “and,” and hR!HeS* 
 is a noun feminine singular meaning “buckler,” and it looks at that which 

 goes around the lions of the body for protection. Notice the ending h gives it 

 away as a feminine.  OTmix3  is a noun feminine singular with a 3rd 
 masculine singular suffix, “his truth. So we would translate this phrase 
 as “and his truth is a shield and buckler.”  
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4.4 Translation 

 “He will cover you with His pinions and under His wings you shall take 
 refuge; His truth is a shield and a buckler.”  

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

 When we look at this in the New Testament Christology, Christ said, “I am 
 the way, the truth and the life” (Jn. 14: 6); you shall know the truth and 
 truth will make you free. Over and over again the truth is found in Jesus 
 Christ as the center piece of what is true and so as we get to know Christ 
 through the word of God which is also that which is true in that it takes us to 
 Christ, and then we have protection and as it were a shield given to us 
 against the onslaughts of Satan and his demonic kingdom in this world. It is 
 also significant that the Lord Jesus said to Israel, “O Israel I would have 
 taken you as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings but you would not” 
 (Matt. 23: 37). The Lord Jesus Christ will take all who put faith in Him and 
 place them under His wings with His divine protection.      
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Lesson 5: Psalm 91: 5 

5.1 Text 

:MmAOy  JUfY!  CHeme  hlAY4LA  dHaPam i  xRAyti- x|       
5.2 Vocabulary 

 x|     Negative Particle  “not” 

 xRy     Verb    “to fear” 

 Nm     Preposition   “from”   

 dHaPas     Noun    “terror” 

 hlAY4LA    Noun    “night” 

 CHe     Noun    “arrow”  

 Jvf     Verb    “to fly” 

 MOy     Noun    “day” 

5.3 Grammar 

 xRAyti-x| 

x| is a negative particle, “not.” xRAyti is a Qal Imperfect 2nd masculine 

singular from xR2y! , “to fear.” So we would translate this phrase as “you 

will not fear.” Notice the pe-yod verb here and since the yod is retained it is 
a historically a pe yod verb rather than a pe waw verb. 
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 hlAY4LA  dHaPam i   

 Nm  is a preposition meaning “from.” Notice the N is assimilated into the p. 

 dHaPa is a noun masculine singular and it is in the construct form. So we 

 would translate this word “from the terror of...” hlAY4L is a noun 
 singular meaning “night.” So we would translate this phrase as “from the 
 terror of the night.” Darkness when the sun goes down can bring its 
 anxiety and terror, but the psalmist says one will not be terrified by the 
 darkness because the Lord is there to protect.   

 MmAOy  JUfY!  CHeme   

 Nm  again is the preposition “from.” The N  has elided so we have 

 compensatory lengthening from hireq to sere under the m.  CH is a noun 

 masculine singular meaning “arrow.” We would translate this word as “from 
 the arrow…” 

 JUfY!  is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from Jvf, to fly.  

  MmAOy is noun with the adverbial ending M Arendered “by day.”  

5.4 Translation 

 “Do not afraid of the terror by night or from the arrow that flies by day.” 

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

Daily there can be an assault against the psalmist and the  good news is that 
one need not fear whether it is night or day time. Though the arrow is 
secretly pointed at the psalmist, he has protection from the Lord. I am 
reminded in Ephesians 6 that part of a Christian’s spiritual protection is to 
take the armor of God to quench all the fiery arrows or darts of the wicked 
one.  And in Ephesians it looks at a life lived by faith trusting in the Lord 
Jesus Christ  becomes a shield by which one is able to quench or extinguish 
all the flaming darts of the wicked one brought by Satan or from his demons.  
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Lesson 6: Psalm 91: 6 

6.1 Text 

 :MY9R!h#cA  dUw Y!  bF,Q,0m i  j`|h3Y1  lp,)xBA  rb,D,mi 
6.2 Vocabulary 

 Nm     Preposition   “from”   

 rb,D,     Noun    “pestilence” 

 B     Preposition   “in” 

 lp,)x     Noun    “darkness” 

 jlahA     Verb    “to walk” 

 bF,Q,    Noun    “destruction” 

 ddawA    Verb    “to destroy,   

          oppress” 

 MY9Rah#cA    Noun    “noonday” 

6.3 Grammar 

 j`|h3Y1  lp,)xBA  rb,D,mi 

 rb,D,mi 

 Nm  is the preposition “from.” Notice the N assimilates into the d. rb,d, 
 is a noun masculine singular meaning “pestilence.” 

 lp,)xBA   

 B is the preposition “in.” lp,)x is a noun that means “darkness.” 
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 j`|h3Y1 is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from jlahA, “to 

 walk.” So we would translate this word as “it will walk.” The imagery 
 is that of pestilence walking around in the darkness to assault and destroy the 
 life of a believer, but one does not have to fear this for the believer has the 
 protection of the seal of the Lord.       

 MY9R!h#cA  dUwY!  bF,Q,0mi   

 bF,Q,0mi   

 Nm  is the preposition “from.” Notice the N is assimilated into the q. 

 bF,Q, is a noun masculine singular rendered “destruction.”  

 dUwY! is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from ddawA meaning “to 
 waste, or destroy.” So we would translate this word as “it destroys.” Notice 
 one of the dalets elided here in this imperfect form.   

MY9R!h#cA is a dual ending noun masculine plural meaning “noonday”, with a 

qames under the r because of lengthening of a pathah here in that the accent 

is in the penultimate position at the end of the verse.  

6.4 Translation 

 “Or of the pestilence that walks in darkness or of the destruction that 
 destroys in the noon day.” 

6.5 Application/Interpretation  

When the sun is very bright there is still the potential of destruction that 
would destroy one with a sun stroke. At night when pestilence walks around 
in the darkness the psalmist is perfectly safe for the Lord would be 
protecting him. And as we look at the Lord’s protective care of the psalmist 
we can remember that in Romans 8: 31 where Paul writes these marvelous 
words: “what shall we say to this things, if God be for us who can be against 
us, who spared not is own son but delivered himself over on behalf of all of 
us, shall he not also freely with him give to us all things; who shall call 
anything to charge against the elect of God, God is the one who justifies; 
who is the one who condemns, Christ Jesus is the one who died, rather been 
raised, who is at the right hand of God who also makes constant intercession 
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on our behalf.” That great text supplies the protection of both darkness and 
day time that the Lord gives through Jesus Christ in that impregnable 
protection through his death and resurrection given to the believers in the 
Lord Jesus Christ.          
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Lesson 7: Psalm 91: 7 

7.1 Text 

 x|  j~yL,xe  j~n@ymiymi  hbAbAR4U  JL,x,  j~D;cZimi  lPoY9  

           :wGAY9   

7.2 Vocabulary 

 lpn     Verb    “to fall” 

 Nm       Preposition   “from”   

 dc      Noun    “side” 

 JL,x,     Noun    “a thousand”  

 hbAbAR4    Noun    “ten thousand”  

 yn9ymiy4    Adjective   “right” 

 Lx,     Preposition   “to”    

 x|     Negative   “not”    

 wgn     Verb    “to draw” or  

“come near” 

7.3 Grammar 

 j~D;cZimi  lPoY9 

 lPoY9 is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from lpan!, “to fall.” 

 Notice it is a pe-nun verb and the n is assimilated into the p, and we would 
 translate this word as “may fall.” 
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 j~D;cZimi 

 Nmi  is the preposition “from.” Notice the N is assimilated into the c.   j~D;cZi  

is a noun masculine singular meaning “side” with  j~ which is a 2nd 

masculine singular pronominal suffix meaning “your.”  So we would 
translate this word  as “from your side.” 

 j~n@ymiymi  hbAbAR4U  JL,x,   

 JL,x, is noun masculine singular and means “a thousand.” 

 hbAbAR4U   

 U is the conjunction “and.”  hbAbAR is  a noun feminine singular meaning 

 “ten thousand.” Notice the ending h gives it away as a feminine noun. 

 So we would translate this word as “and ten thousand.” 

 j~n@ymiym 

Nm  is the preposition “from.” Notice the n  has elided here. Yn9ymiy4 is an 

adjective singular meaning “right.” Notice j~ is a 2nd masculine singular 

pronominal suffix, “your.” We  would translate this phrase as “at your right  

side.” 

 j~yL,xe   

 Lxe is a preposition meaning “near.” j~ is a 2nd masculine singular 

 pronominal suffix, “your.” So we would translate this phrase as “unto  you.” 
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 wGAY9 x|   

 x| is the negative, particle “not.” wGAY9 is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine 

 singular from w gn, “come near.” Notice it is a pe-nun verb where the n has 

 assimilated into the g.  So we would translate this phrase as “it will not 
 come near.”       

7.4 Translation 

 “A thousand shall fall at your side and ten thousand at your right side but it 
 shall not come near you.”  

7.5 Application/Interpretation  

 Even though all around the psalmist negative things are occurring, 
 destruction will not come near to him. What is encouraging is that Jesus 
 Christ protects us that even with all of the things that occur everywhere, 
 it is good know that we have impregnable protection that is found in Jesus 
 Christ. Again “neither death nor life nor angels nor powers nor anything can 
 ever saver us from His love” (Rom. 8: 31-32).        
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Lesson 8: Psalm 91: 8 

8.1 Text 

 :HX,R4Ti  Myfiw AR4  tmaL.uwiV4  FyBita  j~yn@yfeB;  qR1 
8.2 Vocabulary 

 qR1     Adverb   “only” 

 B     Preposition    “in” 

 Nyfe      Noun    “eye” 

 Fbn     Verb    “to look, regard” 

 hmAL.uwi    Noun    “requital” 

 fwAR!     Adjective   “wicked”   

 hXR     Verb    “to see” 

8.3 Grammar 

 FyBita  j~yn@yfeB ;  qR1 

 qR1  is a adverb, “only.”  

 j~yn@yfeB;   

 B is the preposition and means “in.” yn@yfe is a noun feminine dual meaning 

 “eyes” in construct form with j~, a 2nd masculine singular pronominal suffix 

 meaning “your.”. So we would translate this word as “with your eyes.” 

 FyBita is a Hiphil Imperfect 2nd masculine singular from Fbn, “to look or 

 regard.” It is a pe-nun verb and the n has assimilated into the b so 
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 FyBnt becomes into FyBita. So we would translate this word as “you will 

 cause to look or see.” 

 HX,R4Ti  Myfiw AR4  tmaL.uwiV4   

 tmaL.uwiV4 

 v is the conjunction “and.” tmaL.uwi is a noun feminine singular and means 

 “a recompense” and it is in the construct state and it comes from hmAL.uwi.  
So we would translate this word as “and the recompense of.” 

 Myfiw AR4  is an adjective meaning “wicked.” Notice the ending My i is a 
 masculine plural ending. So we would translate this word as “the wicked 
 ones.” 

 hX,R4Ti is a Qal Imperfect 2nd masculine singular from hXAR!  “to see.” So 
 we would translate this word as “you will see.”    

8.4 Translation 

 “Only with your eyes you shall look and the recompense of the wicked you 
 shall see.” 

8.5 Application/Interpretation  

So the psalmist is told he will see the recompense of the wicked with his 
eyes. One is reminded how the Lord promises to take care of his own and we 
have already seen in the Scriptures the defeat of the Satan. Jesus says that 
the prince of this world has been judged (John 16: 11). It is significant that 
the Lord promises to bring recompense upon the wicked. Those who would 
follow Satan become children of judgment Paul would say in the Ephesians 
2: 3. Our Lord Jesus Christ says that at the resurrection in John  5: 25, that 
all who are in the tombs will hear the voice of the Son of Man and come 
forth, they who have done good unto a resurrection of life and they who 
have done evil unto a resurrection of judgment. Salvation is by faith alone, 
but works show the reality of faith; if there is fire in the fire place there 
should be smoke coming out of chimney. In Matthew 25 our Lord  
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Jesus would say, “depart from me you cursed into everlasting fire prepared 
for the devil and the angels, for I was hungry and you did not feed and I was 
thirsty and you did not give me drink, etc.” So some day the Lord is going to 
recompense those who have been wicked and evil in his sight in the final 
judgment and already believers in Christ have seen the recompense to Satan 
that was accomplished in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ and so 
John in Revelation further tells us that he saw the kingdom of Satan fall as 
he was cast out from the heave to the earth (Rev. 12: 11) and at the end into 
the Lake of Fire (Rev. 20).           
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Lesson 9: Psalm 91: 9 

9.1 Text 

 :j~n@Ofm4  TAm4Wa  NOyL;f,  ySiH4ma  hvhy  hTAxa-yKi 
9.2 Vocabulary 

 yKi     Conjunction   “because”   

 hTAxa     Personal Pronoun  “you”    

 hvhy     Noun    “God” 

 hS,HEma    Noun    “refuge” 

 NOyL;f,      Noun    “most high” 

 MUW     Verb    “to put” 

 NOfmA    Noun    “habitation”  

9.3 Grammar 

 hvhy  hTAxa-yKi 

 yKi is the conjunction “for.” It introduces a causal clause here.  

 hTAxa is a personal pronoun 2nd masculine singular, “you.” 

 hvhy is a personal name means “Yahweh.” 

 NOyL;f,  ySiH4ma   

ySiH4ma is a noun masculine singular from hs,h;ma meaning “refuge” with a 

pronominal suffix 1st person singular. Notice y igives it away as 1st common 

singular suffix and means “my.” Note we lose the final h of the noun when 
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we add the pronominal suffix in the hireq yod. We would translate this as 
“my refuge.”  

 NOyL;f, is a noun masculine singular meaning “the Most High.”  

 j~n@Ofm4  TAm4Wa   

 TAm4W is a Qal Perfect 2nd masculine singular from MyWi, “to make or  

place.” So we would translate it as “you have made or placed.” 

 j~n@Ofm4 is a noun masculine singular from NOfmA meaning “habitation.” 

 Notice the ending  j~ is a 2nd masculine singular suffix, “your.” So we would 
 translate this word as “your habitation.” 

9.4 Translation 

 “For (you have said) the Lord is my refuge, the most high you have 
 placed as your habitation.” 

9.5 Application/Interpretation  

 So the psalmist is encouraged because he has made the Most High his 
 habitation. We need to make the Lord our refuge for protection.  

I am reminded of John 15 that we are to abide in Christ and live in Him. 
 The branch draws its resources  from the vine so we must dwell with the 
 Most High our Lord Jesus Christ, and make Him our habitation and then we 
 can know that we will have a sure refuge in Him.   
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Lesson 10: Psalm 91: 10 

10.1 Text 

 :j~L,h#xAB;  bR1Q4Y9-x|  fgan@V4  hfAR!  j~yL,xe  hn0@xut4-x| 
10.2 Vocabulary 

 x|     Negative   “not” 

 hnx     Verb    “to befall,” “to be  

allowed to meet.” 

 Lx,     Preposition   “to”  

 hfAR!      Adjective   “evil” 

 fgan@     Noun    “scourage” 

 bRQ     Verb    “to approach” 

 Lh,x*      Noun    “tent”   

10.3 Grammar 

 hfAR!  j~yL,xe  hn0@xut4-x| 

 x| is the negative particle “not.” 

hn0@xut4 is a Pual Imperfect 3rd feminine singular from the root hn1xA meaning 

“to happen, befall.” Notice the t prefix gives it away as a feminine. We 

would translate this verb as “shall befall.”  

j~yL,xe  is a preposition with a pronominal suffix 2nd masculine singular, 
“you.”    
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hfAR!  is an adjective feminine singular meaning “evil.”  

So we would translate this phrase as “No evil shall be allowed to befall unto 
you.”   

 j~L,H#xAB;  bR1Q4Y9-x|  fgan@V4   

 fgan@V4   

 V is the conjunction “and.” fgan@ is a noun masculine singular “scourge.” So 

 we would translate this word as “and a scourge…” 

 bR1Q4Y9-x| 

 x| is the negative “not.” bR1Q4Y9 is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine 

 singular from bRQ meaning “come near.” So we would translate this 

 phrase as “shall not come near.”  

 j~L,H#xAB;   

 B is the preposition “in.” j~L,H#xA is the noun masculine singular from 

 lh,x* meaning “tent” with the suffix  j~ rendered “your.” So we would  

translate this as “your tent.” 

10.4 Translation 

“There shall be no evil befall unto you and neither shall a plague come near 
unto your tent.” 

10.5 Application/Interpretation 

There shall not be any evil that shall be fall neither shall there be any plague 
that shall come close to the psalmist’s tent because the Lord will protect him 
from it. Again I am reminded in the New Testament that it says, that Satan 
walks around like a roaring lion seeking whom he may he devour.  (I Peter 
5: 8), but the good news is that he that is in us is greater than he who is in the 
world (I Jn. 4: 4). So again Christ protects us from the evil one that would 
seek to bring a plague and come near us to destroy us 
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Lesson 11: Psalm 91: 11 

11.1 Text 

 :j~yk,R!D 4-lkAB ;  j~R4mAw;li  j`LA.-hU@caY4  vykAxAL;ma  yKi  
11.2 Vocabulary 

 yKi     Conjunction   “because” 

 j`xAL;ma    Noun    “angel”  

 hvc     Verb    “to command” 

 L     Preposition   “to or for” 

 Rmw     Verb    “to keep, watch” 

 B     Preposition   “in”    

 LkA     Noun    “all”  

 jRd     Noun    “way”   

11.3 Grammar 

 vykAxAL;m a  yKi 

 yKi  is a conjunction rendered “for or because.” 

 vykAxAL;m a is a noun masculine plural with a 3rd masculine singular suffix 
 “his messengers or angels.”  

 j`LA.-hU@caY4   

hU@caY4 is a Piel Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from hv!cA means “to 
charge.” Note the shewa pathah vowel pattern indicates a piel imperfect.  
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L is the preposition, “to.” j̀ A is a 2nd masculine singular pronominal suffix, 

“you.” So we would translate this phrase as “he will give charge to or for 
you.”  

 j~R4mAw;li   

 j~R4mAw;li is a Qal Infinitive construct from Rmw meaning “to guard.” L is 

 a preposition introducing the infinitive. j~ is a 2nd masculine singular  

pronominal suffix, “you.” So we would translate this as “to guard you.”    

 j~yk,R!D4-lkAB;   

 lkAB; 

 B is the preposition meaning “in.” lkA is a noun masculine singular 

 meaning “all.” It is rendered… “in all.” 

 j~yk,R!D4 is a noun masculine plural from jRd meaning “way.”  j~ is a 2nd 

 masculine singular pronominal suffix, “your.” So we would translate this 
 word as “your ways.” So He will give His angels charge over you to keep 
 you in all of your ways, and in all of the goings and comings of life, and all 
 of your daily activities in all that you do 

11.4 Translation 

 “For He will command His angels over you to keep you in all of your 
 ways.” 

11.5 Application/Interpretation 

The text is saying that the Lord will command His angels to protect the 
psalmist and to protect all believers and keep them in all of their ways. I am 
reminded of the rule of angels in our lives as believers in Jesus Christ. 
Angels are ministering spirits sent forth to minister to those that are the heirs 
of salvation (Hebrews 2: 4). It’s good to know that angels accompany us just 
like they did our Lord throughout life. Even in the book of Luke angels were 
sent and carried the soul of the beggars to the bosom of Abraham. So angels 
have a role that they play according to this psalm and as taught in the New 
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Testament of protecting believers in Jesus Christ. We are promised to have 
these ministering spirits that are with us throughout this life to the very 
length of our lives.        
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Lesson 12: Psalm 91: 12 

12.1 Text 

 :j~L,g4R1  Nb,X,BA  JG*Ti-N P,  j~n4Ux WA0Y9  MY9PaKa-lfa 
12.2 Vocabulary 

 lfa     Preposition   “on”    

 JKa     Noun    “hand” 

 xWn     Verb    “to lift, carry” 

 NP,     Conjunction   “less” 

 Jgn     Verb    “to smite, strike” 

 B     Preposition   “in,” “with”  

 Nb,X,     Noun    “stone” 

 Lg,R,     Noun    “foot” 

12.3 Grammar 

 MY9PaKa-lfa 

lfa is the preposition, “upon.” MY9PaKa is a noun feminine dual meaning 

“hands.” MY9 1 gives it away as the dual. So we would translate this phrase as 

“on (their) hands.” 

j~n4UxWA0Y9 is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine plural from xWAn! , “to bear.” 

Notice it is pe-nun verb and the n assimilated into the  W. Then we have U 

showing that we are looking at the 3rd person plural followed by the helping 

n  consonant and then j~ is a 2nd masculine singular pronominal suffix 
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meaning “you.” So we would translate this phrase as “they will bear you 
up.”   

 JG*Ti-N P,   

 NP, is a conjunction meaning “lest.” JG*Ti is a Qal Imperfect 2nd masculine 

 singular  from Jg1n! , “to dash.” So we would translate this as “lest you 

 dash.”    

 Nb,X,BA   

BA is the preposition “in,” “with.” Nb,X,  is a noun feminine singular 
meaning “stone.” So we would translate this as “against the stone.” 

 j~L,g4R1 is a noun feminine singular from Lg,R, meaning “foot.” j~ is a 2nd 

 masculine singular pronominal suffix. So we would translate this as “your 
 foot.”      

12.4 Translation 

 “Upon their hands they shall carry you lest you shall dash your foot against 
 the stone.” 

12.5 Application/Interpretation 

It is interesting that it was this very text that Satan quoted in the temptation 
account in tempting our Lord. In Matthew 4 for example Satan takes the Son 
of Man our Lord Jesus Christ and says “since your are the Son of God than 
cast yourself down from the top of the temple for it is written, he will 
command his angels concerning you and they shall carry you upon their 
hands lest you should dash your foot against the stone.” Satan can quote 
Scripture but here it is certainly quoted out of context because for Jesus 
Christ to jump from the temple would be to appear as the coming Messiah 
before the cross. Satan is tempting Jesus to act independently of the Father’s 
plan of the cross misquoting scripture. Jesus replies again “it is written, you 
shall not tempt the Lord your God.” It is significant that angels ministered to 
Jesus when he was in the  garden and helped him through the crucifixion and 
then continue to minister  to Him after the crucifixion in guarding the tomb. 
So all the way through the angels minister to our Lord but here in Matthew, 
Satan quotes the Psalm out of context, to get the Lord to move away from 
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the Father’s plan of providing redemption through the cross by publicly 
presenting Himself as the Messiah before Calvary.    
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Lesson 13: Psalm 91: 13 

13.1 Text 

 :Nyn09taV4  rypiK4  Sm R4Ti  j`R*d4Ti  Nt,p,V!  lHawa-lfa 
13.2 Vocabulary 

 lfa     Preposition   “on” 

 lHawa     Noun    “lion” 

 v     Conjunction   “and”    

 Nt,p0,     Noun    “adder, viper” 

 jRd     Verb    “to tread” 

 SmR     Verb    “to trample” 

 Nyn09ta     Noun    “serpent” 

13.3 Grammar 

 lHawa-lfa 

lfa is a preposition meaning “over or on.” lHawa is a noun masculine 
singular, “lion.” So we would translate this as “on the lion.” 

 Nt,p,V!   

V is the conjunction “and.” Nt,p, is a noun masculine singular, “venomous 

serpent.” So we would translate this as “and the venomous serpent.” 
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 Nyn09taV4  rypiK4   Sm*R4Ti  j`R*d4Ti   

 j`R*d4Ti is a Qal Imperfect 2nd masculine singular from jRd meaning “to 

 tread.” So we would translate this as “you will tread.”  

Sm*R4Ti is a Qal Imperfect 2nd masculine singular from SmR meaning  

 “to trample,” “you shall or will trample…” 

rypiK4 is a noun masculine singular meaning “young lion.” Here is a 

Hebrew parallelism with repeated. It has an ab ba pattern of parallelism or a 
chiasmus pattern.     

 Nyn09taV4 

V is the conjunction “and.” Nyn09ta is a noun masculine singular “serpent.” So 

we would translate this “and serpent.” 

13.4 Translation 

 “Upon the lion and the serpent you shall tread you shall trample the young 
 lion and serpent.”  

13.5 Application/Interpretation 

The lion here and serpent are the symbols of treacherous danger that faces 
not only the psalmist but all genuine believers. The ultimate idea of the 
serpent is found in Genesis 3 of Satan and the tempter who Jesus says in 
John 8 was a liar from the beginning. So in a spiritual sense the deception 
continues from the serpent and the injury he can afflict which started with 
the fall. If continues but the good news is that Genesis 3: 15 speaks of the 
seed of the woman as crushing the head of the serpent. Jesus Christ on the 
cross gains the final victory over the serpent and all of the demonic world. 
Paul could say in Romans 16: 20 “very shortly Satan would be crushed 
under your feet,” no doubt predicting the final return of Christ when Satan 
would ultimately cast Satan into the lake of fire. This is fulfilled and seen in 
Revelation 20: 10. The good news is that 
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 we have this victory in a spiritual reality through Jesus Christ who has 
 crushed the head of the serpent on the cross and then in the resurrection, and  

hence we are victors over Satan and the demonic world through the death 
and resurrection of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.        
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Lesson 14: Psalm 91: 14 

14.1 Text 

 :ymiw;  fday!-yKi  UhbeG4WaX3  UhFeL;.paX3V1  qwaHA  ybi  YKi  
14.2 Vocabulary 

 YKi     Conjunction   “because” 

 b     Preposition   “in” 

 qwH     Verb    “to love,” “to be  

attached to” 

 FLp      Verb    “to deliver” 

 bgW     Verb    “to set high” 

 fdy     Verb    “to know” 

 Mwe     Noun    “name”   

14.3 Grammar 

 ybi  YKi 

 YKi is a causal conjunction rendered “because.” 

ybi is a preposition with a 1st common singular pronominal suffix, “in or 

unto me.” 

 qwaHA is a Qal Perfect 3rd masculine singular from qw H, “to love.”   
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 UhFeL;.paX3V1 

V is the conjunction “and.” X gives it away as the 1st common singular   

“I.” Notice the ending Uh gives it away as a 3rd masculine singular 

pronominal suffix meaning “him.” UhFeL;.paX3V1 is Piel Imperfect 1st person 

singular from F Lp, “to deliver.” It is translated “I will deliver him.”    

 UhbeG4WaX3 

X gives it away as the 1st common singular, “I.” Notice the ending Uh gives 

it away as a 3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix, “him.” UhbeG4WaX3 
then is a Piel Imperfect 1st common singular from bgW, “to set on high.” 

We would translate this word as “I will set him on high.”  

 ymiw;  fday!-yKi   

 yKi is a conjunction means “because.” 

  fday! is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from fdy, “to  know.” 

ymiw; is a noun masculine singular from Mwe and means “name.” Notice the 

ending y igives it away as the 1st common singular pronominal suffix “my” 
It is translated “my name.”       

14.4 Translation 

 “For in me he has set his love and I will therefore deliver him and I will set 
 him on high because he has known my name.” 

14.5 Application/Interpretation 

The Lord is giving an assurance here that because the psalmist has loved him 
and has attached himself to him with love, the Lord promises him that he 
will rescue him. The Lord knows our name. As we think about the New 
Testament and our Lord Jesus Christ, I am reminded in Ephesians 2 how we 
were dead in trespasses and sins and separated from the Lord, but when we 
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set our love on him by faith and attach our faith to Him, He in his great 
mercy raised us and seated us in the heavenlies in Christ Jesus. What a 
beautiful thought that He loved us first and when we put our faith in Him  
and attach ourselves to His love for us, then we experience that great 
salvation of  being quickened raised, and seated with Christ in the heavenly 
places (Eph. 2: 5-6).       
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Lesson 15: Psalm 91: 15 

15.1 Text 

 UhceL;.Hax3   hR!cAb;   ykin*xA-Om0fi   Uhn2f<X,V4   yn9XeR!Q4Yi  

          :Uhd2B ;kax3V1 
15.2 Vocabulary 

XRq Verb    “to call,” “to  

proclaim” 

 hnf     Verb    “to answer” 

 Mf     Preposition   “with”   

 yknx    Personal Pronoun  “I”    

 hR!cA;     Noun    “trouble” 

 CLH     Verb    “to deliver” 

 dbk    Verb    “to honor” 

15.3 Grammar 

yn9XeR!Q 4Yi  is a Qal Imperfect 3rd masculine singular from XRq “to call.” 

Notice the ending y 9 gives it away as the 1st common singular “me.” So we 

would translate this word as” he calls me.” 

 Uhn2f<X,V4    

V is the conjunction “and.” Uhn2f<X,V4 is a Qal Imperfect 1st common singular 

from hnf and means “to answer.” Notice the Uh ending gives it away as 3rd 

masculine singular pronominal suffix, “him.” So we would translate this 
word as “I will answer him.” 
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 ykin*xA-Om0fi    

Om0fi is a preposition and 3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix, “with 

him.” 

ykin*xA is a personal pronoun 1st common singular “I.” We have to 
 supply “will be.” So we would translate this phrase as “I will be with him.” 

 UhceL;.Hax3   hR!cAb;    

hR!cAb; 

b is the preposition “in.” hR!cA is a feminine singular noun meaning 
“trouble.” 

UhceL;.Hax3 is a Piel Imperfect 1st common singular from CL H and means 

“to rescue.” Notice x gives it away as the 1st common singular and Uh is the 

3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix. So we would translate this phrase 
as “I will rescue him in trouble.”  

 Uhd2B;kax3V1 

V is the conjunction “and.” Notice the x gives it away as 1st common 

singular “I” and Uh is a 3rd masculine singular pronominal suffix, “him.” 

This is a Piel Imperfect 1st common singular verb from dbk meaning “to 

honor.”  Notice there is a composite shewa followed by a pathah and 

doubling of the middle radical in the b. So we would translate this as “and I 

will honor him.” 

15.4 Translation 

 “He will call me and I will answer him; I will be with him in trouble, and I 
 will deliver him and I will honor him.”  
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15.5 Application/Interpretation 

What a great assurance of the Lord’s answer in time of trouble and how He 
will rescue us and bring us to honor. The apostle Paul speaks, as he was in 
prison of the fact that every one had left him, but he says: “the Lord stood 
beside me and strengthened me” (II Timothy 4: 17). Then he goes on to say: 
“Lord will rescue me (verse 18) from all every evil work and he will save 
me into his heavenly kingdom. To him be glory forever and ever, amen.” 
What a beautiful text that Paul, thinking about the Lord’s rescue, applies this 
thought telling how the Lord would deliver him from every evil and save 
him into his eternal kingdom and bring a reward to him. Earlier in this same 
chapter Paul said: “I have fought the good fight, I have finished the course, I 
have kept the faith henceforth there is laid it for me the crown of 
righteousness which the Lord the righteousness judge will give me in that 
day, and not to me only, but to all those also who have loved His appearing” 
(II Tim. 4: 8). The good news is that when we call upon the Lord, He will 
not only answer us in time of trouble, but deliver us and bring us ultimately 
into that same eternal blessing of his eternal kingdom.        
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Lesson 16: Psalm 91: 16 

16.1 Text 

 :ytifAUwyBi  UhxeR4XaV4  UhfeyBiW;xa  MymiY!  j`R@X* 
16.2 Vocabulary 

 j`R@X*     Noun    “length” 

 Mvy     Noun    “day” 

 fbW    Verb    “to satisfy” 

 hxr     Verb    “to show” 

 B     Preposition   “in”    

 hfAUwy4    Noun    “salvation” 

16.3 Grammar 

 MymiY!  j`R@X* 

j`R@X* is a noun masculine singular meaning “length.” It is in the construct 

form.  

MymiY! is a noun masculine plural rendered “days.” So we would translate 

this phrase as, “with length of days.” 

 UhfeyBiW;xa   

x gives it away as the 1st common singular “I” and the ending Uh is a 3rd 
masculine singular pronominal suffix, “him.” The stem is a Hiphil Imperfect 

1st common singular from fbW meaning “to satisfy.” So we would 

translate this, “I will satisfy him.”    
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 ytifAUwyBi  UhxeR4XaV4   

 UhxeR4XaV4  

V is the conjunction “and.” Notice the x prefix gives it away as the 1st 

common singular “I” and the ending Uh is a 3rd masculine singular 
pronominal suffix, “him.” The verb is a Hiphil Imperfect 1st common 

singular from hxr, “to show.” So we would translate this word as “I will 

show him.”    

 ytifAUwyBi 

b is a preposition meaning “in.” The noun is a feminine singular from 

hfAUwy4 meaning “salvation” and the ending y i is a 1st common singular 

pronominal  suffix, “my.”  So we would translate this word as “my 
salvation.” 

16.4 Translation 

 “With length of days I will satisfy him and I will make him to see my 
 salvation.” 

16.5 Application/Interpretation 

The psalmist is promised long life and the Lord would show him his 
deliverance in this life and in all that he would go through. As we look at 
this in terms of the New Testament and the Lord Jesus Christ, he delivers us 
not only in this life because of his death and resurrection, but ultimately he 
will bring us into a final deliverance in the new heaven and new earth. 
Revelation 21: 3 tells us that his dwelling will be with us and he will wipe 
away every tear from our eyes. We will see our salvation in a new heaven in 
a new earth. We will see our Savior and He will bring us into the 
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ceaseless ages of eternity where “there will be no more death, sorrow, pain 
or sadness for all these things are passed away” (Rev. 21: 4). I am reminded 
of great hymn:   

And can it be that I should gain 

An interest in the Savior’s blood! 

Died he for me? Who caused his pain! 

For me? Who him to death pursued? 

Amazing love! How can it be 

That thou, my God, shouldst die for me? 

Amazing love! How can it be 

That thou, my God, shouldst die for me?  

(Charles Wesley, “And Can It Be that I Should Gain.” Nashville, Paragon 
Associates, p. 260). 

As we think of this great deliverance that the Lord brings us and the eternal 
life and that we have in Him we can only sing: 

All hail the power of Jesus’ name! 

Let angels prostrate fall; 

Bring froth the royal diadem, 

And crown him Lord of all 

Bring forth the royal diadem, 

And crown him Lord of all. 

(Edward Perronet, “All Hail The Power of Jesus Name.” Nashville, Paragon 
Associates, p. 325. 
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PSALM 100 - PRAISE TO THE LORD 

INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 100 is the great Psalm of thanksgiving for the Lord is God who has made us 
and we are His people and the sheep of His pasture. We are to bless His name for 
the Lord’s good, his kindness is everlasting and His faithful extends from 
generation to generation. 
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 100:1 
1:1 Text 

:Cr@xA%hA-lKA hv!hyla Ufyr69hA  hdA5Otl; rOmz4mi 
 
1.2 Vocabulary 

 rOmz4mi   Noun   “song, psalm” 

 hdAOT   Noun   “sacrifice” 

 fUr    Verb   “to shout” 

1.3 Grammar 

There is a great hymn of praise that is fitting as we worship our Lord and 

Savior. It is the great hdAOT, the great Thanksgiving hymn of Psalm 100.  

hdA5Otl; rOmz4mi 
 

“A song for thanksgiving . . .” or “. . . of thanksgiving . . .” Notice rOmz4mi 
is a noun meaning “song.” l; is the inseparable preposition, and hdAOT 

means “thanksgiving.”  

:Cr@xA%hA-lKA hv!hyla Ufyr69hA  

“. . . shout to the Lord, all the earth.” fUr is the verb. It is a Hiphil 

imperative, second masculine plural, from fUr, a middle weak verb. Notice 

the A-I pattern that gives it away as a Hiphil, with a h prefix. “. . . shout to 

the Lord . . .” Notice the l; preposition with the definite article preceding 

hvhy. “. . . all the earth.” lKA is a noun (“the entirety of the earth”) in 

construct with Cr@xA%hA. Notice Cr@x,6 is the word for “earth,” and hA is the 
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definite article, with the long A, the qames, because the x could not take 

the assimilation of the historical l with the article that has dropped out.  

1.4 Translation 

 “A song of thanksgiving. Shout to the Lord, all the earth.”  

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

All of the earth is called to shout praise to the Lord. Now we have several 
reasons for that in verses two and following.  
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 100:2 
2:1 Text 

:hn!&n!r4Bi vyn!pAl; UxB6o hHA5m;WiB ; hv!hy4-tx, Udb;fi 
 
2.2 Vocabulary 

 dbf   Verb   “to serve” 

 hHAm;Wi   Noun   “joy, gladness” 

 hn!&n!r4    Noun   “shouts of joy, joyous songs” 

2.3 Grammar 

hHA5m;WiB; hv!hy4-tx, Udb;fi 
 

Notice Udb;fi is from the root dbf, “to serve.” It is a Qal imperative, 

second person plural, from dbf. “Serve . . .” tx, is the sign of the direct 

object. “Serve the Lord . . .” (the tetragrammaton, hvhy)  

“. . . with . . .” The B; here is a preposition meaning “with.” hHAm;Wi is a 

feminine noun meaning “joy.” “Serve the Lord with gladness . . .”  
 

:hn!&n!r4Bi vyn!pAl; UxB6o 
UxB6o is the bi-radical root xOB. It is a Qal imperative, second masculine 

plural, from xOB. “. . . come before his face . . .” or “. . . before him . . .” 

Notice the l; (“to”), and My9n18PA is the word for “face,” although here it is 

vyn!pA, in construct with the v, the pronominal suffix, third masculine 
singular. “. . . come to his face . . .” or “. . . before him with shouts of joy . . 

.”  or “. . . joyous song,” singing praise to him. B; is the preposition. hn!&n!r9 
means “shouts of joy.” A good way to render that might be with “joyous 
songs.”  
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2.4 Translation 

 “Serve the Lord with gladness, come before him with joyous songs.”  

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

We have ongoing exhortation to serve the Lord as well as shout to Him and 
to worship Him. The reason for this “shouting of joyous songs” is given in 
verse three.  
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 100:3 
3:1 Text 

UnWAfA-xUh  Myhi|x< xUh hv!hy4-yKi UfD4 
 

:Ot%yfir4ma Nxcov4 Om>fa UnH;n17x3 [Olv4] (x|v4)  
 
3.2 Vocabulary 

 Mfa    Noun   “people” 

 Nxco    Noun   “sheep” 

 tyfir4ma   Noun   “pasture” 

3.3 Grammar 

Myhi|x< xUh hv!hy4-yKi UfD4 
 

Notice UfD4 is from the root fdy, “to know.” The y has dropped out in this 

pe-yod verb. It is a Qal imperative, second person plural, from fdy. 

“Know . . .” The idea here is to know experientially. “. . . that . . .” yKi is 

the conjunction. “. . . the Lord . . .” xUh is the personal pronoun. “. . . he is 

God . . .”  
 

UnWAfA-xUh 
 

“. . . he has made us . . .” xUh is a personal pronoun, masculine singular. 

UnWAfA is from hWf, a lamed he verb. The h has dropped out. It is a Qal 

perfect, third person singular, with the pronominal suffix Un. “. . . he has 

made us . . .” 
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UnH;n17x3 [Olv4] (x|v4) 
 

“. . . and we are to him . . .” Notice v4 is the conjunction, and the l is the 

preposition with the personal pronoun O, third masculine singular 

pronominal suffix following the Qere.  UnH;n17x3 is the personal pronoun 

“we.” “. . . we belong to him . . .” An alternate rendering is “not we 
ourselves,” following the Kethib. 

 

Om>fa 
We are his Om>fa. Mfa is the word for “people.” Om>fa is “his people.” Notice 

the pronominal suffix, third masculine singular. “. . . [we are] his people . . 
.”   

:Ot%yfir4ma Nxcov4 

v4 is the conjunction “and.” Nxco is the word meaning “sheep,” in construct 

with tyfir4ma, which is “pasture,” followed by the pronominal suffix O. “. . 

. and the sheep of his pasture.” 

3.4 Translation 

“Know that the Lord, he is God. We are to him his people, the sheep of his 
pasture.”   

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

The first reason that we are to come before Him with shouts of joy and to 
serve Him and bring worship to Him is that He is God. I am reminded of 
Jesus in John chapter eight, who uses the title Yahweh and applies it to 
Himself, when He says, “Before Abraham was, e]gw> ei]mi< (‘I am,’)” which is 

a quote from the Hebrew hy@h;x, of Exodus chapter three, “I will be” or “I 

am that which I am.”  
 
We come before God the Father, God the Son, and the God the Holy Spirit 
and worship and adore the Trinity, for He is God.  
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“He has made us.” God created Israel, and as we move to the New 
Testament, it is Jesus Christ and the work of the Trinity that has formed us 
into a people and given us His salvation.  
 
Israel could say, “We belong to the Lord.” We as believers today say the 
same thing. We belong to Him because Christ has made us His people. We 
are His people, we are the sheep of His pasture. Jesus said, “I am the Good 
Shepherd.” He takes us in and out to find pasture in John ten.  
 
We are to adore God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit.  
 
Then the writer continues with a second exhortation in the next verse.  
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Lesson 4:  Psalm 100:4 
4:1 Text 

hl.A5hit;B i vytAr*ceH3 hdAOtB; vyr!fAw; UxBo6 
 

:Om%w; Ukr3BA Ol-UdOh 
4.2 Vocabulary 

 rfaw a    Noun   “gate” 

 rceHA    Noun   “court” 

 hl.AhiT;   Noun   “praise” 

 dOh    Verb   “to praise, laud” 

 j̀rB    Verb   “to bless” 

4.3 Grammar 

hl.A5hit;Bi vytAr*ceH3 hdAOtB; vyr!fAw; UxBo6 
 

“Come . . .” or “Enter into his gates with thanksgiving . . .” Notice UxBo6 is 

from xOB. It is a Qal imperative, masculine plural, a bi-radical root. rfawa 
is the word for “gate.” It is a plural construct with v here, the pronominal 

suffix. “Enter his gates with thanksgiving . . .” B; is the preposition “with.” 

hdAOT is the noun, feminine singular, “thanksgiving.” Then this is repeated 

in vytAr*ceH3. “. . . his courts . . .” Notice rceHA is the word for “court,” and 

tO is feminine plural, and it is in construct with the v here, “his.” “. . . his 

courts with praise.” hl.AhiT; is a noun meaning “praise.” This is where we 

get the word “psalm,” hl.AhiT;, or the plural Myli.hiT;, “Psalms.”  
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:Om%w; Ukr3BA Ol-UdOh 
“. . . praise him . . .” or “. . . laud him . . .” dOh is the root. It is a Qal 

imperative, second masculine plural, from dOh. l is the preposition, 

followed by the pronominal suffix O. Ukr3BA is the Piel here. Notice the A-

vowel, a long A, because the daghesh in the r cannot stay there, since the r 

cannot double. It is a Piel imperative, second person plural, from j`rB.   

“. . . bless his name.” Mwe becomes Omw; in construct with the pronominal 

suffix O, third masculine singular.  

4.4 Translation 

“Enter into his gates with thanksgiving, his courts with praise; praise him, 
bless his name.”  

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

The second call to praise is given, followed by the reasons then in the final 
verse.   
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Lesson 5:  Psalm 100:5 
5:1 Text 

:Ot%n!Umx< rdov! rDo-dfav4 OD7s;Ha MlAOfl; hv!hy4 bOF -yKi 
 
5.2 Vocabulary 

 ds,H,6    Noun   “kindness, loyal love” 

 rDo    Noun   “generation” 

 hn!Umx<   Noun   “faithfulness” 

5.3 Grammar 

OD7s;Ha MlAOfl; hv!hy4 bOF-yKi 
 

“For the Lord is good . . .” He has brought us His goodness in the salvation 

work of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. OD7s;Ha MlAOfl;. l; means 

“for,” and MlAOf means “for eternity” or “forever,” a noun looking with the 

preposition at “eternity.” “. . . forever is his loyal love . . .” ds,H,6 is a 

famous word. It means “kindness” or “covenant loyalty.” It is in construct 

here with the pronominal suffix, third masculine singular, O. “. . . for his 

loyal love is forever . . .”  
 

:Ot%n!Umx< rdov! rDo-dfav4 
“. . . and . . .” Notice the conjunction. “. . . from (or, unto) generation and  

generation . . .” rDo is a noun meaning “generation.” The preposition dfa is 

followed by rDo, with another conjunction, again followed by the noun rdo. 
“. . . and unto generation and generation . . .” (meaning perpetually) “. . . 

from one generation unto another is his faithfulness.” Notice Ot%n!Umx< is 

from hn!Umx<. It is in construct with the O here, third masculine singular 

pronominal suffix. The t appears, replacing the final h, hn!Umx< 
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becoming Ot%n!Umx<. “. . . his faithfulness goes from one generation to 

another.”  

5.4 Translation 

“For the Lord is good, his loyal love is forever, and his faithfulness is from 
generation to generation.” 

5.5 Application/Interpretation  

Here are the reasons that we praise Him, that we enter into His courts. We 
look at Israel entering into the temple to praise the Lord. We look at us now 
entering into the presence of the Blessed Trinity, to praise the work of the 
Trinity for our salvation.  
 
The kindness of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit is 
forever on behalf of us as we have put our faith in Jesus as our Lord and 
Savior.  
 
The Lord is faithful from parent to children, from generation to generation, 
perpetually, we see his faithfulness. 
 
Seven great things bring us to praise our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ in the 
Blessed Trinity: (1) because we know that the Lord, He is God in the Trinity 
of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. (2) He has made 
us. Jesus Christ and God the Father and God the Spirit have made us in the 
salvation that they have brought us. We belong to Him. (3) We are His 
people, (4) the sheep of His pasture. He is the Good Shepherd, leading us in 
and out to find pasture. (5) He is good, (6) His loyal love is continual, and 
(7) His faithfulness extends from generation to generation. These are seven 
great things, the perfection of the work of salvation that the Blessed Trinity 
of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit has worked on our 
behalf. 
 
Let us adore our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. May we daily sing the praises 
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, who has become our salvation, and who 

is the One who brings us these great truths in this psalm of hdAOT. It is 

through the work of Christ that God the Father and God the Son and God the 
Holy Spirit are magnified. We are to lift the name of the Blessed Trinity on 
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high, always remembering these seven great things that have been 
accomplished on our behalf.  
 
May the God of peace, who brought again from the dead the Great 
Shepherd of the sheep, by the blood of the eternal covenant, our Lord 
Jesus Christ, equip you in every good work to do His will, working in 
us that which is acceptable before Him through Jesus Christ. To Him 
be glory forever and ever. Amen. (Hebrews 13:20-21) 

 
Worthy is the Lamb which was slain to receive power and wealth and 
wisdom and strength and honor and glory and blessing. To the One 
who sits upon the throne and to the Lamb, be blessing and honor and 
glory and power forever and forever. Amen and amen (Revelation 
5:12-13). 
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PSALM 102: 26-29 - THE ETERNALITY OF THE MESSIAH  

INTRODUCTION  

Back to back with this great Messianic Psalm, as seen through the book of 
Hebrews, is also Psalm 102. 

Psalm 102 is a psalm that is dealing with the plight of a sufferer in exile, who is 
praying to live to be restored and to be brought back to the land of Judah. He is 
asking Yahweh to extend his life so that he could see God’s ultimate redeeming 
work, and be brought back to the land of Israel with his people. 

It is in that context that we begin with verse twenty-six.  
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 102:26 
1:1 Text 

:My9m%AwA j~yd@6y! hWef3maU TAd4say! Cr@xA6hA Myn9pAl; 
1.2 Vocabulary 

 dsy    Verb   “to lay a foundation” 

 hWef3ma   Noun   “work” 

1.3 Grammar 

TAd4say! Cr@xA6hA Myn9pAl; 
 

Literally, this is “To the before . . .” or “Previously . . .” Myn9PA is “to the 

front,” “the front” with the plural here, and with the l;. We could just 

translate it something like “previously” or “before.” Cr@xA6hA has hA, the 

definite article. It has a qames underneath the h, because the x cannot take 

a daghesh. Normally the article had a l after it, and it assimilated into the 

next radical. This cannot happen here, so the l dropped out, and we have 

compensatory lengthening from a pathah to a qames. Notice Cr@xA6hA is 

from Cr@x,6. It is in pause here. That is why there is the lengthening from a 

seghol to a qames under the x. “Previously [or, Before] you laid the earth 

as a foundation . . .” or “. . . you laid the foundation, the earth . . .” dsy 

means to “lay a foundation.” It is a Qal perfect, second masculine singular, 

from dsy.  
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:My9m%AwA j~yd@6y! hWef3maU 

“. . . and . . .” Notice the conjunction U with the shureq here instead of the 

v4, because of the labial m. “. . . and the work . . .” hWef3ma means “work.” It 

is a noun, a feminine noun. “. . . the work of your hands . . .” dy1 means 

“hand,” and the sere-yod has this noun in construct with j~, the seghol-yod 
showing it is plural, “. . . the work of your hands is the heavens.” Notice the 

My9m%AwA, meaning “heavens.” Notice the dual ending, and the long qames 
here instead of the pathah because it is in pause, and we go back to the 
second- or the next-to-the-last syllable, and there is a lengthening of the 
vowel from a pathah to a qames.  

1.4 Translation 

“Before you laid the earth as a foundation, and the work of your hands is 
the heavens.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

“You laid the foundation of the earth, the heavens are the work of your 
hands.” He is talking here in the context about Yahweh, and about the 
Lord’s creative work.  
 
He goes on to drive home the point even further.  
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 102:27 
2:1 Text 

Ul5b;y9 dg,B,6Ka M l.Akuv4 dmof3ta hTAxav4 Udbexy* hm>Ah26 
 

:Up|%H3y1v4 MpeyliH3Ta w Ubl.;Ka 
2.2 Vocabulary 

 dbx   Verb   “to perish” 

 dmf   Verb   “to stand” 

 dg,B,6    Noun   “garment” 

 lhB    Verb   “to wax old, wear out” 

 wUbl;   Noun   “clothing, cloak” 

 JlH    Verb   “to change, exchange” or  

        “to pass away” 

2.3 Grammar 

Udbexy* hm>Ah26 
 “They shall perish . . .”  

Notice hmA>h26 is a personal pronoun, masculine plural. “They” is referring to 

the heavens. “They shall perish . . .” Udbexy* is from dbx, “to perish,” a 

pe aleph verb. It is a Qal imperfect,  third masculine plural from dbx. 

Notice as we look at this verb, we have an O-vowel after the y, after the 

prefix. This is because we have a dissimilation in the historical process of 

the development of this verb. Probably it was something like Udbexy9, and 

the I-vowel dissimilated here with the x into an O. “They shall perish . . .” 

is speaking of the heavens and the earth.  
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dmof3ta hTAxav4 
“. . . but . . .” Notice the v4 here, the conjunction, and the contrastive use of 

it. “. . . but you . . .” hTAxa is a personal pronoun, masculine singular. “. . . 

but you shall stand [or, endure] . . .” dmf is the word “to stand” or 

“endure.” It is a Qal imperfect, second masculine singular, from dmf. 

Notice because the f, being a guttural, takes a hateph-pathah, the pathah 

part of that shifts under the t, and that’s why we have the pathah instead of 

the hireq. “. . . you shall stand [or, endure] . . .”  

Ul5b;y9 dg,B,6Ka Ml.Akuv4 
“. . . and . . .” Notice the v4 here, the conjunction. lKu is “all,” and it is in 

construct with M A, the pronominal suffix, third masculine plural.  

“. . . and all of them, as the garment . . .” The definite article is used here, 
showing any specific garment, or a collective use of the singular referring to 

all garments. “. . . like the garment they shall wax old . . .” dg,B ,6 is a noun, 

masculine singular, followed by the verb hlB, meaning “to wax old” or 

“to wear out.” It is a Qal imperfect, third masculine plural, from hlB.  

:Up|%H3y1v4 MpeyliH3Ta wUbl.;Ka 

“. . . as clothing . . .” or “. . . as a cloak . . .” The K; again is the inseparable 

preposition, followed by wUbl;, meaning “cloak” or “clothing.” “. . . as 

any piece of clothing, you will cause them to be changed.” Notice JlH 

means “to exchange” or “change.” It is a Hiphil; notice the A-I pattern, the 

A-vowel under the prefix t, followed by the hireq-yod between the second 

and third radical. It is a Hiphil imperfect, second masculine singular, from 

JlH, “to exchange” or “to change,” followed by the third masculine plural 

pronominal suffix M e. “. . . you shall change them, and they shall pass 
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away.” Up|%H3y1v4 is a Qal imperfect, third masculine plural, with a simple 

waw connective. “. . . and they shall pass away.” JlH here means “to 

pass away,” with the previous usage, which means “to exchange” or 
“change”. “. . . you shall change them, and they shall pass away.”  

2.4 Translation 

“They shall perish, but you shall stand, and like the garment they shall wax 
old; as a piece of clothing, you shall change them, and they shall pass 
away.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

The Psalmist here is contrasting the eternality of Yahweh with this whole 
world, like a garment that soon is exchanged and passes away. 
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Lesson 3:  Psalm 102:28 
3:1 Text 

:Um>TA%y9 x| j~yt,6O nw;U xUh5-hTAxav4 
3.2 Vocabulary 

 hn!w A    Noun   “year” 

 Mm T    Verb   “to end, complete” 

3.3 Grammar 

xUh5-hTAxav4 
 

“But you are the same . . .” Literally it is “you are him,” but we would 

translate it “the same.” v4 is a conjunction, hTAxa is a personal pronoun, 

second masculine singular, and xUh is a pronominal suffix, third person 

masculine singular. You could just translate it, “you are (literally) he,” but it 
would mean “you are the same.” “You are he who remains” would be the 
idea here.  
 

:Um>TA%y9 x| j~yt,6O nw;U 

U is a conjunction, again, it is a shureq. hn!wA is the word for “year,” and this 

has a plural feminine ending tO, and it is in construct with j~, a masculine 

pronominal suffix, second person singular. “. . . and your years will not 

come to an end” or “. . . will not end.” x| is a negative particle, and MmT 
means “to end” to “to be completed.” It is a Niphal here; notice the I 

followed by the A-vowel. The root is MmT; it is a double ayin root. The 

first daghesh forte is because the n of the imperfect Niphal has assimilated 

from Um>tA%n4y9. Also, instead of having the double m’s, one of the m’s has by 

reverse assimilation gone back into the second m, and hence we have 
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Um>TA%y9. “. . . your years shall be endless.” “They shall be without end” is 

the idea.  

3.4 Translation 

 “But you are the same, and your years will never end.”   

3.5 Application/Interpretation  

Then, after looking at the eternality of Yahweh, he then concludes in the 
next verse.  
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Lesson 4:  Psalm 102:29 
4:1 Text 

:NOK&y9 j~yn@8pAl; MfAr4z1v4 UnO K7w ;y9 j~yd6@bAf3-yn2B; 
4.2 Vocabulary 

 Nkw    Verb   “to dwell” 

 NUK    Verb   “to establish” 

4.3 Grammar 

 UnOK7w ;y9 j~yd6@bAf3-yn2B; 
The first two words are two nouns in construct. “The sons (or children) of 
your servants . . .” Notice the pronominal suffix, second masculine singular, 

attached to the plural noun. UnOK7w ;y9 is a Qal imperfect third masculine 

plural from N kw. “. . . they shall dwell continually . . .” “The children of 

your servants shall dwell continually . . .”  
 

 :NOK&y9 j~yn@8pAl; MfAr4z1v4 

Notice the conjunction v4, “and,” followed by the noun for “seed,” with a 

pronominal suffix, third masculine plural. “. . . and their seed before  

you . . .” j~yn@8pAl; has the preposition l; with the noun for “face,” literally 

“to the face(s)”, but this is commonly translated “before.” Notice also the 

pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. NOK&y9 is a Niphal imperfect 

from N UK. Notice the I-vowel plus the daghesh in the K, showing the n of 

the Niphal has assimilated, NOK&n4y9 becoming N OK&y, with the middle weak 

Nv1KA becoming NUK, the waw becoming an O. “…and their seed before you 

will be established.”  
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4.4 Translation 

“The children of your servants will dwell continually, and their seed before 
you will be established.”   

4.5 Application/Interpretation  

This particular verse is not quoted in the book of Hebrews. The verses that 
are quoted begin in verse twenty-six and go down through verse twenty-
eight.  
 
As we look at the book of Hebrews, all of these words are applied over the 
board to Jesus Christ, so to speak, and they are applied from Psalm 45. What 
the writer of Hebrews is teaching by the pen of divine inspiration is that 
Jesus Christ is not only the divine king, but He is the divine creator. He 
shares the title of Yahweh. He is equal to Yahweh. He is fully divine, as the 
One who is eternal. He is the eternal creator.  
 
These two texts are put together in Hebrews chapter one, verses eight to 
twelve, to show that Jesus Christ the Son is the eternal King/Creator, where 
angels, in verse seven, are simply part of God’s creation. In verse seven he 
had quoted Psalm 104, “The one who makes his angels winds, and his 
messengers a flame of fire” (like lightning). Angels are part of God’s 
creation; Jesus is the eternal Creator, equal in deity with God the Father. 
 
These great verses are Messianic, applied by the writer of Hebrews to Jesus 
Christ, the eternal King/Creator, who now reigns forever at the Father’s right 
hand.  
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PSALM 110: 1 - THE SEATING OF CHRIST AT THE FATHER’ S 
RIGHT HAND  

 
INTRODUCTION  

Psalm 110: 1 is the most quoted verse in the New Testament looking at the 
resurrection and reign of Jesus Christ at the father’s right side until He place all 
enemies under His feet including death. 
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 110:1 

1.1 Text 

 yn97ymiyli bwe yn9d*xla hv!hy4 Mxun4 rOmz4mi dv9dAl;  

    :j~yl,%g;r1l; Md*h3 j~yb,^y4xo tywixA-dfa 
1.2 Vocabulary 

 Nmiy!    Noun     “right” 

 by2xo    Participle   “enemy” 

 Md*h3    Noun    “footstool” 

 lg,r@8    Noun    “foot” 

1.3 Grammar 

 yn9d*xla hv!hy4 Mxun4 rOmz4mi dv9dAl; 
“A Psalm of David . . .” There is a “. . . declaration of Yahweh . . .” “. . . the 
Lord said to my lord . . .” This was the very text that Jesus quoted in 
Matthew 22, in asking the Pharisees, Why is it that David called his Messiah 
“lord” if he is his son? They were not able to answer that, for Jesus was 
clearly applying this text, I believe, to His Divinity. “. . . the Lord said to my 
lord . . .” 

 yn97ymiyli bwe  

bwe is a Qal imperative second person singular from the root bwy. The y 
has dropped out here in this “pe yod” verb in the imperative. “. . . sit to my 

right . . .” Nymiy! means “right”, and yn9ymiy4 means “my right”, the y iis a 

pronominal suffix, along with the preposition l; here. “. . . sit here to my 

right . . .” 
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 :j~yl,%g;r1l; Md*h3 j~yb,6y4xo tywixA-dfa  

“. . . until . . .”  dfa is an adverb. “. . . until I make . . .” tywixA is a middle 

weak form. It is a Qal imperfect first person singular from tyw. by2xo is a 

Qal active participle meaning “enemy”. It is a plural form in construct with  

j~, pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. “. . . until I make your 

enemies the footstool . . .” Md*h3 is a noun meaning “footstool”. “. . . for 

your feet.” j~yl,%g;r1 is a noun, masculine plural construct, with j~, 
pronominal suffix, second masculine singular. The noun goes back to lg,r@8 
in the singular form. “. . . until I make your enemies the footstool to your 
feet.” 

1.4 Translation 

“A Psalm of David. The Lord said to my lord, Sit here to my right until I 
make your enemies the footstool to your feet.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

This is one of the most quoted texts in the New Testament in relationship to 
our Lord. It is the one that Jesus quotes in Matthew 22 in speaking of His 
divinity.  

A king’s feet would rest upon the heads of his enemies, and so Christ, in the 
New Testament, has sat down at the right hand of the Father until He places 
all enemies under His feet. Paul will say this in 1 Corinthians 15. This text is 
applied in Acts 2, in Ephesians 1, throughout the book of Hebrews, in 1 
Corinthians 15 to the exalted reign of Christ at the right hand of His 
heavenly Father. And He is reigning there until He put all enemies under His 
feet: sin, death, the demons. The last enemy that will be put under His feet is 
death itself. Paul could say in 1 Corinthians 15, “O death, where is your 
sting? O grave, where is your victory?” Jesus Christ is the One who has 
come and who has conquered sin and death and reigns as the Eternal King at 
the right hand of His heavenly Father and is preparing an eternal place for 
His church where there will be no more death but eternal life. 
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May we adore Jesus Christ as our divine Lord and King, and say with 
Thomas, “My Lord and my God” (Jn. 20).  
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PSALM 118: 22-23 - THE REJECTED STONE BECOMES THE 
CHIEF CORNERSTONE 

INTRODUCTION  

The next great text that has a Messianic meaning and application in the New 
Testament is Psalm 118. 

This is a psalm that is speaking about Israel, who had been rejected by the Gentile 
people in exile. Gentiles become as builders, that rejected Israel as the stone that 
God is going to restore. 

We will see, as we look at this, how this is then applied ultimately to the true 
Israel, which is Jesus Christ, in His fulfillment of it. 

We begin in verse twenty-two.  
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Lesson 1:  Psalm 118:22 
1:1 Text 

:hn!>&Pi wxr*l; htAy4hA Myn97OBha Usx3mA N b,x,6 
1.2 Vocabulary 

 Nb,x,6    Noun   “stone” 

 sxm   Verb   “to reject, despise” 

 hnB    Verb   “to build” 

 hn>!Pi    Noun   “corner” 

1.3 Grammar 

Myn97OBha Usx3mA Nb,x,6 
 

Nb,x,6 is a noun, masculine singular. Usx3mA is from the root sxm, “to 

reject” or “to despise.” It is a Qal perfect, third masculine plural, from 

sxm. Myn97Obha is from the root hnB, “to build.” Notice it has an O-

vowel, a holem-waw, followed by the plural My i. It is from hnB, “to 

build,” a Qal active participle, masculine plural, from hnB, the final h 

having dropped out. “The stone the builders despised . . .”  
 

htAy4hA 

“. . . has become . . .” htAy4hA is a Qal perfect, third feminine singular, from 

the root hyh. Notice the final h in this lamed he verb changes to a t when 

you add the feminine suffix ending h A. “The stone which the builders 

despised has become . . .”  
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:hn!>&Pi wxr*l; 

l; is a preposition. “. . . for the head . . .” w xr* is a noun meaning “head,” 

in construct with hn!>&Pi, meaning “the corner.” “. . . has become the head of 

the corner.”  

1.4 Translation 

 “The stone the builders despised has become the cornerstone.” 

1.5 Application/Interpretation  

“The head of the corner” could also be said to be “the cornerstone (of the 
building).” The writer goes on to say that something else besides this has 
happened… 
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Lesson 2:  Psalm 118:23 
2:1 Text 

:Unyn2% yfeB; txlAp;n9 xyhi tx{7* htAy4hA6 hv!hy4 txeme 
 
2.2 Vocabulary 

 txlAp;n9   Adjective  “marvelous” 

 Ny9fa6    Noun   “eye” 

2.3 Grammar 

tx{7* htAy4hA6 hv!hy4 txem e 
 

me is a preposition. The n from N mi could not assimilate into the x, so it 

dropped out, and again we that compensatory lengthening under the m to a 

sere. txe is the sign of the direct object. “From the Lord…” hv!hy4 is simply 
the tetragrammaton for Yahweh. “From Yahweh (or, the Lord) this has 

occurred . . .” or “. . . this has come about . . .” htAy4hA6 again is a Qal 

perfect, third feminine singular, from hyh, and it goes with the 

demonstrative pronoun tx{7*, which is feminine singular, from the singular 

hz@ in the masculine. “This has come from the Lord . . .”  

 

:Unyn2% yfeB; txlAp;n9 xyhi 

“. . . it is . . .” xyhi is a feminine personal pronoun, referring to what the 

Lord has done. “. . . it is marvelous . . .” txlAp;n9 is a noun meaning 

“marvelous” or “wonderful.”  Unyn2%yfeB ; has B;, the inseparable preposition, 

followed by the shewa. My9n81yfe is the plural form of Ny9f6a, “eye.” Notice that 

it is in construct with the sere-yod with the Un, which is your pronominal 

suffix, first common plural. “. . . it is marvelous in our eyes.”  
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2.4 Translation 

 “From the Lord this has come about; it is marvelous in our eyes.” 

2.5 Application/Interpretation  

This great text at one point is looking in its historial peshat meaning, its 
literal meaning, at Israel being restored to the land after exile, and the 
builders representing the Gentiles, who had rejected and despised Israel.  
 
Now, as we see this through the New Testament, our Lord Jesus interprets 
this around Himself. In the gospel of Matthew, after defining in the parable 
of the vineyard, the ill treatment that the religious leaders have given to the 
prophets, and ultimately to Jesus Himself as the divine Son of God, Jesus 
says, in verse forty-two, to them: “Have you not ever read in the Scriptures, 
‘The stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner. 
This has come about from the Lord, and it is marvelous in our eyes’?” Jesus 
quotes this, applying this to Himself as the final Israel. The stone now, 
though, which the religious leaders have rejected, is Jesus Christ Himself. 
He will become the cornerstone of the temple, which is the church that He is 
establishing or building.  
 
Jesus then goes on to say, “On account of this, I say to you, that the kingdom 
of God will be taken from you and given to a nation bringing forth its fruit.” 
The nation here will represent Gentiles along with Jewish believers who now 
will form the people of God. Jesus Christ will be that stone, that cornerstone, 
that will set the direction for the whole building. He applies this directly to 
Himself, looking toward His cross-work, which would supply the basis for 
this cornerstone. The religious leaders are the builders who, instead of 
building upon Him, have rejected Him.  
 
Jesus then goes on to say that “the one who falls upon this stone shall be 
smitten . . .” This means that in order to fall upon Jesus, one would have to 
repent and be smitten from pride and all arrogancy and come as a child.  
“. . . but on whomsoever it falls, he shall be smashed.” The word here looks 
at a final, terminal judgment against those that the stone would fall upon. 
This seems to be also a clear reference to Daniel, and the stone cut out of the 
mountain without hands of Daniel two, falling upon the image of Daniel, 
representing the judgment that Christ would bring at His Second Coming. 
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As we look at this great text, our Lord Jesus saw Himself as the true Israel, 
rejected by the builders, the religious leaders. Having been rejected, He is 
made the head of the corner of the new temple. The new temple represents 
the church, which would be made up of Gentiles and believing Jews who 
accept the work of Jesus Christ for their redemption, the work of Jesus 
Christ, the God-man on the cross, bringing about this new temple, this new 
building, by His death and resurrection.  


